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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the design of algorithms for the extraction of knowledge (in terms of
entities belonging to a knowledge graph) and information (in terms of open facts) from text
through the use of Wikipedia as main repository of world knowledge.

The first part of the dissertation focuses on research problems that specifically lie in the
domain of knowledge and information extraction. In this context, we contribute to the sci-
entific literature with the following three achievements: first, we study the problem of com-
puting the relatedness betweenWikipedia entities, through the introduction of a new dataset
of human judgements complemented by a study of all entity relatedness measures proposed
in recent literature, as well as with the proposal of a new computationally lightweight two-
stage framework for relatedness computation; second,we study theproblemof entity salience
through the design and implementation of a new system that aims at identifying the salient
Wikipedia entities occurring in an input text and that improves the state-of-the-art over differ-
ent datasets; third, we introduce a new research problem called fact salience, which addresses
the task of detecting salient open facts extracted from an input text, and we propose, design
and implement the first system that efficaciously solves it.

In the second part of the dissertation we study an application of knowledge extraction
tools in the domain of expert finding. We propose a new system which hinges upon a novel
profiling technique thatmodels people (i.e., experts) through a small and labeled graphdrawn
fromWikipedia. This newprofiling technique is then used for designing a novel suite of rank-
ing algorithms for matching the user query and whose effectiveness is shown by improving
state-of-the-art solutions.
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0
Introduction

Academic and industrial research are now focusing on enhancing
the humankind progress through the development of new ICT technolo-
gies that are considered “intelligent” because they can afford a number of
general- or specific-domain tasks in a very accurate manner with perfor-

mance that is close, and sometimes even better, than what a human can do.

For the development of these intelligent technologies, machines need to access, read and
understand the large amount of information stored in data archives. Natural language is still
the dominant form on which information is produced every day by humans. News articles,
Web pages, emails and social media posts are a few examples of this phenomena.

Text understanding is very easy for humans, but for machines it is still a challenging task.
There are many reasons for this: (1) texts do not present a uniform structure; (2) a single
sentence can contain multiple facts— e.g., “Leonardo is the scientist who paintedMona Lisa”
contains the facts (“Leonardo”, “is”, “scientist” ) and (“Leonardo”, “painted”, “Mona Lisa” );
(3) words are ambiguous since they can refer to multiple real-world entities (e.g., the stan-
daloneword “Leonardo” could refer to eitherLeonardo_DiCaprioorLeonardo_da_Vinci),
which become conceptually unique when dived within a specific context (e.g., in the previ-
ous example the word Leonardo uniquely refers to Leonardo_da_Vinci. Furthermore, not
all the information present in a document has the same importance: some elements may be
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more or less salient with respect to the document content, with the top-salient ones that sig-
nificantly help humans in understanding the discussed topics.

The main reason why humans can easily understand the meaning of a text is that they
are able to interpret words and entities in a larger context hinging onto their background and
linguistic knowledge (Gabrilovich & Markovitch, 2007). Differently from machines, they
do not interpret the meaning of a text by its merely words, but through the salient facts and
the concepts they refer to as well as the relatedness among them. In fact, not only are hu-
mans able to understand the real-world entities behind an input text, but they are also able
to proper quantify how many entities, or facts, are semantically related to another one (e.g.,
in the previous example, Mona_Lisa is more related to Leonardo_da_Vinci than to Sci-
entist). Unfortunately, most of the solutions present in literature are still based on tradi-
tional techniques, whose algorithms are designed on a text representation built upon the clas-
sic bag-of-words paradigm (BoW, in short): an unstructured collection of (possibly ambigu-
ous) keywords. Despite the widespread popularity of BoW since sixties (Harris, 1954), this
paradigm actually suffers from several well-known limitations: (1) the curse of dimension-
ality, a problem that arises in algorithms when they need to manage large, and often sparse,
data in high-dimensional space; (2) words are ambiguous and afflicted by synonymy and pol-
ysemy problems, thus making (3) the understanding of the unambiguous concept they refer
to a difficult task; (4) due to the flattering of the input text into a vector of keywords, the set
of factual information contained in the sentences is totally lost.

A first effort to overcome these limitationswas introduced by algorithms based onmatrix-
decompositionmethods, namely LDA/LSI (Hoffman et al., 2010), with the aim of reducing
the dimensions of the input space and building a low-rank approximation of the keyword-
document matrix. The resulting space on which documents are transformed is called latent,
since it manipulates hidden concepts that try to model the ones present in the input text
andmapped by humans. Conceptually similar words are mapped into similar (geometrically
close) latent vectors, thus solving the limitations (1) and (2) mentioned above, but still un-
solving (3) and (4).

Due to the scalability issues of LDA/LSI methods and with the progress of the machine
learning, research is now focusing onmore sophisticated and efficient techniques for learning
distributed anddense representations of documents, such asword embeddings (Mikolov et al.,
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2013b). The larger* and denser space onwhichwords are nowmanipulated enablesmachines
to a more semantic (e.g., word analogy) representation of text, thus now addressing (2) and
(3), but yet unsolving (1) and (4).

On the other hand, both LDA/LSI and word embeddings only partially solve issue (3):
words referring to the samemeaning (e.g., “NYT” and “’New York Times’) are mapped into
similar vectors although they actually represent an equivalent concept (i.e., the newspaper
The_New_York_Times).

Consequently, moving towardmore structured paradigms is becoming an emerging need
for designing new andmore intelligent applications that require a deep understanding of the
input text, both in terms of unambiguous salient entities and salient facts expressed in its con-
tent. Accordingly, to understand natural language as humans do, machines should be able to
access and use a vast amount of common-sense and domain-specific world knowledge (Has-
san & Mihalcea, 2011). In Computer Science, such as repository is referred as knowledge
graph (KG): a graphwhose nodes are entities, namely “concepts” representing real-world per-
sons, locations or things, and edges that model their relationships, by properly representing
attributes, events or facts between the KG’s nodes. Among the number of public available
KGs, such as Yago (Hoffart et al., 2013), BabelNet (Navigli&Ponzetto, 2012) andWikidata
(Vrandečić & Krötzsch, 2014), just to mention a few, Wikipedia is the leading representative
and most used repository storing the machines’ world knowledge, with a myriad of down-
stream applications in different domains, such as the ones studied in this dissertation.

Beside accessing to a knowledge repository, machines should be also able to use linguistic
knowledge of the language at the hand to proper extract from an input text the multiple facts
it conveys. A sentence is not only understood through its concepts, but also through the
set of propositions (i.e., subject-relation-object) that constitute the input text. Accordingly,
the syntactic analysis provided by linguistic frameworks, such as part-of-speech taggers (Man-
ning, 2011), named entity recognizers (Seyler et al., 2017) and dependency parsers (Chen &
Manning, 2014), can enablemachines to automatically identify the grammatical structure of
a text. This linguistic knowledge can thus be used to determine which facts compose a sen-
tence, and consequently help machines to distill, from possibly long and noisy sentences, an

*Each word is represented by a n-dimensional vector of floating-points, with n that commonly
spans in [100, 1000].
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essential and comprehensive set of propositions in normalized form that are extremely easy
to be read and understood.

In the last decade, the development of knowledge graphs and advancements in the field of
natural language processing allowed research to do several steps towards enabling machines
to understand the meaning of input text as well as to structure it in factual form, thus ease
its automatic reading and interpretation by properly addressing issues (3) and (4) described
above. In particular, two novel research fields have been devised in the domains of, respec-
tively, knowledge and information extraction: entity linking (Bunescu & Paşca, 2006) and
open information extraction (Banko et al., 2007).

Entity linking addresses the problem of detecting meaningful sequences of words in a
natural language text and then link them to the nodes of a KG, thus allowing machines to
find the concepts (entities of the KG) that can be associated to the input text. Since the text
is now mapped into nodes of a KG, machines can perform inference or possibly find the
relations between texts based on these entities.

Open information extraction addresses the problem of extracting, from natural language
text, of a set of facts in a propositional form (i.e., subject-relation-object). This avoid ma-
chines to directlyworkwith sentences, whichmight expressmore than one fact, it helps them
to comprehensively understandwhat are the relationships between the extracted constituents
as well as it can serve as input to a number of downstream applications— e.g., see (Mausam,
2016) and references therein.

Although the literature abounds nowadays of many theoretical studies about the topics
described above and their applications to a variegate number of domains, the same was not
true at the time the research pursued in this thesis was started. First, very few works were
applying graph theory to the field of entity linking with the final goal of going beyond tradi-
tional paradigms (i.e., BoW, LDA/LSI or word embeddings) that represented a document
by means of a vector built upon its words. These few papers proposed new kinds of graph
representations that aimed atmodeling an input document as a subgraph of the KG enriched
with proper features (Ni et al., 2016; Scaiella et al., 2012). At the same time, literature was
also offering a large body of work addressing the problem of estimating the relatedness be-
tween words, but the research studying relatedness between concepts, which is at the core of
any inference engineworking on KGs, was very preliminary andmainly evaluated in extrinsic
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settings (Ceccarelli et al., 2013), with solutions hinging only upon the textual description of
entities (Hoffart et al., 2012). As a result, machines were not exploiting the full potential
provided by both the textual descriptions and the interconnected structure of KGs. On the
other hand, several researchers preliminary started using facts as an intermediate representa-
tion between the input text and the downstream application at the hand (Stanovsky et al.,
2015), thus showing that the extracted facts can help machines in a better comprehension of
the document content. Unfortunately, in all these applications, facts have always been con-
sidered equally important, whereas it is obvious that some of them are actually more or less
salient with respect to the topics discussed in the input text and that this could be deployed
within NLP/IR tools in order to empower the understanding of texts.

In this dissertation we contribute to the scientific literature by investigating three tech-
nical problems related to entity linking, entity salience and fact salience, which constitute
the backbone of many modern NLP/IR tools and naturally spur from the discussion above.
Then we introduce and analyze an application setting, called expert finding, where we inves-
tigate the deployment of our newly designed techniques.

First, we study theproblemof entity relatednessby introducing anewdatasetwithhuman
judgements complementedby a thorough studyof all entity relatednessmeasures proposed in
recent literature. This allows us to fix the state-of-the-art in this setting, by highlighting pros
and cons of the known solutions and, hence, propose a new space-efficient, computation-
ally lightweight, two-stage framework for relatedness computation. In the first stage, a small
weighted subgraph is dynamically grown around the two query entities; in the second stage,
relatedness is derived by random walks executed on this subgraph. Our framework shows
better agreement with human judgment than existing proposals both on the new dataset and
on an established one, with improvements of, respectively, +7% and +5% among Spearman
and Pearson correlations. We also plug our relatedness algorithm into a state-of-the-art entity
linker and observe an increase in its accuracy (with an average+2/3% in F1 over four different
datasets) and robustness (these improvements are stable among different values of a critical
system parameter). As a result, our work shows that the combination of textual descriptions
and relationships between entities can achieve significantly better results with respect to the
methods that rely their computations on only one of these two source of information. This
work was presented at CIKM 2017 (Ponza et al., 2017a) .
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Second, we study the problem of entity salience through the design and implementa-
tion of Swat, a system that identifies the salient Wikipedia entities occurring in an input
document. Swat consists of several modules that are able to detect and classify on-the-fly
Wikipedia entities as salient or not, based on syntactic, semantic and latent features properly
extracted via a supervised process which has been trained over millions of examples drawn
from the New York Times corpus. The design of our solution is complemented with a
thoughtful analysis that sheds the light among the number of features that have been pro-
posed, by eventually showing that signals coming from a document modeled as a subgraph
of the KG can effectively be used to improve the detection of salient Wikipedia entities in
texts. The validation process is performed through a large experimental assessment, eventu-
ally showing that Swat improves known solutions over all publicly available datasets, with
improvements of +3.4% and +6.3% with respect to the systems implemented by Dunietz &
Gillick (2014) and Trani et al. (2018), respectively. This work was presented atNLDB 2017
(Ponza et al., 2017b), and further extended in a version which was published at Computa-
tional Intelligence (Ponza et al., 2018b).

Third, we introduce fact salience, the task of generating a machine-readable representa-
tion of the most prominent information in a text document as a set of facts. We also present
SalIE, the first fact salience system known in the scientific literature. SalIE is unsupervised
and knowledge agnostic, based on open information extraction to detect facts in natural
language text, PageRank to determine their relevance, and clustering to promote diversity.
SalIE shows that a proper extraction of salient facts can enable machines the understanding
of the input document with performance that are near, and sometimes better, than state-of-
the-art document summarizers (Durrett et al., 2016;Mihalcea&Tarau, 2004), with improve-
ments up to +2.7%, +3.1%, +1.5% and +1.2% among rouge-1, rouge-l, rouge-1.2w and
rouge-su, respectively. This work was presented at EMNLP 2018 (Ponza et al., 2018a).

Fourth, we are the first (to the best of our knowledge) in showing that the graph represen-
tation of documents — preliminary used by Ni et al. (2016) and Scaiella et al. (2012)— can
be extended and used formodeling people (as opposite to texts) as a subgraph of the KG at the
hand. More precisely, we investigate the application of entity linking in the domain of expert
finding with the design and implementation of Wiser, a novel and unsupervised system for
the retrieval of experts. Wiser indexes each expert through a new profiling technique which
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models her expertise with a small, labeled and weighted graph drawn from Wikipedia. At
query time, experts are retrieved by Wiser through a combination of a novel suite of scor-
ing algorithms that uses this new profiling representation for boosting the quality of their
results. The effectiveness of our solution is established over a large-scale experimental test on
a standard dataset for this task. Wiser achieves better performance than all the other com-
petitors, with final improvements over a state-of-the-art solution (Van Gysel et al., 2016b) of
+5.4%,+5.7% and+3.9% inMAP,MRR, andNDCG@100, thus proving the effectiveness of
author’s profile via our “semantic” graph of entities. Thisworkwas published at Information
Systems (Cifariello et al., 2019).

In conclusion, the scientific contributions of this thesis show that the proper model-
ing of knowledge and information extracted from an input document in terms of entities,
drawn from a KG (e.g., Wikipedia), and facts, derived from its sentences, can be significantly
boosted through the application of graphmodeling and algorithms. Specifically, structuring
the knowledge and information contained in a document as a graph (of entities or facts) al-
lows the design of new and powerful techniques and novel NLP/IR tools which target the
ultimate and ambitious goal of enabling machines to comprehensively understand and inter-
pret the natural language text.

0.1 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized in three main parts.

Background and Tools introduces several basic concepts and tools that serve as building
blocks for the rest of the thesis. Specifically, it is subdivided in two main chapters.

Chapter 1 illustrates three main research areas. Each of them is first described in general
terms and then specialized with a suit of practical applications, thus showing their role in the
design of “more intelligent” solutions. Specifically, the three research areas are: (1)Wikipedia
as fundamental resource for the developing of intelligent systems based on real-world knowl-
edge; (2) knowledge extraction, with a particular focus on the domain of entity linking; (3)
information extraction, with special emphasis on open information extraction. In this chap-
ter — and, specifically, in (2) and (3) — we also detail the differences that feature solutions
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for the extraction of knowledge with respect to the ones that extract information.
Chapter 2 concludes this first part by introducing four main algorithmic techniques that

are widely used in the rest of the thesis. Specifically, we describe (1) the theory of graph al-
gorithms based on random walks (i.e., PageRank and CoSimRank); (2) the popular word
embeddings technique, commonly used for learning the latent distribution of words and en-
tities in a text collection; (3) the well-known machine learning algorithm for classification
and regression problems known as gradient tree boosting; (4) a novel and efficient cluster-
ing algorithm for partitioning data points into high-quality clusters without sacrificing the
scalability performance.

Knowledge and Information Extraction illustrates three main technical contributions of
this thesis, subdivided in two chapters.

Chapter 3 formalizes the problem of quantifying how much two Wikipedia entities are
related through a fair and unbiased study of all relatedness measures proposed in recent lit-
erature over two different human assessed datasets (one of which is new and introduced in
the same chapter). In this context, we then propose a new, space-efficient, computationally
lightweight two-stage framework for the computation of such entity relatedness. Experimen-
tal results will show that our framework not only achieves a better agreement with human
judgement than existing proposals, but it also allows a state-of-the-art entity linker to increase
its accuracy and robustness.

Chapter 4 is focused on the extraction of salient elements (i.e., entities and facts) from
an input document. The first part of the chapter lies in the domain of entity salience, which
addresses the problem of extracting salient Wikipedia entities from text. In this context, we
present the design and implementation principles of Swat, our novel state-of-the-art solu-
tion for the entity salience problem. The second part of this chapter introduces a new task
called fact salience, which addresses the problem of extracting salient facts from an input text.
After introducing this new research problem, we present SalIE, the first, unsupervised and
knowledge agnostic solution for the extraction of salient facts.

Applications is the part of the thesis focusedon showing thepractical impact that knowledge
extraction tools can have in the domain of expert finding. More precisely, Chapter 5 focuses
on expert finding, a task whose goal is the retrieval of pertinent people (i.e., experts) given an
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input query. We describe the design and implementation of Wiser, our novel expert find-
ing solution. In this context, Wiser shows how entity linking and the relatedness between
the extracted entities can be used to properly model the expertise of people through a small,
labeled andweighted graph ofWikipedia entities. Furthermore, this new profiling technique
is used to design a new suite of ranking algorithms for the retrieval of experts, whose effective-
ness is established over a large-scale experimental test that eventually shows Wiser turning
out to be state-of-the-art on this task.

0.1.1 Internal Structure of the Chapters

All chapters that introduce our research contributions generally follows this structure:

1. At the very beginning, each chapter provides a brief and general abstract of the work
that is going to be presented.

2. Through the section Introduction, the problemand themain contributions of the chap-
ter at the hand is illustrated.

3. A sectionRelatedWork is specifically provided for each chapter.

4. Subsequently, one or more sections detail the novel contributions that are devised in
the chapter at the hand.

5. Experiments is the section that describes thedatasets, configurationsof the experimented
systems, evaluation metrics, results and discussion spurred out from our experiments.

Since Chapter 4 groups together two different works on the common topic of extraction of
salient elements (i.e., entities and facts) in text, it follows this structure at a deeper level than
other chapters. More precisely, points 1-3 are preserved, but 4-5 are actually presentedwithin
two different sections.
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Part I
Background and Tools





1
Background

In this chapterwe introduce several concepts that serve as the fundamental back-
ground for the understanding of the dissertation. Specifically, we cover three dif-
ferent broad and wide-spread topics. First, we introduce Wikipedia as resource of
knowledge intended for being used to develop intelligent applications as well as

how we model Wikipedia in the form of directed and labeled graph. This kind of modeling
actually constitute the knowledge graph that we use in the rest of the thesis. Second, we intro-
duce the research area of knowledge extraction, with a proper specialization on the domain
of entity linking: the task that addresses the extraction of entities belonging to a knowledge
graph from an input text. Third, we describe the topic of information extraction, with par-
ticular focus on open information extraction: the tasks that addresses the extraction of open
facts from a input text. Differences between the topics of knowledge and information extrac-
tion are also provided in the corresponding sections. Furthermore, the description of each
background topic is supplemented with a proper section that focuses its use within differ-
ent research areas, thus showing the effectiveness and importance they have in a myriad of
different research communities.
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1.1 Wikipedia: TheWorld Knowledge Repository

Empowering intelligent applications with the use of world knowledge is becoming a pow-
erful asset not only for increasing the quality of a large number of tasks, but also for im-
proving the user experience as well as for enhancing the interpretability of the resulting so-
lutions. A resource that stores the “world knowledge” is called knowledge graph (KG), and a
variegated number of them have been proposed in literature. Popular public available exam-
ples are Wikipedia*, DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015), BabelNet (Navigli & Ponzetto, 2012),
Yago (Hoffart et al., 2013), ConceptNet (Speer & Havasi, 2013), Freebase (Bollacker et al.,
2008) andWikidata (Vrandečić & Krötzsch, 2014), which have been complemented by that
vertical catalogs proposed as domain-specific KGs (e.g., movie, medical, sport, finance and
more). Industrial examples do also exist, such as the Google Knowledge Graph (Singhal,
2012), Facebook’s Graph Search† or Microsoft Satori.

From the abovementionedKGs,Wikipedia is clearly the leading representative andmost
used repository of world knowledge (Pasca, 2016), especially in the academia domain. First,
Wikipedia is the one which is commonly chosen as starting point for deriving of other KGs,
for exampleby fusingmultiple languages of the sameWikipedia snapshot (Navigli&Ponzetto,
2012) with a proper combination (Hoffart et al., 2013) of other existing KGs, such as Word-
Net (Miller, 1995) orGeoNames (Vatant&Wick, 2012). Second, according to a recent study
(West et al., 2012), Wikipedia is mainly edited by people with a high expertise with respect to
a domain of interest as well as they “smarter” than commonWeb users: they readmore news,
educational websites and reference sites as well as they are deeply immersed in the pop cul-
ture. Third, Wikipedia is a dynamic collection of topics whose resources are in a no-ending
growing trend. Articles are incrementally updated, new pages are added every day and the
quality of the knowledge present inWikipedia advances month bymonth (Bairi et al., 2015).
Furthermore, the semi-structured form ofWikipedia allows researchers and engineers to eas-
ily model its encyclopaedic knowledge in amachine-readable structure. Textual descriptions,
relationship between articles, categories and infobox information can be easily extracted and
modeled in themost convenient structure driven from the downstream applications at hand.

*wikipedia.org
†facebook.com/graphsearcher
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1.1.1 Wikipedia in Numbers

Wikipedia is a free, multilingual and openly editable encyclopedia owned by the Wikimedia
Foundation*. The name Wikipedia is a blend by two words: wiki, a Hawaiian word which
means fast†, and encyclopedia, a resource that gives information on many topics. From its
launch on January 2001, when only the single edition in English languagewas available, it has
been consistently expanded from a community that grows every year. Nowadays, Wikipedia
counts a total of 48M of articles in 301 different languages, with a monthly average of 16B of
page views and 30Mof edits‡.

In this thesis, we use a KG generated from the English version ofWikipedia, since it is the
one with the widest monolingual topic coverage (5.5M articles and 7.5B of page views every
month) and it can count the largest number of use cases in different domains and applications
(see next section), with a variegated set of publicly available tools that can be easily adaptable
to work on the topics covered in this dissertation.

1.1.2 Applications ofWikipedia

From its advent,Wikipedia has been successfully used in a large set of research projects (Pasca,
2016), by ranging a different number of applications that have been implemented in a wide
set of domains.

Deriving other Knowledge Graphs. Wikipedia is the main resource used as starting point
for the birth of other knowledge graphs. Most of the KGs are constructed by first harvesting
the data fromWikipedia, and then they are subsequently extendedwith the information that
comes from different sources. Pioneer examples of Wikipedia-derived KGs are:

*wikimediafoundation.org
†The term wiki was first originally used as name for a website from which an user can edit the

content, i.e. wiki.c2.com/?WikiWikiWeb.
‡All statistics are taken onMay 2018 from stats.wikimedia.org/v2.
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• DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) is a publicly available resource* generated through an
extraction framework that converts the contents of Wikipedia (e.g., articles’ texts, in-
fobox, categories and geo-coordinates) into a multi-domain knowledge graph of RDF
triples according to a different set of heuristics.

• BabelNet (Navigli & Ponzetto, 2010, 2012) is multilingual and publicly available† se-
mantic network automatically developed from the Sapienza University of Rome. It
is built from Wikipedia and WordNet, and further extended through the application
of machine translation techniques in order to enrich all languages with proper lexical
information.

• Yago (Suchanek et al., 2008), which name stands for Yet Another Great Ontology,
is a KG developed from theMax-Planck Institute for Informatics (Saarbrücken). This
repository is automatically constructedbyproperly harvesting theWikipedia categories
and then extendedwithWordNet through adifferent set of rule-basedheuristics. Yago
has also been extended onto several dimensions, such as time and space (Hoffart et al.,
2013). This KG is also publicly available ‡.

• ConceptNet (Speer & Havasi, 2013) has been generated from the Open Mind Com-
mon Sense project (Singh et al., 2002) and it is now an open-source project § of Lumi-
noso Technologies. It aims at being a multilingual KG that contains both general and
domain-specific knowledge. ConceptNet’s data is harvested from different resources,
such as Wikipedia, DBpedia, Frebase andWordNet.

• Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008, 2007) was an open KG developed in the industrial do-
main by Metaweb Technologies and later acquired by Google. Freebase contains data
initially harvested by Wikipedia and then collaboratively edited by its users. The spe-
ciality of this KG was a lightweight typing system designed as a collection of conven-
tions (as opposite to the rigid system of ontologies) where conflicts and contradictions
might simultaneously exist in order to possibly reflect users’ different opinions and un-

*dbpedia.org
†babelnet.org
‡yago-knowledge.org
§conceptnet.io
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derstanding. This project has been shut down in 2016 in order to offer its content to
Wikidata (Pellissier Tanon et al., 2016), but its last dump is still publicly available*.

• Wikidata (Vrandečić, 2012; Vrandečić & Krötzsch, 2014), whose name stands for
Wikipedia for Data, was developed in order to ease the managing the factual informa-
tion ofWikipedia and overcome several inconsistencies that can be found in that KG†.
Plurality of facts is allowed as done by Freebase, thus allowing conflicted data to coexist.
Wikidata is also publicly available‡.

Beyond derivingKGs,Wikipedia is also used to generate other resources, such as learning lan-
guage models (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Ni et al., 2016), fusing the knowledge that comes from
different resources (Dong et al., 2014) or the constructionof ahierarchyof categories (Aouicha
et al., 2016; Boldi &Monti, 2016; Hu et al., 2015).

Natural Language Processing. Wikipedia has been widely used to improve the quality
of different NLP tasks. For example, Ponzetto & Strube (2006) propose a coreference re-
solver whose features are based both onWikipedia categories and word relatedness (Strube&
Ponzetto, 2006). Wu&Weld (2010) develop a distant-supervised information extraction sys-
tem whose training data is generated by matchingWikipedia infoboxes with the correspond-
ing text, Voskarides et al. (2015) explain relationships between entities in KGs through sen-
tences extracted fromWikipedia, Banerjee&Mitra (2016) propose a summarizer for generat-
ing Wikipedia summary from an article’s content and Chen et al. (2017) present a question-
answering system whose results are retrieved by paraphrasing Wikipedia sentences through
a recurrent neural network. A large set of applications of the Wikipedia as KG also lie into
the wide domain of knowledge extraction, such as relation extraction (Nguyen et al., 2017b;
Ru et al., 2018; Sorokin & Gurevych, 2017; Yan et al., 2009) and entity linking (Bunescu &
Paşca, 2006; Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012; Ganea et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2014; Zwicklbauer
et al., 2016).

*developers.google.com/freebase
†For example, the information about the population of Italy can be found both in English and

ItalianWikipedias in different pages, but the numbers are all different.
‡wikidata.org
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InformationRetrieval. Understandingqueries that auser submits to a search engine (Blanco
et al., 2015; Cornolti et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2017), items recommendation (Bi et al., 2015;
Katz et al., 2011), classification (Lim & Datta, 2013; Pasca, 2018; Vitale et al., 2012), clus-
tering (Hu et al., 2009; Scaiella et al., 2012) and expert finding (Demartini, 2007) are just a
subset of the examples where Wikipedia is used within the IR community.

Understanding Human Factors. Beside the use of Wikipedia as the stepping stone on
which different tasks have been developed, Wikipedia has also been frequently used as pri-
mary source for understanding the human behaviour. For example, research has attempted
to show the motivations that bring a user to readWikipedia (Singer et al., 2017), or what are
the profile(s) behind a Wikipedia editor (West et al., 2012) as well as what can be future edi-
tors’ interests (Yazdanian et al., 2018). Gender gaps (Ross et al., 2018) and inequality (Wagner
et al., 2015), navigability (Lamprecht et al., 2016), privacy loss (Rizoiu et al., 2016) are such
a few of the topics of interest that have seenWikipedia as resource of knowledge for different
studies (Gandica et al., 2016; Kim&Oh, 2016; Merchant et al., 2016).

1.1.3 StructuringWikipedia

In this sectionwe formalize the terminology thatweuse in the rest of the thesiswhen referring
toWikipedia as our KG.More precisely, we modelWikipedia as a directed and labeled graph
KG = (V,E). In our context, a node u ∈ V is an atomic real-world entity, such as person, place
or thing, which is uniquely identified in V through its Wikipedia identifier. We interchange-
ably use the term entity,Wikipedia page or node u ∈ V for referring to a unique element of our
KG.We label every nodewith a function label : V → String in order to provide each node u ∈ V

with the textual description of the correspondingWikipedia article. We callWikipedia corpus
the whole textual knowledge available in Wikipedia that can be derived through ∪

u∈V
label(u).

We denote a specific entity with the typewriter font (e.g., Leonardo_Da_Vinci), which is
also hyperlinked to the proper Wikipedia page in the digital version of the thesis.
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1.2 Knowledge Extraction

Knowledge extraction is the task that aims at creating structured knowledge from an arbi-
trary text in order to ease machines in their understanding and inferring. Literature does not
offer a formal consensus between knowledge and information extraction (described in Sec-
tion 1.3), with these two terms that are sometimes used interchangeably and sometimes they
are not. For the sake of clarity, in this thesis we decided to distinguish between them and
thus providing a clearer separation when discussing about algorithms developed on the top
of KG (i.e., knowledge extraction algorithms) and when discussing about algorithms that do
not need of accessing to any background knowledge (i.e., information extraction algorithms).

Technically speaking, our knowledge extraction algorithms are designedwithin one of its
particular subfield, i.e. entity linking, which involves the linking of the information extracted
from an input text into nodes of a KG. Entity linking is clearly a fundamental task for knowl-
edge extraction, sincemost of its other subfields are commonly developed on the top of entity
linking systems, such as relation extraction (Li et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2017b), question
answering (Abujabal et al., 2018; Yahya et al., 2013) and knowledge graph population (Ji &
Grishman, 2011; Nguyen et al., 2017a; Shin et al., 2015)

1.2.1 Entity Linking

Entity linking is the task that addresses the automatic extraction of knowledge present in an
input document by properly connecting the information of its content with the entities of
a KG. More formally, the goal of an entity linking system is to detect short and meaningful
sequences of words (also calledmentions or surface forms) and to disambiguate theirmeaning
by properly associating to each of them the unambiguous concept that is represented by a
node of the KG at the hand.

Example. Given the sentence “Leonardo is the scientist who painted Mona Lisa”, an entity
linker shoulddetects and links themention “Leonardo” with theWikipedia entityLeonardo_
da_Vinci and the “MonaLisa” with thepaintingMona_Lisa. Entity linking systems should
be able to distinguish themeaning of “Leonardo” among the inventor Leonardo_da_Vinci,
the actor Leonardo_di_Caprio and the fictional character Leonardo_(TMNT).
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Entity Linkers

Althoughmost of the entity linking systems designed in the last years differ in the algorithms
they implement, a large number of them can be designed as a pipeline of three main stages (a
graphical example is provided in Figure 1.1):

1. Mention Detection (also knew as Spotting). This step aims at identifying a meaningful
sequence of words (mention) that are used as input for the next stage. Most of the ap-
proaches rely the detection of mentions on POS taggers or NER systems (Bunescu &
Paşca, 2006; Cucerzan, 2007; Hoffart et al., 2011; Moro et al., 2014; Piccinno & Fer-
ragina, 2014; Ratinov et al., 2011), but algorithms for recall-oriented solutions based
on word-grams (Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012; Meij et al., 2012), or keywords (Mihalcea
& Csomai, 2007) do also exist.

2. Candidate Generation. This second stage aims at generating a set of candidate entities
for each mention detected in the previous stage. The standard approach for solving
this stage is based on the technique originally proposed by (Bunescu & Paşca, 2006)
for building a dictionary D of mentions in the form of inverted list. Given a men-
tion m, the dictionary D returns a set of sorted candidate entities D(m) that can ap-
pear in the text through the mention m. An entity e ∈ D(m) is also ranked accord-
ing to the prior probability (also knew as commonness) that the mention m refers to
e. Entries of the dictionary and the computation of the prior probabilities are com-
monly obtained through the use of link anchors, redirection and disambiguation pages
of Wikipedia (Shen et al., 2015). Other techniques have been also developed, such as
heuristic-based methods (Ratinov et al., 2011), boosting the generation of candidates
throughWeb links (Chisholm&Hachey, 2015) or expanding the context of the input
text by piggybacking aWeb/Wikipedia-based search engine (Cornolti et al., 2016; Tan
et al., 2017), but their algorithms always hinge upon a dictionary of mentions built
fromWikipedia.

3. Disambiguation. The last stage of the entity linking pipeline aims at assigning to each
mention the most pertinent entity selected among its candidates, according to the con-
text of its occurrence. The standard solution for solving this stage is to model the dis-
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Figure 1.1: Anecdotal example that shows the three main stages implemented by an entity linking
system. For lack of space we show a spotting phase that detects only named entities (i.e., Leonardo
andMona Lisa) as mentions, with a candidate generation phase limited to three possible entities for
each of them. Disambiguation phase can be implemented in different ways (see text) and it assigns a
pertinence score to each entity. The final output contains only the most pertinent entity associated
for each detected mention.
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ambiguation problem as a ranking task (Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012; Ganea et al., 2016;
Nguyen et al., 2014; Piccinno& Ferragina, 2014; Zwicklbauer et al., 2016) that assigns
to each candidate entity e a proper score that represents the pertinence/coherence of e
with respect to the input mention and the other entities. Each mention is eventually
assigned to the entity with the highest pertinence score among its candidates.

The implementationof the second stage as a dictionaryofmentions generated fromWikipedia
is a standard practice, whereas for the first and third stage literature abounds of a large num-
ber of solutions:

Wikify! (Mihalcea&Csomai, 2007) is one of the first study that addresses the problemof ex-
tractingWikipedia entities from an input text. The mention detection stage is implemented
as a keyword extraction algorithm that works at word-gram level in order to extract relevant
phrases from the input document. Thedisambiguationphases involves a naiveBayes classifier
that discriminates candidate entities through a feature space designed on the top of local (e.g.,
term frequency) and topical (e.g., prior probability) entities’ attributes (Mihalcea, 2007).

Aida (Hoffart et al., 2011) is an entity linker that deploys Stanford CoreNLP (Manning
et al., 2014) as mention detector and a combination of several features for solving the dis-
ambiguation stage with a greedy algorithm. More precisely, (Hoffart et al., 2011) models
the disambiguation problem as a graph where mentions and candidate entities are nodes and
edges are weighted with different similarity measures (Hoffart et al., 2012; Milne & Witten,
2008; Thater et al., 2010). The association between mention-entity pairs is eventually com-
puted by running an extension of an approximation algorithm (Sozio & Gionis, 2010) for
the problem of finding strongly interconnected, size-limited groups in social networks. A
faster and lightweight version of Aida has been developed by Nguyen et al. (2014), achiev-
ing competitive accuracy and a lower running-time. The source code of Aida is publicly
available*.

Rel-RW (Guo & Barbosa, 2014) is an approach based on an iterative mention disambigua-
tion algorithm that works on an expanded graph of candidate entities. The graph construc-
tion starts with the set of candidate entities generated from each mention and then it is ex-

*mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/research/yago-naga/aida
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pandedby adding all entities adjacent to them in thewholeWikipedia graph. Thedisambigua-
tion algorithm builds a set of semantic signatures (i.e., a set of vectors of stationary distribu-
tions for each entity) that are then iteratively updated until each mention is disambiguated.
More precisely, at each step, the algorithmdisambiguates thosementions which have the can-
didate entity with the maximum zero-KL-divergence between its semantic signature and the
semantic signatures of the already disambiguated mentions.

Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014) is a system that disambiguates entities by combining semantic
signatures and subgraph statistics of the candidate entities. The mention detection stage de-
ploys the Stanford POS tagger (Manning et al., 2014) in order to match text fragments with
entries present in BabelNet (Navigli&Ponzetto, 2012). Then, a directed andweighted graph
is built in which nodes are BabelNet entities and edges are weightedwith a score based on the
local clustering coefficient (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). Similarly to Hoffart et al. (2011), the
disambiguation stage runs a greedy algorithm for detecting the densest subgraph (the sub-
graph with the highest weighted number of connections among its nodes): the intuition of
this algorithm is that the most suitable entity of each mention belongs to the densest area of
the graph. Babelfy can be automatically queried via web API*.

TagMe (Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012) is one of the fastest entity linker to date, able to achieve
a competitive performance among several datasets (Usbeck et al., 2015). The mention de-
tection stage identifies the mentions by querying the dictionary D with sequence of words
by eventually keeping the longest non-overlapping mentions. The disambiguation stage is
solved through a “collective agreement” between entities. Specifically, each candidate entity
votes the other entities and the resulting annotations are the top-scored ones. A vote from an
entity to another one is computed as theMilne&Witten (Milne &Witten, 2008) relatedness
between these two . Because TagMe is the system that offers the best trade-off between accu-
racy and efficiency (Usbeck et al., 2015), it has continuously beenused froma large number of
applications (Aprilius et al., 2017; Basile et al., 2016; Chabchoub et al., 2016; Cornolti et al.,
2016; Hasibi et al., 2016; Meij et al., 2012; Nanni et al., 2016; Ni et al., 2016; Oramas et al.,
2016; Raviv et al., 2016). TagMe is also open-source† and its API are publicly available‡.

*babelfy.org
†github.com/gammaliu/tagme
‡sobigdata.d4science.org/web/tagme/tagme-help
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Wat (Piccinno & Ferragina, 2014) is a systems that hinges upon the TagMe’s algorithmic
technology, but it proposes some improvements over its entity linking pipeline that allow to
achieve significantly better performance. More precisely, in thementiondetection stageWat
integrates several NLP tools, such as OpenNLP (OpenNLP, 2011) and Stanford CoreNLP
(Manning et al., 2014), while the disambiguation algorithm uses the same voting-scheme of
TagMebut votes arehere calculated through Jaccard relatedness (as opposite toMilne&Witten)
and properly combined with PageRank. Wat can be automatically queried via web API*.

PBoH (Ganea et al., 2016) is a probabilistic approach thatmakes use of the loopy belief prop-
agation algorithm (Murphy et al., 1999) to perform a collective entity disambiguation via
approximate inference. This system exploits co-occurrence statistics in a fully probabilistic
manner by using unsupervised machine learning. It relies on statistics counting (hyperlinks
frequency and pairwise entity co-occurrence) and it depends on very few parameters. The
source code of PBoH is publicly available†.

DoSeR is an entity linker proposed by Zwicklbauer et al. (2016) works in two main steps
by heavily relying its computation on the embedding representation of Wikipedia entities
learned via Word2Vec (Le &Mikolov, 2014; Mikolov et al., 2013b). First, candidate entities
are filtered by keeping the ones with a high prior probability and which are highly related
to the input document. An entity is considered highly related to the input document if the
cosine similarity between its embedding vector and the document embedding is greater than
a fixed threshold. The second step is the core of the DoSeR’s disambiguation algorithm and
it works as follows. A directed graph whose nodes are both candidate entities (produced in
the previous step) and topical nodes (nodes which represent the average topic of all already
disambiguated entities) are generated. Edges are weighted by harmonic mean of the cosine
similarity between their embedding and the context where an entity appears. Entities are
finally disambiguated by keeping the top-scoring entities after running the PageRank algo-
rithm, possibly in an iterative way. The source code of DoSeR is publicly available‡.

*sobigdata.d4science.org/web/tagme/wat-api
†github.com/octavian-ganea/pboh-entity-linking
‡github.com/quhfus/DoSeR
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For estimating the efficiency and effectiveness of entity linking systems, recently advance-
ments have been achieved, with the proposal of different publicly available datasets and the
introductions of theBat framework * (Cornolti et al., 2013), subsequently incorporated into
the Gerbil† platform (Usbeck et al., 2015), which are now becoming the de-facto standards
for the evaluation of the performance of new entity linking solutions.

Applications

Extracting knowledge from textual documents through entity linking is becoming a stepping
stone for advancing the quality and interpretability of a large number of software tools in
different domains (Bansal et al., 2015; Bhagavatula et al., 2015; Blanco et al., 2015; Dunietz
&Gillick, 2014;Ni et al., 2016; Scaiella et al., 2012;Trani et al., 2018;Vitale et al., 2012). Since
the extracted knowledge is represented as nodes of a KG, more sophisticatedmethods can be
designed in order to empower classical approaches via new andmore intelligent solutions that
canbenefit of the interconnections and additionalmeta-datawhich are available in thoseKGs
(Dietz et al., 2017). Entities’ descriptions, categories and the interconnected relationships
between entities can now help the downstream application at hand in the understanding of
the input text.

Classification. One of the core application in the domain of IR is clearly the classification
of texts into a predefined set of categories (Sebastiani, 2002). Several works (Ferragina et al.,
2015; Vitale et al., 2012) have preliminary shown the benefits of entity linking in the context
of classification of news and hashtags through the designing of new algorithms that rely their
computations on different signals (e.g., entities’ relatedness and their categories) drawn from
the underlying KG.

Clustering. Grouping together documents into topically coherent clusters is another com-
monchallenge that oftenoccurs in IR.Apreliminary research (Scaiella et al., 2012) has shown
how entity linking can be used for the design of a new clustering paradigm that significantly
improves in terms of both quality of the clustering and efficiency of the processing the known
solutions whenever the texts have short length (as in the case of Web-search snippets).

*github.com/marcocor/bat-framework
†aksw.org/Projects/GERBIL.html
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Relatedness. Measuring howmuch two input documents are related (semantically similar)
is still a challenging and active field for both IR and NLP communities. One of the best
proposed systems (Ni et al., 2016) for relatedness computation hinges its technology upon
a graph representation of the input documents, properly created through the deployment
of entity linking. The relatedness between two documents is here computed by combining
several signals that are respectively derived from this graph (e.g., closeness centrality) or from
the underlying KG (e.g., entities’ description, categories and relationships). Beyond news
documents, entity linking has also shown to be effective in the context of short texts for the
computation of the relatedness between hashtags (Ferragina et al., 2015).

Query Understanding. Entity linking in queries is quickly emerging as a novel algorithmic
challenge (Blanco et al., 2015; Cornolti et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2017) that aims at understand-
ing query intents (partially) expressed by users via few words (i.e., web-search query). The
input text is very short and possibly showsmisspellings as well as unreliable tokenization, cap-
italization and word order. Current state-of-the-art systems (Cornolti et al., 2016; Tan et al.,
2017) enrich the query’s context through a piggybacking technique in order to discover can-
didate entities and subsequently link-back them to mentions occurring in the query’s text.

Summarization. Document summarizers aim at detecting the gist of an input document
through computations that are usually based on the information derived from the local con-
tent (e.g., frequency) of the input text. Because these computations process the lexical ele-
ments (words or phrases) of the document at hand, summarizers commonly incur in several
limitationswhich have beenproperly highlighted in the previous literature—e.g., see (Hasan
&Ng, 2014). Entity salience (Dunietz & Gillick, 2014) is a recent introduced task that aims
at overcoming these limitations with the extraction of salient knowledge present in the input
text through the deployment of entity linking. In this context, summaries are nomore words
or phrases, but a set of unambiguous salient entities drawn from a KG. Complementary to
classical approaches, entity salience systems leverage their computations on the attributes and
relationships between the extracted entities aswell as on the signals derived from the local con-
tent of the input text. In this thesis, we attack the problemof entity saliencewith the proposal
of Swat (Ponza et al., 2017b, 2018b) , a new system that improves the state-of-the-art over
all public available datasets. More details about Swat are given in Chapter 4.
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Expert Finding. Most of the downstream applications that we described above have shown
how the knowledge extracted with the use of entity linking can be used for improving of the
quality of end-to-end results in a variegated set of domains. In the quest of a more accurate
expert finding solution, we initially follow this line of research and investigate the applica-
tion of entity linking by designing a novel profiling technique that allows to model a person
(e.g., faculty) with her relevant Wikipedia entities. On the top of these new profiles, we de-
sign a new suite of algorithms (Cifariello et al., 2019) for the retrieval of experts that achieve
better performance than previous solutions based on deep neural network (Van Gysel et al.,
2016b). Complementary to the improvements achieved by our solution, we show in a pub-
lic available system called Wiser, that the explicit modeling of people through Wikipedia
entities helps users in the understanding and exploration of the research topics of individ-
ual faculties, as well as in supporting the activities of the Technology Transfer Office of our
University when they are concerned with the search for research expertises that match some
company or project needs. More details about Wiser will be given in Chapter 5.

1.3 Information Extraction

Information extraction (IE) is the task that aims at turningunstructured information residing
in an input text into structured data (Jurafsky, 2000). Differently fromknowledge extraction,
information extraction is unconstrained in the sense that it does not require any specification
schemaor need of accessing to backgroundknowledge (i.e., KG).Nevertheless, its extractions
commonly serve as input for knowledge extraction tasks, such as entity linking (Shen et al.,
2015; Usbeck et al., 2015), KG construction (Balasubramanian et al., 2012; Nguyen et al.,
2017a; Shin et al., 2015) or question answering (Yao & Van Durme, 2014).

Example. One of themost popular information extraction’s subtask is clearly the extraction
of proper nouns mentioned in a text and label them with a type (i.e., named entity recog-
nition, abb. NER) (Jurafsky, 2000). In the context of information extraction a named en-
tity is an element that can generally be a person, place or organization, but it can also be
a domain-specific element, such as a gene or a protein. For example, given the input text
“Leonardo is the scientist who paintedMona Lisa”, a NER system recognizes “Leonardo” and
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“Mona Lisa” as two persons, but without associating them to any meaning, i.e. the scientist
Leonardo_da_Vinci and the portrait painting Mona_Lisa, respectively. Despite a named
entity can possibly be associated to an element of KG, NER does not directly address the
linking of named entities to KG’s nodes.

Other information extraction’s subtask examples involve coreference resolution (Clark &
Manning, 2016), extractionof events (McClosky et al., 2011) and temporal expressions (Ströt-
gen&Gertz, 2013; Verhagen et al., 2009), template filling (Chambers & Jurafsky, 2011) and
open information extraction (Banko et al., 2007).

1.3.1 Open Information Extraction

Open information extraction (OIE) is the task that aims at extracting structured, machine-
readable representation of information expressed in natural language text in an open-domain
manner (Gashteovski et al., 2017). Extractions are relational phrase, commonly represented
in the form of facts, i.e. subject-relation-object triples.

Example. Given an input text “Leonardo is the scientist who painted Mona Lisa”, an OIE
system should correctly extract the two facts (“Leonardo”, “is”, “scientist” ) and (“Leonardo”,
“painted”, “Mona Lisa” ). Differently from knowledge extraction systems, OIE solutions do
not associate any meaning to the extracted facts (e.g., “Leonardo” to Leonardo_da_Vinci).

The paradigmofOIEwas introduced by (Banko et al., 2007) as a new technique for overcom-
ing traditional IE approaches that usually need the human involvement in the form of hand-
crafted rules or training examples, making their application unfeasible atWeb-scale. The first
OIE system proposed by (Banko et al., 2007) was TextRunner, and after that a large num-
ber of different proposals have appeared in literature and discussed below.

Open Information Extractors

TextRunner is the firstOIE system that has been proposed in literature, togetherwith the
introduction of the open information extraction paradigm (Banko et al., 2007). TextRun-
ner works in two stages. The first one is an off-line phase which aims at training a classifier
through a self-supervision approach in order to learn a model that can label the extracted
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facts with a confidence label. This stage automatically generates its training data by extract-
ing high-quality facts by means of several heuristics applied on extracted dependency trees.
The second stage is the on-line phase that, given an input document, extracts facts relevant
for its topics. More precisely, it performs a single pass on the input text by tagging sentences
with a part-of-speech tagger and a chunker. Then, for each pair of noun phrases that are not
too far, TextRunner determines whether or not to return the fact through the use of the
classifier trained in the previous stage.

Woe is a system proposed byWu&Weld (2010) as an improvement of (Banko et al., 2007).
woe (which name stands for Wikipedia-based Open IE) modifies the first stage of Tex-
tRunner in the constructionof the training examples. Specifically,woeheuristicallymatches
Wikipedia infobox values and the corresponding facts extracted in theWikipedia article. woe
is proposed in two versions. The first one that uses the same POS-based features of Tex-
tRunner and the second one, whose features are based on dependency trees. Both pro-
posals showed improvements with respect to TexRunner, with the POS-based version less
accurate but significantly faster than the one based on dependency trees.

ReVerb (Fader et al., 2011) was designed in order to overcome the errors generated by state-
of-the-art OIE systems, which commonly incurred in the extraction of uninformative and
incoherent facts. ReVerb (Fader et al., 2011) solves these problems by implementing two
rules that respectively use POS tag patterns expressed as regular expression and a dictionary
of relations previously extracted from a large corpus collection by means of several heuris-
tics. ReVerb performance showed significant improvements against both TextRunner
and woe (both POS- and dependency tree-based versions).

Ollie. (Schmitz et al., 2012) enhancedReVerbwith a new systemby proposing a new tech-
nique for learning relation-independent dependency tree patterns. Ollie (Open Language
Learning for information extraction) takes inspiration from TextRunner by working in
two stages but with several differences. The first stage (the off-line learning phase) runs Re-
Verb on the ClueWeb dataset* for automatically creating its training set as a set of sentences
and the corresponding extracted facts. Then, a mapping between a path in the dependency

*lemurproject.org/clueweb09.php
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tree to a fact is learned in order to encode the ways in which a fact may be expressed in a
sentence. The second stage (on-line query phase) extracts facts from an unseen input text by
means of several heuristics combined with the model learned in the first stage.

OpenIE.All previous described OIE systems (Banko et al., 2007; Fader et al., 2011; Schmitz
et al., 2012;Wu&Weld, 2010) have been developed at University ofWashington. In the last
years they further improved their final extractor (Mausam, 2016), bymaking itmore efficient
and extended to n-ary facts. All these progresses have been made publicly available by their
authors*.

ClausIE is a fully unsupervised OIE system that differs from the systems available in litera-
ture because it does not need of any labeled or unlabeled training data. ClausIE (Del Corro
& Gemulla, 2013) runs a dependency parser on the input sentence and then it extracts facts
by means of several principled heuristics designed by exploiting the properties of the English
language. Given a dependency tree, the fact extraction is also very fast since it is implemented
as a decision tree. ClausIE is also publicly available†.

MinIE. (Gashteovski et al., 2017) proposes a new OIE system in order to address and trade-
off facts’ compactness and accuracy performance. Specifically, MinIE is built on the top of
ClausIE, by post-processing and enriching its facts in order tomake themmore informative
via a set of properly designed attributes (such as polarity, modality or quantities). Most im-
portant, MinIE provides the possibility to compress facts by means of several heuristics of
different level of aggressiveness:

• Completemode remove extractions that contain subordinate facts.

• Safe mode prunes words from facts’ constituent that are considered safe to drop, e.g.
determiners, possessive pronouns, some adverbs and adjectives.

• Dictionary mode runs safe mode and then it searches for noun phrases matched by a
regular expression. From the matched phrases MinIE prunes words that do not occur

*github.com/allenai/openie-standalone
†mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/software/clausie
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in a precomputed dictionary of stable constituent. This dictionary is built by process-
ing the corpus using safemode and then including themost frequent subjects, relations
and objects.

• Aggressivemode prunes all words that are not considered essential, i.e. adverbial, adjec-
tive, possessive, temporal modifier, prepositional attachments, quantities modifying
nouns, auxiliary modifiers and all compound nouns with different NE type than head
word.

In this thesis, we use this OIE system for the extraction of open facts in Chapter 4. The
source code of MinIE is publicly available*.

Applications

After the introduction of the OIE paradigm (Banko et al., 2007), a large number of open
information extractors have been proposed (see Section 1.3.1), with a number of solutions
that can be easily deployed out-of-the-box on a variety of input texts thus encouraging their
application over different domains (Mausam, 2016):

Event Schemas Extraction. An event schema is a set of actors that play different roles in an
event (e.g., perpetrator, victim and instrument in a bombing event) (Balasubramanian et al.,
2013). Several works (Balasubramanian et al., 2013; Romadhony et al., 2016) have shown
that the OIE paradigm can be effectively used for the fully automatic construction of open-
domain event schemas, overcoming the coherence issues (i.e. unrelated events and actors
mixed together) that afflicted previous approaches (Chambers & Jurafsky, 2009). Beyond
the end-to-end construction of event schemas, open facts can be also used for clustering (Ro-
madhony et al., 2016) and discovering of events (Balasubramanian et al., 2012), as well as for
retrieving at query-time pertinent and related information for an input event (Balasubrama-
nian et al., 2013).

Machine Comprehension. The clean structure of open facts can be also used for comput-
ing the similarity between words and sentences. Stanovsky et al. (2015) use open facts for

*github.com/rgemulla/minie
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answering to a machine comprehension task (Richardson et al., 2013) by building an unsu-
pervised lexical matching on the top of extracted facts. Stanovsky et al. (2015) also show that
using facts as context for training word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013b) allows the learn-
ing of higher quality vectors (extrinsically evaluated on word similarity and analogy tasks)
than standard approaches based on BoW.

Knowledge Graph Population. The direct use of extracted open facts for derivingKGs can
lead to the creation of very noisy resources of knowledge. On the other hand, with a proper
canonicalization of facts’ constituents (Galárraga et al., 2014; Nakashole et al., 2012), OIE
systems can be used for the population of KG by dynamically acquiring new information
from different sources as timely and comprehensively as possible (Dong et al., 2014;Mitchell
et al., 2018; Nguyen et al., 2017a).

Summarization. In the context of summarization (Christensen et al., 2013), open facts have
beenpreliminary used for determiningwhether two sentences contain or not similar informa-
tion and thus avoiding the introduction of redundant elements in the final summary. In this
thesis, we do a step further, and we use facts as key elements for the computation of single-
document summaries through the proposal of a new task that we call fact salience, which ac-
tually introduces the problem of detecting the salient facts within an input document. Fur-
thermore, we design and implement SalIE, the first salient open information extractor to
date. More details about fact salience and SalIE will be given in Chapter 4.
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2
Tools

In this chapter we introduce a suite of tools that constitute the building blocks
of the novel algorithmic techniques that we have designed and we present in the
next chapters. The first part is devoted to graph-based algorithms that use ran-
domwalks for, respectively, computing centrality or similarity scores of nodes in a

graph. Then, the second part introduce word embeddings, the popular latent representation
of words that is widely used as modern alternative to the bag-of-words paradigm for model-
ing an input text with a small and dense vector of floating-point numbers. These two tools
are fundamental for the understanding of the results presented in this dissertation, since they
are broadly used in all chapter of the thesis. The third part presents gradient tree boosting, a
machine learning technique commonly used for solving large-scale supervised learning prob-
lems. Finally, in the last part of this chapter, we describe hierarchical density-based clustering,
a novel and efficient clustering algorithm for partitioning data points into high-quality clus-
ters without sacrificing the scalability performance.
All sections of this chapter are structured in order to first provide a general overview of the
topic at hand and then a description of the particular algorithmic adaptations that are used
in the thesis. Furthermore, at the end of each section, a paragraph called Context of Usage
outlines the context on which the introduced tool(s) are used in the dissertation.
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2.1 Algorithms Based on RandomWalks

Since the birth of the first computer networks, there has always been an ever-increasing in-
terest in capturing the notion of centrality (aka relevance, importance or prominence) of the
nodes in a given graph (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Despite we can informally infer what
an important node is, literature does not offer a formal consensus on its definition (Boldi
& Vigna, 2014). For example, a node can be considered relevant if it has an high degree, if
it is the closest to the others or if it has a large number of shortest paths that pass through
it. These observations actually lead to the corresponding views of node centrality: namely,
degree, closeness (Bavelas, 1948) and betweenness (Anthonisse, 1971).

PageRank. Among the number of algorithms proposed for computing the importance of
the nodes in a graph (Boldi&Vigna, 2014), the leading representative is PageRank (Page et al.,
1999), whose popularity is clearly related to its alleged use in the Google search engine (Brin
& Page, 1998). PageRank lies under the category of methods known as spectral algorithms,
which actually aim at computing the left dominant eigenvector of a matrix properly derived
from the graph. Technically speaking, PageRank implements the following definition:

p(k) = dATp(k−1) + (1− d)p(0) (2.1)

where p(0) is the personalized (or teleport) vector, A is the adjacency matrix (row normalized)
that models the edges between the nodes of the input graph and d ∈ (0, 1) is the damping
factor, which incorporates in the algorithm the probability of jumping from a given node
to another random node. Intuitively, PageRank models a random surfer that walks over the
graph by starting at node u and following the edges with probability d or restarting the walk-
ing with probability (1 − d). After k iterations, the centrality score of a node u is given by
p(k)(u) and d is usually chosen as a value close to 1 (e.g., 0.85), whereas p(0) can be instantiated
in the most convenient way with respect to a given domain of interest. More precisely, the
classical PageRank (Page et al., 1999) is runwith p(0) set as uniform vector, whereas its person-
alized vector (e.g., giving a higher probability to a specific subset of nodes) results into that
algorithmic variant commonly known as Personalized PageRank (PPR) (Haveliwala, 2002).
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CoSimRank. Beyond the computation of the centrality scores of a graph, random walks
can be also used for computing the similarity between nodes. The intuition of using random
walks for deriving how much two nodes are similar relies on the idea that starting random
walks from similar nodes will result into similar paths.

In this context, Rothe & Schütze (2014) proposed CoSimRank, an unsupervised graph-
theoretic similarity measure whose definition hinges upon a combination of the vectors p(k)

derived by the PPR algorithm starting from the compared nodes. More precisely, given two
query nodes u and v, CoSimRank runs two different instances of PPR, by properly instan-
tiating the personalized vectors with their standard basis p(0)u = eu and p(0)v = eu, respectively.
The element eu (resp. ev) is the vector with the u-th (resp. v-th) entry set to 1 and all other en-
tries to 0. After running these two instances of PPR, the similarity score s between u and v is
eventually computed by taking advantage of the centrality vectors of u and v that are derived
at each iteration of PPR:

s(u, v) =
∑
k=0

ck · cosine(p(k)(u), p(k)(v)) (2.2)

where p(k)(u) (resp. p(k)(v)) is the centrality vector of node u (resp. v) after k iterations,
cosine is the operator of cosine similarity between two given vectors and c ∈ (0, 1) is the decay
factor introduced for weighting more early meetings than the later ones.

Context of Usage. In this dissertation PageRank and CoSimRank are used in Chapter 3 for
estimating the relatedness between Wikipedia entities. Furthermore, in the remaining chap-
ters, PageRank is used as leading technique for estimating the relevance of nodes in a graph
in a fully unsupervised fashion. More precisely, the graphs on which we run PageRank differ
in the type of the nodes (i.e., entities or facts), the weights of the edges (i.e., computed with
different relatedness algorithms) and for the instantiation of the teleport vector (i.e., uniform
vs positional vs frequency-based).
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2.2 Word Embeddings

TraditionalNLP and IR solutionsmodel the input text as a discrete set of atomic units, where
each word is identified with the index within a specified vocabulary (i.e., bag-of-words). De-
spite its popularity, this model has several weaknesses. For example, the semantics between
words is completely ignored: according to this representation, the words “Einstein”, “Rel-
ativity” and “Cat” are equally distant, though “Einstein” is more semantically related with
“Relativity” than to “Cat”. Second, this technique produces a very sparse model with a con-
sequent large size of vocabulary and their vector representations (course of dimensionality).

Following the widespread application of deep learning, Mikolov et al. (2013b) proposed
Word2Vec, a novel technique that aims at solving these issues through the use of a language
model learned by a neural network (Bengio et al., 2003). More precisely, Word2Vec algo-
rithms efficiently learn high-quality and low-dimensional vectors that allow to encode seman-
tically similar words into similar vectors. Surprisingly enough, these vectors can also be used
to derive representations of other words via linear translations, for example:

vector(“King”) - vector(“Man”) + vector(“Woman”) ≈ vector(“Queen”)

which means that vector(“King”) - vector(“Man”) + vector(“Woman”) gives the vector closest
to vector(“Queen”).

The vector representation of words (embeddings) proposed by (Mikolov et al., 2013b)
is actually the matrix between the hidden and either input or output layer of a neural net-
work learned after a training phase. The neural network at hand can be trained in two dif-
ferent ways in order to produce two distinct language models. Specifically, the continuous
bag-of-words (cbow) trains the neural network in order to learn a model capable of predict-
ing a word given an input context (e.g., sequence of words), whereas Skip-gram trains the
neural network in order to predict the context given an input word. Both cbow and Skip-
gram models are designed on the top of a fully-connected neural network with one single
hidden layer and trained with the stochastic gradient descent learning algorithm (Mikolov
et al., 2013a).

Literature currently abounds of research onword embeddings aswell as surveys (Bakarov,
2018; Li & Yang, 2018; Simov et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018) that attempt to summarize the
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large amount of work that is done every year for learning higher quality representations of
words and phrases (Bojanowski et al., 2016; Joulin et al., 2016; Lample et al., 2017; Le &
Mikolov, 2014; Levy & Goldberg, 2014a; Luong et al., 2013). Among them, we mention
GloVe, the method proposed by Pennington et al. (2014), which has shown howWord2Vec
can be derived through a factorizationmethod applied on aword-word co-occurrencematrix.

Entity222Vec (Ni et al., 2016) is a recent extension of the original Word2Vec model that easily
allows to generate the embedding representation of Wikipedia entities. Entity2Vec works in
two steps. First, it preprocesses theWikipedia corpus by substituting each internalWikipedia
hyperlink with a proper placeholder. For example, supposing that the Wikipedia id of
Leonardo_da_Vinci and Mona_Lisa are 18079 and 70889, respectively, the preprocessing
step will transform the html text:

1 <a href="wiki/Leonardo_da_Vinci"> Leonardo </a>
2 painted
3 <a href="wiki/Mona_Lisa"> Mona Lisa </a>

into:

1 entity_18079 painted entity_70889

Second, theWord2Vec algorithms are run on this preprocessedWikipedia corpus in order to
learn the embedding representation of words and entities into the same latent space. Finally,
the embedding vector of entity Leonardo_da_Vinci (with id 18079) can be retrieved by
querying the index with entity_18079.

DeepWalk (Perozzi et al., 2014) is another recent extension of the original Word2Vec devel-
oped for learning the latent representations of nodes in a graph. DeepWalk works in two
steps. First, given an input graph G = (V,E), a set of k short truncated random walks are
generated for each node u ∈ V. Second, the k · |V| generated random walks are used to feed
theWord2Vec algorithms for learning the embedding representation of the nodes, here inter-
preted as “words” in “sentences” formed by the nodes traversed by those randomwalks. The
general intuition is that similar nodes should actually generate similar paths and thus embed
to similar vectors.
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Context of Usage. Entity2Vec and DeepWalk are used for learning different latent represen-
tations of entities, by respectively leveraging the Wikipedia corpus and its graph structure.
Specifically, in Chapter 3 and 5 we use them as techniques for computing the relatedness
between Wikipedia entities, while in Chapter 4 they are used as tools on which we design a
novel set of fundamental features for the detection of salient entities in text. Moreover, in
Chapter 4 we use GloVe as technique for learning the embedding of words and consequently
use it for computing the relatedness between open facts within our novel framework SalIE.

2.3 Gradient Tree Boosting

Among the great number of methods proposed in the literature (Michalski et al., 2013) for
solving regressionor classificationproblems, gradient treeboosting (GTB) (Chen&Guestrin,
2016; Friedman, 2001) is clearly one of the most widely and highly effective adopted solu-
tions. As opposite to complex models, such as neural networks, where the model is first
built and then fitted upon its hyper-parameters, boosting techniques start from a very sim-
ple model and then they incrementally grow their complexity through an ensemble of weak
learners that is expanded at every iteration of the training phase. In the context ofGTB, weak
learners are regression trees (Breiman et al., 1993), but they can easily be adapted for classi-
fication problems by converting the output scores into probability with sigmoid or softmax
functions. Given an input example (e.g., vector of features) x, the prediction score of a GTB
is computed as a majority voting among the individual weak learners:

F(x) =
M∑

m=1

hm(x) (2.3)

where hm is the function associated with the m-th regression tree (i.e., a weak learner). At
iteration i of the training phase, GTBproduces an ensemble Fi+1 ofweak learners, constituted
by Fm and the weak learner that compensates the shortcomings of Fm−1. Technically speaking,
at the m-th iteration, GTB chooses the regression tree hm that minimizes the loss function L

(e.g., least squares):

hm = argmin
h

N∑
i=1

L(yi, Fm−1(xi) + h(xi)) (2.4)
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where N is the size of the training set and yi is the ground-truth score associated to xi. GTB
models Equation 2.4 as an optimization problem that can be solved via gradient descent: at
the m-th iteration, the boosting algorithm computes the gradient of the loss function evalu-
ated in Fm and then it chooses the regression trees hm that minimizes its value.

Context ofUsage. InChapter 4weuseXGBoost (Chen&Guestrin, 2016) as oneof themain
components of Swat, the state-of-the-art system that we propose for detecting the salient
Wikipedia entities of an input document. More precisely, XGBoost is an implementation
of GTB properly enhanced with a variegate set of sparsity- and cache-aware algorithms that
have been specifically designed for making it highly scalable both on local and distributed
settings over large-scale datasets.

2.4 Hierarchical Density-Based Clustering

Clustering addresses the problem of identifying groups, or clusters, of data points with sim-
ilar characteristics (Bishop, 2016). Since the “similarity” between the points of a data collec-
tion is commonly calculated as a distance in the multidimensional space at hand, a cluster
is intuitively defined as a set of data points whose inter-distances are small compared to the
intra-distances outside of the cluster.

Literature offers a number of solutions for solving this problem (Xu &Wunsch, 2005),
with a broad suite of techniques that achieved a widespread popularity in the offering a
plethoraofperformances in termsof efficiency and efficacy. Leading examples are k-means (Lloyd,
1982), dbscan (Ester et al., 1996) andhierachical clustering (Rousseeuw&Kaufman, 1990),
which have been complemented by several extensions, such as x-means (Pelleg et al., 2000)
and hdbscan (McInnes &Healy, 2017).

In this sectionweprovide anoverviewof hdbscan, oneof the last proposals andpublicly
available* clustering algorithms. hdbscan combines hierarchical and density-based tech-
niques into an unified approach that has shown to generate higher-quality clusters than other
popular algorithmswithout sacrificing the scalability performance (McInnes&Healy, 2017).

*github.com/scikit-learn-contrib/hdbscan
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We now first recall several basic terminologies of dbscan and then we move into its hi-
erarchical adaptation called as hdbscan (McInnes &Healy, 2017).

dbscan. The input of every clustering algorithm is ametric space constituted by a set of data
points X = {X1,X2, . . . ,Xn}. dbscan needs two more parameters to be executed: ε, the dis-
tance scale, and k, the density threshold expressed in terms of a minimum number of points.
A point Xi is a core point if B(Xi, ε), the ball of radius ε pivoted in Xi, contains at least k points.
We say that Xi and Xj are density-connected if they are both core points and they are contained
within each others balls, i.e. Xi ∈ B(Xj, ε) and Xj ∈ B(Xi, ε). A cluster is eventually determined
as a non-empty maximal subset of points which are density connected.

hdbscan (McInnes & Healy, 2017) grows a hierarchy of dbscan clusterings for different
values of ε. The algorithm starts by building the tree from the root and then it proceeds
downward. Differently fromdbscan, hdbscan is based on the notion of density expressed
as λ = 1/ε. At each cluster split we consider the child clusters that can fall into three distinct
cases:

1. A cluster Ci contains less thanm points. In this case, Ci is considered spurious and all its
data points are marked as outliers.

2. Ci is the only cluster with more than m points. Ci is considered as continuation of its
parent and no more split are performed.

3. More than a single child cluster containsm points. This case is considered a “true” split
since it is shrinking the size of the parent cluster and thus increasing the density λwithin
the new generated clusters.

After the execution of this hierarchical algorithm, hdbscan eventually outputs the flat clus-
tering that maximizes the sum of the stability function σ expressed as:

σ(Ci) =
∑
Xj∈Ci

(λmax,Ci(Xj)− λmin,Ci(Xj)) (2.5)

where λmax,Ci(Xj) is the λ value for which Xj falls out of the cluster Ci and λmin,Ci(Xj) is the min-
imum λ for which Xj is present in Ci.
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Context of Usage. In Chapter 5, where we model the expertise of people through a graph of
Wikipedia entities, hdbscan is used within an outlier-elimination process for recognizing
and removing from those entities the ones that do not belong to any cluster and thus may be
considered off-topic.
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Part II
Knowledge and Information

Extraction





3
Algorithms for Computing the
Relatedness between Entities

Measuring howmuch two nodes in a knowledge graph are re-
lated is a core functionality of a large number of knowledge extraction
tasks. Unfortunately, the comparison between relatedness measures
has commonly been performed through their use in downstream

applications, while their intrinsic evaluation has been rare and confinedmainly to word pairs.
Towards deeper understanding of all well-known relatedness measures, we introduce in this
chapter a new dataset with human judgments of entity relatedness, complemented with a
thorough study of all entity relatedness measures proposed in recent literature. We then pro-
pose a new, space-efficient and computationally lightweight, two-stage framework for related-
ness computation. In the first stage, a small weighted subgraph is dynamically grown around
the two query entities; in the second stage, relatedness is derived based on computations on
this subgraph. This framework shows better agreement with human judgment than existing
proposals both on the new dataset and on two established ones. We also plug our related-
ness algorithm into a state-of-the-art entity linker and observe an increase in its accuracy and
robustness.
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3.1 Introduction

The use of knowledge graphs (KGs) has proliferated in text mining and search tasks, ranging
from clustering, classification and retrieval in long texts — see, e.g., (Bordino et al., 2013;
Ni et al., 2016; Scaiella et al., 2012) — to short posts, news and queries — see, e.g., (Blanco
et al., 2015; Cornolti et al., 2016; Meij et al., 2012). Most of these consumers of KGs need a
measure of relatedness between entities in the KG. Consequently, there has been a series of
proposed relatedness measures mainly based onWordNet or Wikipedia. Some of these have
been used in downstream applications, leading to their extrinsic evaluation (Usbeck et al.,
2015). In contrast, intrinsic evaluation against human judgments of relatedness has been rare
and confinedmainly towordpairs— see, e.g., (Agirre et al., 2009;Gabrilovich&Markovitch,
2007;Milne&Witten, 2008;Radinsky et al., 2011)—thus, we knowofno significant dataset
of human-generated relatedness scores between entities in a large KG.

Toward deeper understanding of all the well-known relatedness measures, we introduce
in this chapterWiRe, a new dataset of 503 pairs of entities occurring inWikipedia and drawn
from the New York Times dataset (Dunietz & Gillick, 2014) with human-assigned related-
ness scores. This is in contrast to word similarity datasets such as WikiSim (Milne & Wit-
ten, 2008), commonly used in NLP (although there, too, lexical networks can provide some
graphical signals to infer relatedness).

Using bothWiRe andWikiSim, we present a thorough, systematic study of essentially all
relatedness measures known from recent literature. Some have been designed specifically for
the entity relatedness task, whereas others will be adapted in this chapter for it. Themeasures
can be roughly divided into ones that use text similarity, and ones that use graph proximity.
Far more effort has been spent on graph-based relatedness, which includes the measure in-
troduced by (Milne & Witten, 2008), widely used in the best entity linkers (Cornolti et al.,
2016; Cucerzan, 2007; Ferragina& Scaiella, 2012; Kulkarni et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2015; Us-
beck et al., 2015). Somewhat surprisingly, we found no overwhelming winner by measuring
quality using Pearson and Spearman correlations against human judgments. In addition, we
found some of the best global relatedness measures too slow to execute on large KGs.

In thequest for a practical, time- and space-efficient, robust andmore accurate relatedness
measure, we propose here a two-stage framework: using a selection of known measures, we
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grow a small subgraph around each entity of the query pair, and then use further selection or
combination of known relatedness measures to compute the edge weights in that subgraph.
By populating this new framework with various choices for the first and second stages, we
come upwith a system that shows significantly better agreement with human judgment than
previous relatedness measures. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to report on an
intrinsic evaluation of textual similarity and graph proximity measures applied to the entity
relatedness task, as well as to provide a configurable joint framework without any need for
further feature engineering.

We supplement the above intrinsic evaluation with an extrinsic evaluation in the domain
of entity linking. We plug our newly proposed relatedness framework into a popular and
state-of-the-art entity linker, TagMe (Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012). There is a clear increase
in entity linking accuracy and in addition, the entity linker becomes less sensitive to one of
its critical system parameters.
To summarize, our contributions are:

1. A new entity relatedness datasetWiRe comprising judgments by human experts on 503

pairs of named entities occurring inWikipedia.

2. Comprehensive evaluation of relatedness measures proposed in recent literature over
the newWiRe and the knownWikiSim datasets.

3. A new, two-stage, fast and space-efficient entity relatedness framework that returns
more accurate scores than prior proposals, as per intrinsic tests. Specifically, the im-
provement is more than 5%, with peaks of 7% onWiRe. We also discuss a compressed
version of our framework that fits in few hundreds MBs still guaranteeing time effi-
ciency at the same accuracy performance.

4. Evaluation of our approach in the context of ranking pairs of entities over the Kore
dataset, with improvements with respect to the state-of-the-art that span from 2.9% to
18.8%.

5. Extrinsic evaluation of the new proposal over the entity linker TagMe shows benefits
in accuracy and robustness.

6. Publicly available WiRe data and code of all tested algorithms.
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3.2 RelatedWork

Recent literature offers many algorithms for estimating relatedness of words in theWordNet
graph (see Agirre et al. (2009) and references therein). Words are ambiguous lexical elements.
WordNet contains few proper names, neologisms, and domain-specific technical words com-
pared to generic concepts. Its graph is much smaller than the Wikipedia graph. For all these
reasons, our problem is substantially different, in terms of both the semantics of relatedness,
and the space-time efficiency problems that we need to address.

The focus of this chapter is the design of unsupervisedmethods for estimating the relat-
edness betweenWikipedia entities, which are unambiguous semantic concepts. In our study
we will test many known algorithms which use either the textual content of the Wikipedia
pages or the structure of theWikipedia graph, and combinations thereof. They are reviewed
in detail in Section 3.3. Here wemention that, among other algorithms, we will test the best-
known and most popular ones such as ESA (Gabrilovich &Markovitch, 2007), the method
proposed byMilne&Witten (2008), and themost recent approaches based on entity embed-
dings (Ni et al., 2016).

The literature offers other approaches to entity relatednesswhich are either supervised and
applied to learning-to-rank frameworks (Ceccarelli et al., 2013), or deploy external/additional
sources of information such as temporal, categorical, or crawled (Web) documents (Agirre
et al., 2009; Radinsky et al., 2011; Strube & Ponzetto, 2006). The comparison with these
results is out of the scope of this work.

3.2.1 Terminology

In this section we specialize the terminology originally introduced in Section 1.1.3. More
precisely, we will use I(u) and O(u) to denote the in- and out-neighbors of the node u in the
Wikipedia KG, respectively, and denote by Γ(u) = I(u) ∪ O(u) the undirected neighborhood
of u. In the following the distance between nodes is measured as unweighted length of the
shortest path in the undirected KG.
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3.3 KnownRelatednessMethods

In this sectionwe review the large number of relatednessmethodswhichhave beenpreviously
proposed in the literature to estimate the “relatedness” between pairs of nodes in a graph.
Most of these methods were devised in contexts which are different from the one we deal
with in this chapter: document annotation (Piccinno & Ferragina, 2014), word and doc-
ument similarity (Gabrilovich & Markovitch, 2007), personalized Web search (Haveliwala,
2002), machine translation (Rothe & Schütze, 2014), document classification (Perozzi et al.,
2014; Tang et al., 2015), and link prediction (Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg, 2007). However,
they show similarities with the problem at hand and are adaptable to the entity relatedness
problem over KGs.

For ease of exposition, we cluster known relatedness methods into two categories. The
first one includes methods which focus on the textual information in the corpus describing
the entities, and is described in Section3.3.1. The secondone includesmethodswhichuse the
hyperlinked structure of the graph connecting the entities, and it is described in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Relatedness Based on Corpus Text

These methods range from classical occurrence-based algorithms (such as VSM and ESA) to
modern techniques based on embeddings (such as Entity2Vec). All share the goal of model-
ing the textual content of a (entity definition) documentwith a vector of real numbers, which
is then used, in place of the (possibly long) document, to estimate the relatedness with other
entities (also vectors) via classic geometric measures. We sketch below the methods we will
evaluate in Section 3.6.

SparseWord Counts

These methods rely on statistical models built upon the occurrences or co-occurrences of
terms in the corpus. We can identify three main approaches.

Vector Space Model (VSM). In this classical representation, a document d is modeled as a
sparse vector over terms t weighted according the well-known tf-idf score of t in d. These
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vectors are normalized to unit length, and relatedness between two entities is computed as
the cosine between their corresponding vectors.

Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) (Gabrilovich &Markovitch, 2007). While VSM builds
document representations, ESAbuilds term representations based on documentswhere they
occur, again using tf-idf weights. To adapt this to entity relatedness, we useWikipedia doc-
uments with gold mentions of each entity. Cosine is again frequently used to measure simi-
larity between a pair of ESA vectors.

Language Models (LM) (Pauls & Klein, 2011). In LM, we derive the probability of pos-
sible word sequences by aggregating counts from the corpus and estimating the relatedness
between two entities with the Kneser-Ney function. See Pauls & Klein (2011) for details.

Methods Based onWord Embeddings

In this recently invented family of methods, words and documents are modeled via their la-
tent embeddings which are learned from the input corpus using neural networks. In this
chapter we will consider only the main approaches, adapting some of them to work in our
“entity relatedness context” as explained below.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Hoffman et al., 2010). LDA is a popular generative
probabilistic model that fits k latent topics, each defined via a multinomial distribution over
the corpus’s vocabulary. After a learning phase, where the topics distributions are learned
from the input corpus, LDA canmap documents to a vector of weights over these latent top-
ics. Entities are compared by computing the cosine between the topic distribution weights
of their definition documents.

Entity2Vec (Ni et al., 2016). This is the application ofWord2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b) to
the entities of Wikipedia. The idea is to turn every Wikipedia page into a sequence of entity
ids by substituting every hyperlink with the id of the destination page, and then computing
the embeddings of those entity ids by processing that sequence via cbowor Skip-grammod-
els. The relatedness between two entities is eventually computed as the cosine between their
embedding vectors.
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Table 3.1: Summary of relatedness measures based on neighbor nodes.

Method Equation

Adamic-Adar ∑
w∈Γ(u)∩Γ(v)

1
log(|Γ(w)|)

Bibliographic Coupling |O(u) ∩ O(v)|
Co-Citation |I(u) ∩ I(v)|
CommonNeighbors |Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)|
Dice 2|Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)| / (|Γ(u)|+ |Γ(v)|)
Jaccard |Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)| / |Γ(u) ∪ Γ(v)|
Milne&Witten 1− log(max(|I(u)|,|I(v)|)−log(|I(u)∩I(v)|))

log(|V|)−log(min{|I(u)|,|I(v)|})

Overlap |Γ(u) ∩ Γ(v)| / min {|Γ(u)|, |Γ(v)|}

3.3.2 Relatedness Based on Graph Structure

More directly related to our goal are prior methods to characterize node-to-node similarity
in (possibly weighted and directed) graphs, based on the neighborhood of those nodes (or
potentially the whole graph). In this section, we survey well-known graph-based relatedness
measures, and how to adapt them to our task. Table 3.1 reports the ones based on immediate
neighbors.

Relatedness Based on RandomWalks

All proposals in this family argue that twonodes u, v are related if two randomwalkers, started
respectively on u and v, frequently encounter the same nodes. Wehave experimentedwith the
best-performing methods in this family according to the results published in the literature,
and adapted them to work on theWikipedia graph.

PPR+Cos (Haveliwala, 2002). In topic-sensitive or personalized PageRank, a random surfer
intermittently teleports back to a subset of nodes while walking on graph edges. In the ex-
treme case, teleport is deterministically set to one node x, the resulting PageRank vector p(u),
which is a form of probabilistic signature of reachability from node u to all other nodes. As a
result, the relatedness between two queried nodes u and v can then be computed by the cosine
similarity between p(u) and p(v). This approach needs as many PageRank computations as
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queried nodes u (for faster approximations see, e.g., Maehara et al. (2014)).

CoSimRank (Rothe & Schütze, 2014). This is a recent enhancement to PPR+Cos intro-
duced to find synonyms and translations of words. It combines features of SimRank (Jeh &
Widom, 2002) and PPR+Cos. The key idea is that early meetings at nodes during the two
random walks from u and v are more valuable than later meetings. In our experiments we
omit SimRank and variants (Fogaras & Rácz, 2005; Jeh & Widom, 2002) because CoSim-
Rank was established to be better in terms of time/space complexity and accuracy (Rothe &
Schütze, 2014).

WikiWalk (Yeh et al., 2009). This hybrid approach applies PPR+Cos while using the ESA
vector of nodes to bias the teleportation jump of the random walk.

Commute Time (F. Fouss & Saerens, 2005). The Commute Time between nodes u, v is
defined as the average number of steps that a random walk, starting at node u, takes to reach
node v for the first time and then come back to u. It is a distance metric on a graph, and can
be computed via the pseudo-inverse of the Laplacian, L+, of the graph.

Relatedness Based on Graph Embeddings

The following methods have not been used for estimating entity relatedness in KGs. We in-
clude them because they are effective in estimating node similarity in other graphs for other
applications. We will concentrate on DeepWalk which learns high quality representations
(Perozzi et al., 2014). Therefore, in our experiments, we will omit SVD, LINE and Com-
mute Time.

DeepWalk (Perozzi et al., 2014). It performs a randomwalk from a focus node, visiting other
context nodes. Focus and context nodes fulfill the same purpose as focus and context words
in word embeddings. At this point, cbow or Skip-gram can be run to find embeddings for
all nodes. The intuition is that similar nodes should generate similar paths and thus embed
to similar vectors.

LINE (Tang et al., 2015). It is a variant of DeepWalk specifically designed to work on di-
rected and weighted graphs and to preserve both first- and second-order proximities between
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nodes. Our experiments have shown that its performance on our datasets is poor and thus
this method will be omitted from tables to save space.

SingularValueDecomposition (SVD) (Golub&Reinsch, 1970). Levy&Goldberg (2014b)
showed that Word2Vec is equivalent to factorizing a matrix that is a function of word-word
co-occurrence counts. The triangle between text, Word2Vec and matrix factorization is in
fact closed by classic application of spectral analysis on the adjacency matrix of a graph, em-
bedding each node to a singular vector. Relatedness is again measured as cosine between the
singular vectors.

3.4 TheWiRe Dataset

In this section we describe the process we have adopted to create our novelWikipedia-based
entity-Relatedness dataset, WiRe. It complements the well-knownWikiSim dataset (Milne
&Witten, 2008) with pairs of named entities and associated relatedness scores assigned by a
pool of human assessors. WikiSimwas built bymanually adapting the originalWordSim-353
dataset (commonly used for evaluating word-similarity algorithms) to the entity relatedness
task. In contrast, WiRe has been devised for benchmarking entity relatedness solutions with
a larger set of entities, properly selected and evaluated via a three-phase procedure. The goal
is to carefully balance several coverage issues which are crucial for our comparative analysis:
salience and co-occurrence of entities, their type and distance* in theKG (Phases 1 and 2 below).

The outcome are 503 pairs of carefully-chosen named entities with intrinsic relatedness
judgments from three experts who based their evaluation on the textual description of the
Wikipedia entities and further investigation of their relationships by possibly taking advan-
tage of other sources (details on Phase 3 below).

3.4.1 Phase 1: Generation ofMany Entity Pairs

We drew entity pairs from the dataset published by Dunietz & Gillick (2014), which has
2 203 909 entity annotations within about 100 000 news articles drawn from the New York

*In this chapter, the distance between nodes is measured as the unweighted length of the shortest
path in the undirected KG.
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Times Corpus (NYTC). An annotation is a tuple (entity-id,news-id, salience), where entity-
id (resp., news-id) is the entity (resp., news) identifier and salience is a binary label which
reflects the centrality of entity-id innews-id, computedwith a rule-based algorithm (Dunietz
& Gillick, 2014).

For eachnews article, we generated all entity pairs, and then grouped them in three classes:
(Salient, Salient) pairs, (Nonsalient, Salient) pairs, and (Nonsalient, Nonsalient) pairs. Then we re-
fined each class by discarding those pairs whose co-occurrence frequency in NYTC is ≤ 10.
After this step we got 2892, 36 528 and 145 163 pairs of entities, respectively for the (Salient,

Salient), (Nonsalient, Salient) and (Nonsalient, Nonsalient) sets.

3.4.2 Phase 2: Selectionof Pairs SatisfyingCoverageRequire-
ments

Nextwe select a subset of interesting entitypairs thatmatch the coverage requirements sketched
above. More precisely, each one of the three entity-pair classes [i.e., (Salient, Salient), (Non-
salient, Salient) and (Nonsalient, Nonsalient)] is subdivided using the following properties:

• co-occurrence frequency of the entity pair, by considering the three ranges: (10, 15),
[15, 25) and ≥ 25;

• type of the entities: Person, Location,Organisation andOther (i.e., none of the previous);

• the distance between two entities, which is at most 3 in the dataset.

The above bucketing is to guarantee sufficient diversity and fairness in our evaluation.
Finally, to achieve balance among these buckets and avoid over-representation of some fre-
quent entities, we sampled three pairs of entities from each subclass guaranteeing that each
entity appears less than 3 times, overall. After this stage,WiRe consists of a total of 503 entity
pairs: 172 of type (Salient, Salient), 171 of type (Nonsalient, Salient) and 160 of type (Nonsalient,
Nonsalient).

3.4.3 Phase 3: Generating Ground-Truth Scores

Two human assessors were required to assign a relatedness (integer) score in the range [0, 10]
to each entity pair identified in Phase 2. The annotation procedure was conducted indepen-
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dently by each assessor: (1) reading the Wikipedia article of each entity in the evaluated pair
and, (2) possibly searching Wikipedia, if one entity is not mentioned by the other entity’s
page, looking for the existence of any relation between them. Each human assessor thus as-
signed a relatedness score to the pair. If their scores coincided then this was taken as the
ground-truth for that pair, otherwise a third evaluator arrived at a reconciled score through
discussions.

The Kendall’s τ between the final ground-truth and the independent annotations provided
by the two experts was very high: 0.80 and 0.77, respectively. Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 report some
statistics over this dataset. It is interesting to note that the relatedness score is not sensitive
to how salient the entities were in the news articles mentioning them. Overall, we believe
(and corroborate with the entity linking application, in Section 3.6.9) that WiRe’s intrinsic
evaluation will correlate well with extrinsic applications.

3.5 Our Two-Stage Framework

Our framework for computing entity relatedness combines textual context and theKG struc-
ture in an efficient and efficacious way. We will first describe it, and then we will instanti-
ate various components of the framework with concrete algorithmic choices, thus offering
a wide spectrum of approaches to solve the relatedness problem with increasing efficiency
and efficacy. The experiments of Section 3.6 will prove that our approach is much faster and
improves the accuracy of the knownmethods by a large margin.

Our framework works in two stages: the first stage consists of three steps which create a
small weighted subgraph grown around the two query entities. The second stage derives the
relatedness between the query entities based on computations on this small subgraph.

3.5.1 First Stage: Subgraph Creation

Step 1: Choosing Nodes of Subgraph GC. Given the queried entities u and v, we use one
of the methods described in the previous sections to derive the top-k entities in the KG re-
lated to u (call them Ru), and the top-k entities in the KG related to v (call them Rv). In our
testbed,we apply thebestmethods that deploy the textual content ofWikipedia (i.e., ESAand
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Table 3.2: WiRe dataset statistics bucketed according to human assessed relatedness score.

Pairs Type Human Relatedness
[000, 333] (333, 666] (666, 111000]

(Salient, Salient) 25 57 90
(Nonsalient, Salient) 44 48 79
(Nonsalient, Nonsalient) 41 31 88

Table 3.3: WiRe dataset statistics bucketed according to the type of entity.

Pairs Type Entity Type
Person Location Organisation Other

(Salient, Salient) 79 90 89 86
(Nonsalient, Salient) 78 87 89 88
(Nonsalient, Nonsalient) 73 67 71 109

Table 3.4: WiRe dataset statistics bucketed according to their distance in the Wikipedia Graph.

Pairs Type Distance
111 222 333

(Salient, Salient) 90 81 1
(Nonsalient, Salient) 82 61 28
(Nonsalient, Nonsalient) 75 58 27
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Entity2Vec) and the best methods that deploy its hyperlinked structure (i.e., DeepWalk or
Milne&Witten). The nodes of the subgraphGC = (V,E)will be defined as V = Ru∪Rv∪{u, v}.
The value of kwill be set to 30 in the experimental section; this is of negligible size compared
to a typical KG, thus making GC processable on-the-fly at query time.

Step 2: Creating Edges of Subgraph GC. The edge set E is defined as a sparse graph consist-
ing of |E| = O(k) undirected edges which connect every node in Ru ∪ Rv to both u and v. The
intuition is to use the nodes derived in Step 1 asmeaningful semantic bridges for establishing
the relatedness between u and v.

Step 3: Computing Weights of Edges in GC. We define the weight of every edge (x, y) ∈ E

by deploying either the textual content of x’s and y’s pages, or their connectivity in GC, or a
proper combination of them (see Section 3.6.7), and we will investigate the impact of three
main edge-scores: Milne&Witten, Entity2Vec and DeepWalk, selected as a result of the large
experimental analysis conducted in section 3.6.

3.5.2 Second Stage: Computing Relatedness

The relatedness score between u, v is derived by computing the CoSimRank between these
two nodes over the weighted subgraph GC, given that this method is the one that best com-
bines in a comprehensive way randomwalk approaches over weighted graphs. The key point
here is that CoSimRank applied to GC (as against the whole KG) is very fast because of the
very small size of GC.

Discussion

Section 3.6 will investigate various combinationsmentioned above for the Steps 1 and 3 (first
stage), and show that these steps are particularly effective in estimating the relatedness be-
tween two query entities. We argue that this success can be attributed to three key reasons:

1. Edges inWikipedia (or any typical KG) are only a noisy hint of relatedness. Edges may
be introduced by authors for different “goals”: citation, elaboration, explanation, etc.
Moreover, different communities of Wikipedia pages offer different “densities” of hy-
perlink annotations.
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2. The nodes of the subgraphGC are strongly related to the queried nodes u and v in terms
either of textual content or neighbor structure, hence they constitute good potential
“bridges” for establishing their relatedness.

3. The edges of the subgraphGC aremoremeaningful and less noisy than the edges present
inWikipedia because they are confined to few “meaningful bridge nodes”.

These intuitions will be supported by the wide set of experiments reported in Section 3.6.

3.6 Experiments

In this section we first review the datasets used for our experimental analysis (i.e., WikiSim
andWiRe). Then we describe configuration settings and implementations of the many algo-
rithms we tested over these datasets. Next we present intrinsic evaluation results. Finally, we
demonstrate extrinsic benefits to entity linking using our two-stage framework. Datasets and
all algorithms we experimented have been publicly released.*

3.6.1 Datasets

The first dataset we use is the one introduced in this chapter, called WiRe. The other, Wik-
iSim, is a version of the popularWordSim- 353 dataset consisting of 353word pairs, annotated
with a relatedness score in [0, 10] via crowdsourcing, and then manually mapped into their
correspondingWikipedia entities byMilne&Witten (2008). We further filteredWikiSim by
(counts of discarded pairs are given in parentheses): removing pairs whose entities are null
(39), changing outdated Wikipedia ids with current ones, removing disambiguation pages
(33), removing duplicate pairs (4) and removing pairs (e, e)with relatedness score < 10 (9).

Figure 3.2 reports some statistics about the two datasets. Relatedness scores in WiRe
are integers, because they are the results of an agreement process between human assessors,
whereas in WikiSim relatedness scores are reals obtained by averaging crowd-sourced scores.
Nevertheless,WikiSim andWiRe have surprisingly similar relatedness score histograms, even
though theywere createdusing rather different processes. This lends confidence that accurate
relatedness estimates can generalize across datasets.

*github.com/mponza/WikipediaRelatedness
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Figure 3.1: Example of the two-stage framework on two query entities Tiger and Cat.
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Figure 3.2: Data characteristics (top: WikiSim, bottom: WiRe). Charts in the left column show
counts of instance pairs with relatedness in bucketed ranges. Most pairs are moderately related.
Charts in the right column show distance distribution against bucketed relatedness. Generally re-
latedness reduces with graph distance, but there is a broad spread.

Significantly (right column in Figure 3.2) many entity pairs are similar (resp., dissimilar)
yet far (resp., near) in the graph. Therefore, effective relatedness formulations cannot assume
that KG distance between entities is a good predictor of their relatedness.

For the sake of completeness we mention that the datasets developed by Ceccarelli et al.
(2013); Hoffart et al. (2012) offer a ranking judgments of a subset of entities related to some
given ones. This is different from our dataset which offers direct relatedness judgments be-
tween entity pairs, which is a bigger challenge to entity relatedness measures.

3.6.2 SystemDetails

We give a few technical details about the implementation and the settings of the methods
described in Section 3.3.

Wikipedia as Knowledge Graph. We used the Wikipedia dump of March 2016. The
Wikipedia corpuswas normalized by removing punctuation elements and lowercasingwords.
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Statistics Value
|Nodes| 4 730 474
|Edges| 97 718 760
|CCs| 64
Largest CC 4 730 329
Diameter 15
AVGDistance 3.46
Spid 0.09

Figure 3.3: Probability mass function of the distance distribution (left) and several statistics (right)
computed on theWikipedia graph.

The Wikipedia graph was indexed withWebGraph (Boldi & Vigna, 2004) deriving the statis-
tics reported in Figure 3.3. CC means connected component. Spid indicates the shortest-
path-index of dispersion that, being close to 0, shows that Wikipedia is closer to a social-
network graph rather than to the Web graph. Important for the following algorithms is also
the fact that the average distance is larger than 2, which is the maximum distance dealt with
the well-known Milne&Witten’s algorithm, and many pairs are concentrated around dis-
tances 3 and 4 (which are distances easily handled by our framework).

Implementation Specifics. We reimplemented ESA by Gabrilovich & Markovitch (2007)
and Ni et al. (2016) because these software are not available. Wikipedia corpus was lemma-
tizedwithCoreNLP*, stopwords removed, and indexedby Lucene†. Given an entity, its vector
of concepts has been generated by using theWikipedia page as query to the Lucene indexwith
a BM25 ranking function.

For LDA we used its online stochastic variant (Hoffman et al., 2010) which has been
shown to find topic models as good as, or better than its batch version. Both for LDA and
Word2Vec we used the implementations available in Gensim‡. To obtain Entity2Vec embed-
dings and LM probabilities, we replaced outbound hyperlinks to Wikipedia pages with a
unique placeholder token (Ni et al., 2016), and processed this corpus using Word2Vec and
BerkeleyLM (Pauls &Klein, 2011) respectively. In DeepWalk we set the transition probability
from u to v as proportional to the frequency of a link to vwithin the textual description of u.

*stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP
†lucene.apache.org
‡radimrehurek.com/gensim
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For the algorithmsCoSimRank* andDeepWalk† we downloaded their official implemen-
tations and adapted them to work on our KG. We wrote WikiWalk from scratch, building
upon the code of our ESA implementation.

3.6.3 EvaluationMetrics

Evaluating relatedness scores against human judgment is complicated by the fact that prior
work uses two different evaluation metrics: the Pearson correlation index (Mohler &Mihal-
cea, 2009; Strube & Ponzetto, 2006), and the Spearman correlation index (Gabrilovich &
Markovitch, 2007; Yeh et al., 2009). The Pearson index focuses on the difference between
predicted-vs-correct relatedness scores. In contrast, the Spearman index focuses on the rank-
ing order among entity pairs as determined by the algorithm or by the human assessors.

Both indexes are meaningful because they capture different aspects which could be im-
portant to different extrinsic applications. Pearson’s index is crucial when the strength of the
entity relatedness needs to be correctly quantified, as it occurs in some entity linkers (Cornolti
et al., 2016; Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012; Kulkarni et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2016). Spearman’s
index is crucial when the correct ranking among entity pairs based on their relatedness is re-
quired, as in other entity linkers (Cucerzan, 2007; Piccinno & Ferragina, 2014).

Therefore, we follow Hassan & Mihalcea (2011) and adopt three main measures: the
two correlation indexes, i.e., Pearson and Spearman; plus their harmonic mean, to get one
single score that is useful when the entity relatedness is interchangeably used for modeling
coherence (strength) and candidate ordering (ranking) of entities (as in yet other entity link-
ers (Ganea et al., 2016; Usbeck et al., 2015; Zwicklbauer et al., 2016)). In addition, we use
also the average of the harmonic means over the two datasets (marked AVG), just to have
one unique score over all our experiments to compare methods. We measure the statistical
significance of our results with the methodology described by Radinsky et al. (2011).

*github.com/casaro/CoSimRank
†github.com/phanein/deepwalk
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Figure 3.4: Relatedness performance over WikiSim (top) andWiRe (bottom) datasets by ranging
respectively the size of LDA and ESA vectors.
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Figure 3.5: Relatedness performance over WikiSim (top) andWiRe (bottom) datasets by ranging
respectively the size of LDA and ESA vectors .
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3.6.4 Comparative Evaluation of Building Blocks

Toward selecting the best systems for our two-stage framework, we first compared all prior
formulations and their various hyperparameters. We evaluated different lengths of ESA’s con-
cept vectors between [100, 10 000]. We tried different lengths for the vectors built by LDA and
Entity2Vec, between [100, 400]. We varied the damping factor of DeepWalk in [0.1, 0.9]. All
results are reported in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. Based on this study, for PPR+Cos, CoSimRank
and WikiWalk, we set the damping factor to 0.8 and the number of iterations to 5. CoSim-
Rank’s weight decay is in {0.8, 0.9} while WikiWalk’s teleportation vector is initialized with
ESA’s concept vectors of length 10 000.

The best performance settings were chosen to produce Table 3.5. For each method sur-
veyed in Section3.3, we show the fourperformance indexes. From theupper part ofTable 3.5,
we notice that the methods based on text show consistent performance across Spearman and
Pearson indexes over both datasets.

From the lower part of Table 3.5, the methods based on KG structure show significantly
different performance over the two indexes and the two datasets. Methods originally devised
for node ranking achieve a very competitive Spearman’s index at the cost of a worse Pearson’s
index (e.g., PPR+Cos and CoSimRank). Other methods show high and consistent perfor-
mance on both datasets and indices (e.g., Milne&Witten and DeepWalk variants).

Milne&Witten, in spite of its simplicity, is among the best on our newWiRe dataset, with
the best Harmonic coefficient. However, it lags in case ofWikiSim. Even so, its extensive use
in entity linkers (Usbeck et al., 2015) seems amply justified.

The top-performingmethods over both datasets and correlation indexes are based onneu-
ral embeddings, such as E2V-cbowandDW-cbow. Although competitive harmonicmeans
are obtained byMilne&Witten and ESA, their AVGperformance is 3.5% and 6.5% lower than
DW-cbow respectively.

PPR+Cos and CoSimRank obtain good Spearman’s index but poor Pearson’s index,
which leads to low harmonic mean. Since they involve the entire KG in their computation
they are also very slow, so we will no longer consider them in the remaining experiments.
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Table 3.5: Relatedness performance of the methods surveyed in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. For each
correlation index, we color the first (in black), the second (in gray) and the third (in light gray) best
performing method, respectively. The last column AVG reports the average of the harmonic means
computed over the two datasets.

Method WikiSim WiRe AVG
Pearson Spearman Harmonic Pearson Spearman Harmonic

Co
rp
us
Te
xt

VSM 0.43 0.55 0.48 0.64 0.66 0.65 0.565
LM 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.53 0.58 0.55 0.505
ESA 0.62 0.72 0.67 0.60 0.63 0.62 0.645

LDA 0.58 0.57 0.58 0.61 0.55 0.58 0.580
E2V-cbow 0.68 0.70 0.69 0.74 0.70 0.72 0.705

E2V-SkipGram 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.74 0.69 0.71 0.685

G
ra
ph

St
ru
ctu

re

Bibliographic Copuling 0.34 0.58 0.43 0.51 0.63 0.57 0.50
Co-Citation 0.19 0.62 0.29 0.20 0.47 0.28 0.285
CommonNeighbors 0.21 0.62 0.31 0.21 0.49 0.29 0.300
Milne&Witten 0.62 0.65 0.63 0.77 0.69 0.72 0.675

Jaccard 0.31 0.61 0.41 0.55 0.73 0.63 0.520

Overlap 0.45 0.70 0.55 0.59 0.69 0.63 0.590

Dice 0.35 0.67 0.46 0.49 0.70 0.58 0.520

Adamic-Adar 0.20 0.63 0.31 0.19 0.49 0.28 0.295
PPR+Cos 0.20 0.72 0.31 0.56 0.75 0.64 0.475

CoSimRank 0.15 0.72 0.25 0.56 0.76 0.64 0.445

WikiWalk 0.55 0.60 0.57 0.62 0.60 0.61 0.590
DW-cbow 0.71 0.70 0.71 0.74 0.68 0.71 0.710

DW-SkipGram 0.67 0.70 0.69 0.73 0.67 0.70 0.695

3.6.5 Instantiating the Two-Stage Framework

The experimental figures reported above guided us to choose four methods (i.e., ESA, E2V-
cbow, DW-cbow andMilne&Witten) as component modules in our two-stage framework.

In Step 1, given query entities u and v, we extracted their top-k related entities by following
one of the following three approaches:

• Top-k entities retrieved by ESA for u and v.
• Top-k entities having the highest cosine similarity with the embeddings of u, v com-
puted by E2V-cbow or DW-cbow.

• Top-k nodes selected among the out-neighbors of u and v according toMilne&Witten’s
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Table 3.6: Relatedness performance of our novel two-stage framework described in Section 3.5. Step
2 was configured by modeling the subgraph as a sparse graph (see text). The last line reports the best
performance for each correlation index as showed in Table 3.5 (it was a black cell).

Step 1 Step 3 WikiSim WiRe AVG
Pearson Spearman Harmonic Pearson Spearman Harmonic

Milne&Witten 0.70 0.71 0.71 0.83 0.73 0.78 0.745

ESA E2V-cbow 0.72 0.69 0.71 0.77 0.70 0.73 0.720

DW-cbow 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.76 0.69 0.72 0.725

Milne&Witten 0.71 0.73 0.72 0.82 0.72 0.76 0.740

Milne&Witten E2V-cbow 0.72 0.69 0.71 0.77 0.70 0.73 0.720

DW-cbow 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.79 0.70 0.74 0.730

Milne&Witten 0.66 0.68 0.67 0.80 0.69 0.74 0.705

E2V-cbow E2V-cbow 0.68 0.67 0.68 0.77 0.70 0.73 0.705

DW-cbow 0.71 0.70 0.71 0.77 0.69 0.73 0.720

Milne&Witten 0.67 0.69 0.68 0.82 0.72 0.76 0.720

DW-cbow E2V-cbow 0.70 0.67 0.68 0.74 0.68 0.71 0.695
DW-cbow 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.76 0.67 0.71 0.715

Best Results from Table 3.5 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.77 0.76 0.72 0.710

score. (We experimented with in-, out- and all neighbors and out-neighbors gave the
best results, reported in Table 3.7).

For Step 2 of the first stage, we investigated three approaches to creating edges: either we cre-
ated a clique, by connecting all pairs of nodes (thus generating Θ(k2) edges), or we connected
in a bipartite way the top-k nodes related to u with the top-k nodes related to v (again gen-
erating Θ(k2) edges); or we sparsified the subgraph GC by connecting u and v with only their
top-k retrieved nodes (generating only Θ(k) edges). We report on this last approach because
it achieved the best accuracy and speed.

In Step 3 of the first stage, we computed the weights of the Θ(k) edges created in Step 2
by determining the relatedness score between their endpoint nodes via three approaches:
Milne&Witten, E2V-cbow and DW-cbow (we also investigated their Skip-gram-variants,
but they performed worse than their cbow counterparts).

For the second stage we used CoSimRank with damping factor and weight decay in
{0.7, 0.8, 0.9} and number of iterations 1–3. The results shown in the tables correspond to
the best choices: damping factor and weight decay of 0.9 and one single iteration.
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3.6.6 Two-Stage Results and Analysis

Table 3.6 reports the best results obtained for each one of the configurations described above,
where the last line helps to compare against the best performance for each individual correla-
tion index in Table 3.5. In the last column (AVG), we see that every system choice for Step 1
has at least one choice for Step 3 that outperforms the best results of Table 3.5, with p < 0.05

(the same p holds for all experiments in the next sections). Drilling down into individual
correlation indexes (i.e., each column of Table 3.6), we notice that our two-stage framework
improves all correlations indexes over all datasets except for the Spearman index over WiRe,
for which CoSimRank still wins (0.76, i.e., +3% with respect to our best score). However,
as mentioned in Section 3.6.4, CoSimRank is significantly slower because it works over the
whole KG, while our approach works on the tiny subgraph GC. Moreover, CoSimRank per-
forms worse on other correlation indexes. We emphasize that the last row in Table 3.6, “Best
Results fromTable 3.5”, does not represent any singlemethod; different columns come from
different methods in general. Therefore, the harmonic mean and AVG columns are upper
bounds to the performance of each individual method of Table 3.5. Even compared to this
non-constructive bound, our two-stage framework achieves uniformly the best performance
on both datasets: +2% absolute over WikiSim and +6% absolute over WiRe.

Not surprisingly, given the results of theprevious section, the configurationswhich achieve
the topperformance onWikiSim are the ones based onneural embeddings for Step 3 (namely,
they use DW-cbow), and the ones based on ESA or DW-cbow for Step 1.

More surprisingly, the configuration which achieves the top performance on WiRe is
the one which does not rely on neural embeddings: namely ESA (Step 1 of first stage) and
Milne&Witten (Step 3 of first stage). This configuration is more robust than the ones based
onneural embeddings: it gets good performance also onWikiSim, whereas the others achieve
slightlyworseperformanceonWiRedataset (thus gaining 2–3% in theAVGoverbothdatasets).

An interesting insight is that usingMilne&Witten for Steps 1 and 3 amount to a form of
boosting the influencediameter of their original approach. The structure ofGCmakes our two-
stage framework able to incorporate signals frompaths of length 3 and 4 in theKG, instead of
paths of length at most 2 as inMilne&Witten. This is crucial for distant queried pairs, which
do indeed occur in our datasets (Figure 3.2) as well as in applications.
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Table 3.7: Comparing the best two methods for Step 3 in Table 3.6 against their linear combination,
having Step 1 set to Milne&Witten (over out-neighbors).

Step 3 WikiSim WiRe AVG
Pearson Spearman Harmonic Pearson Spearman Harmonic

Milne&Witten + E2V-cbow 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.83 0.74 0.79 0.765

Milne&Witten + DW-cbow 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.83 0.75 0.79 0.765

E2V-cbow +DW-cbow 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.81 0.73 0.77 0.755

Best Results from Table 3.5 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.77 0.76 0.72 0.710
Best Results from Table 3.6 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.83 0.73 0.78 0.745

3.6.7 Further Improvements via Combinations

Encouraged by the results above, we took one further step and jointly deployed all the infor-
mation provided by the KG: namely, the neighborhood of a node (i.e., Milne&Witten), the
neural embedding of its randomwalks (i.e., DW-cbow) and the textual content of the node
labels (i.e., E2V-cbow). So we configured our two-stage framework withMilne&Witten for
Step 1, because this is themethod that shows the best trade-offbetween efficacy (seeTable 3.6)
and efficiency (see above). For Step 3 we used a linear combination of the two most effective
methods in Table 3.6 — namely, Milne&Witten and E2V-cbow or DW-cbow. Table 3.7
reports the best results achieved by each combination, obtained by equally weighting the two
methods at hand. Again the last two lines are introduced for comparison and report the best
performance for each individual correlation index in Table 3.5 and 3.6, respectively.

The improvement achieved by this combined scheme is again significant: with respect
to the known methods of Table 3.5, its harmonic mean is +3% over WikiSim and +7% over
WiRe (thus resulting in a +5% on AVG); with respect to our “uncombined” approach, the
improvement in the harmonic mean is slight but consistent over the datasets.

For the sake of completeness we have also experimented the configuration with ESA for
Step 1 and the same linear combinations above for Step 3. Not surprisingly, the performance
of this configuration is slightly better than the one shown in Table 3.7 (just +1% on the Har-
monic mean over WiRe), but this comes at the cost of larger running times.

In conclusion, given the results of Table 3.7, we suggest the configuration which deploys
Milne&Witten for Step 1 and the combination Milne&Witten+DW-cbow for Step 3. It is
both effective and efficient, with the latter issue being addressed in the next section.
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Table 3.8: Relatedness performance on the task of ranking entity pairs over the Kore dataset (Hof-
fart et al., 2012). The first five columns distinguish the performance among different entity’s topics,
whereas the last two columns summarize them by their average. The two-stage framework is here in-
stantiated with the best configuration resulted from Section 3.6.7, namely Milne&Witten for Step 1
and the combination of Milne&Witten and DW-cbow for Step 3.

Method IT Companies Hollywood Celebrities TV Series Video Games Chuck Norris AVG (per Topic) AVG (All Entities)

Kore (original) 0.750 0.634 0.479 0.765 0.587 0.643 0.655

Kore (lsh-f) 0.185 0.512 0.386 0.457 0.705 0.449 0.400

Kore (lsh-g) 0.601 0.642 0.508 0.718 0.587 0.611 0.616

Two-Stage Framework 0.729 0.676 0.696 0.580 0.680 0.672 0.699

3.6.8 Evaluation on Ranking Entity Pairs

In this section we evaluate our novel two-stage framework in the domain of ranking pairs of
Wikipedia entities (Hoffart et al., 2012). Different from the original settings on which our
framework has been designed (i.e., general-purpose relatedness computation), the problem
of ranking entity pairs concerns only the ordering of a set of candidate entities (from themost
to the lowest relevant) with respect to a given seed entity.

For the evaluationwe use theKore dataset (Hoffart et al., 2012), constituted by a total of
21 seed entities grouped in 5 different topics (i.e., ITCompanies, HollywoodCelebreties, TV
Series, Video Games and Chuck Norris). Each seed entity is associated with a set of 20 candi-
date entities, whose gold-standard rankingwas created by human assessors via crowdsourcing
(Hoffart et al., 2012). As baselines we use the Kore methods (Hoffart et al., 2012), a set of
unsupervised corpus-based techniques for the ranking of entity pairs, which are currently the
state-of-the-art on the Kore dataset. Unfortunately, 28 entities of the Kore dataset are not
present in our KG, thus we remove them and we recompute the spearman correlation of the
original Kore techniques* without taking into account the removed entities. More precisely,
we removed 4 entities belonging to IT Companies, 6 entities to Hollywood Celebrities, 5 to
TV Series, 11 to Video Games and 2 to Chuck Norris. Given a seed entity es and its set of
associated candidate entities Ces , our two-stage framework ranks every ec ∈ Ces accordingly to
the relatedness score computed between es and ec ∈ Ces .

Results are reported in Table 3.8. Our two-stage framework obtains very good perfor-
mance among all different entity’s topics. More precisely, it achieves the highest scores in
Hollywood Celebrities and TV Series topics, with improvements of +4.2% and+18.8%with

*We thank Johannes Hoffart for providing us the outputs of Kore methods.
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respect to the second-highestmethods Kore (original) andKore (lsh-g), respectively. Our
framework also achieves the second-highest performance among IT Companies and Chuck
Norris, with a small difference of−2.1% and−2.5%with respect toKore (original) andKore
(lsh-f). Our method arrives third only once on the Video Games topic, with a difference
with respect to the first one of −18.5%. This is not surprisingly since almost half of the enti-
ties of the Kore dataset we removed belong to this topic. The lack of Video Games entities
in ourKGmakes the two-stage framework unable to createmeaningful subgraphs for entities
belonging to this topic, by eventually producing inaccurate relatedness scores. Nevertheless,
our framework achieves the overall best average performance (last two columns of Table 3.8),
both per topic and among all seed entities, with improvements of +2.9% and +4.4% with
respect to Kore (original).

3.6.9 Extrinsic Evaluation on TagMe

We supplement the evaluation above with an extrinsic evaluation on the strongly motivated
entity linking task. In the public domain, TagMe (Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012) is among the
most popular, open-source* and well-known entity linkers. It has served over 400 million
annotations to date. The disambiguation algorithm in TagMe relies on a voting scheme
which assigns a weight to each candidate entity by combiningMilne&Witten’s score with the
commonness of the candidate entity (entity prior probability). Finally, the entity assigned to
a significant text span is themost commonentity among the ones that exceed the score (1−ε) γ,
where γ is the maximum voting score reported by a candidate entity for that text fragment.

We replaced the relatedness method used in TagMewith our two-stage framework, con-
figured as Milne&Witten for both Steps 1 and 3 of the first stage. Figure 3.6 shows the per-
formance of TagMe by varying its parameter ε in the commonly-used range [0, 0.5] (i.e., it
chooses the best voted entity, ε = 0, or considers commonness among the entities scoring half
of the highest vote, ε = 0.5). On four diverse datasets (Usbeck et al., 2015), our relatedness
measure not only improves TagMe, but also makes it more insensitive to choices of ε.

*github.com/gammaliu/tagme
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Figure 3.6: Entity linking performance by varying the ε-score of TagMe’s voting scheme which
deploys Milne&Witten and our two-stage framework, respectively, over four distinct text corpora.

3.6.10 Optimizations and Efficiency

Theefficiencyof our frameworkheavily dependson the efficient constructionof theweighted
subgraph GC. In this section we show that, by carefully optimizing a few steps, we are able to
determine the relatedness of two entities sufficiently fast at query time.

Milne&Witten is much more efficient than ESA in retrieving the top-k related nodes
which may be precomputed at preprocessing time and stored in compressed form (see next),
whereas ESA needs us to execute a possibly expensive query on Lucene. However, the accu-
racy of Step 1 configured as Milne&Witten is close to that using ESA. Therefore, we analyze
the scalability of our two-stage framework instantiated with Milne&Witten for Step 1 and
Milne&Witten+DW-cbow for Step 3.

We precompute some data to speed-up the construction of the subgraph GC as follows:
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Table 3.9: Un/compressed space occupancy (MBytes) of the Wikipedia Graph and DW-cbow’s
embeddings.

Wikipedia Graph DW-cbow Embeddings
Uncompressed 605 4418
Compressed 209 236

Table 3.10: Running time performance (milliseconds) of our two-stage framework configured as in
Table 3.7.

DW-cbow
WikiSim WiRe

Uncomp. Comp. Uncomp. Comp.

Milne&Witten Uncomp. 0.4 1.7 0.7 0.9
Comp. 1.9 2.4 3.3 4.1

Step 1:Weneed to retrieve the top-kout-neighbors of u and v according to theMilne&Witten
relatedness score. Sowe precompute and store for every node in theWikipedia graph its top-k
nodes, this takes kn integers (node-ids).

Step 3: The subgraph GC needs to compute the edge weights between u (resp. v) and
the nodes extracted in Step 1. Since the edge weights are a combination of Milne&Witten’s
score and DW-cbow’s score, we need to store at every node in the Wikipedia graph its adja-
cency list (for the former score); and an s-size embedding of floating-point numbers (for the
latter score).
Overall this takes kn integers and kn floating-point numbers* and it can be reduced via com-
pression. We applied Elias-Fano codes from WebGraph (Boldi & Vigna, 2004) to compress
the KG, andwe used FEL (Blanco et al., 2015) to compress the embeddings. Table 3.9 reports
the results of this experiment. The compressed graph is three times smaller than its uncom-
pressed version. The compressed DW-cbow embeddings are almost twenty times smaller
than the uncompressed ones.

Given this precomputed information the relatedness query between two nodes u, v is ex-

*Since node-ids are not consecutive in Wikipedia one needs to index them for allowing constant
access time. This additional space is not accounted for in Table 3.9, thus giving further advantage to
the uncompressed space solution.
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ecuted by applying CoSimRank over the graph GC for just one single iteration (see Second
Stage of section 3.5). Looking to the algorithmic structure of CoSimRank one can deduct
that this computation corresponds to the cos-similarity between two vectors of size k, which
contain as values the weights of the edges connecting u, v to the k nodes extracted by Step
1. So the query takes O(k · (d + s)) time because the weight of the edge (x, y) needs to pro-
cess the adjacency list of x, y for deriving the Milne&Witten’s score (this has average length
d), and the s-size embeddings of x, y. Recalling that k = 30, s = 100 and d = 20 in Wikipedia,
it is easy to conclude that the relatedness query is very fast. Table 3.10 details the average
query time with un/compressed graph and embeddings (over 10 different runs executed on
an AMD Opteron 6238 clocked at 2600MHz, with 128GB of RAM, running Linux 3.13).
The deployment of compressedWikipedia graph forMilne&Witten induces a 5 times slower
query with a 3x space-saving; the use of compressed embeddings is very convenient because,
despite introducing a very small-time overhead, the space is two orders of magnitude less.

Overall the compressed solution can fit all the needed information in 60% of the space re-
quired byWikipedia graph uncompressed, and perform relatedness queries in less than 5ms.
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4
Algorithms for Entity and Fact Salience

Extracting salient information from an input document has become
a fundamental task on which different downstream applications hinge upon
to improve the quality of their results, such asWeb search ranking (Luo et al.,
2017), email tagging (Lahiri et al., 2017), contextual advertising (Anagnos-

topoulos et al., 2011) and news suggestion (Fetahu et al., 2015).
Automatic Document Summarization (Gambhir & Gupta, 2017) is the wide research area
that concerns the extraction of salient information from an input document. More precisely,
document summarizers aim at identifying relevant and topical information from an input
document and condense them into a summar, i.e. a textwhich is shorter than the original one
but that still preserves the salient elements that it conveys. Summaries are clearly fundamental
from different point of views. They can enable fast and accurate search of documents from
a large text collections (Hasan & Ng, 2014) as well as they can help a reader to immediately
identify the relevant topics of the original document (Luhn, 1958).

In this chapter, we propose two different solutions for the automatic document sum-
marization problem through the design and implementation of two novel systems for, re-
spectively, the extraction of salient Wikipedia entities, and salient open facts. Specifically, in
Section 4.1 we propose a new entity salience system, called Swat, which aims at produc-
ing a summary of an input document constituted of salient Wikipedia entities. Technically
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speaking, Swat lies into the subdomain of knowledge extraction called entity salience, which
actually involves the design of solutions that pursue the objective of summarizing the content
of an input document through the proper detection of salient entities (belonging to a knowl-
edge graph) extracted from its content. Subsequently, in Section 4.2 we define a new task in
the domain of open information extraction called fact salience, which addresses the objective
of generating amachine-readable summary constituted of salient facts extracted from a given
document. Furthermore, in Section 4.2.2, we propose SalIE, the first fact salience system
that implements a novel unsupervised algorithm for ranking and diversifying the extracted
open facts.

4.0.1 RelatedWork

In this section we jointly present the related work for both entity and fact salience tasks. The
first part of this section introduces the research area of automatic document summarization,
while the two following parts describe works that are related to entity and fact salience prob-
lems, respectively.

AutomaticDocument Summarization is theumbrella topic forboth entity and fact salience.
Given an input document, summarizers aim at generating a text that is shorter than the orig-
inal one but still preserving the salient elements that it conveys, such as sentences, keywords,
entities and facts. According to Gambhir & Gupta (2017), the research area of document
summarization can be clustered among different dimensions:

• Objective. The goal of a document summarizer can be the extraction of a generic or
query-focused summary. Generic summarizers aim at computing a summary that gen-
erally describes the body of an input document (Ouyang et al., 2013), whereas query-
focused summarizes aim at creating a summary with respect to a specific set of query
terms (Baumel et al., 2014).

• Atomic Units. Document summarizers can work at different levels of granularity over
the input document. Summaries are actually generated by running their algorithms
over a decomposition of the document content. Sentences (Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004),
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keywords (Hasan&Ng, 2014;Lahiri et al., 2017;Paranjpe, 2009)ornamedentities (Ga-
mon et al., 2013) are common atomic units used for decomposing the source text.

• Approach. Twomain approaches are present in literature. Extractive summarizers (Mi-
halcea & Tarau, 2004) create a summary through a selection of the atomic units iden-
tified in the input document, whereas abstractive summarizers (See et al., 2017) can
generate novel units not necessary featured in the source text.

• Documents. Single document summarization summarizes the content of one input
document (Durrett et al., 2016), whereas multi-document summarization aims at gen-
erate a summary from a collection of documents (Nayeem&Chali, 2017).

The algorithms that we propose in this chapter are designed in the domain of generic,
extractive and single-document summarization, and they differ for the atomic units they use.
Wikipedia entities (extracted via entity linking) and open facts (extracted via open informa-
tion extraction) are the two atomic units that we respectively use for entity and fact salience
tasks, respectively.

Entity salience is a recently introduced task (Dunietz & Gillick, 2014) that aims at solving
the summarization problem through the extraction of salientWikipedia entities from an in-
put document. The task has been attacked from two research groups with the design of two
different systems: Cmu-Google (Dunietz & Gillick, 2014) and Sel (Trani et al., 2018) sys-
tems.

The first approach uses a proprietary entity linker to extract entities from the input text
and a binary classifier based on very few and simple features to distinguish between salient
and non-salient entities. Dunietz &Gillick (2014) have shown that their system significantly
outperforms a simple baseline via some experiments executed over the large and well-known
New York Times dataset (Sandhaus, 2008).

The second approach, called Sel, calledwas proposed byTrani et al. (2018) and hinges on
a supervised two-step algorithm comprehensively addressing both entity linking and salience
detection. The first step is based on a classifier aimed at identifying a set of candidate entities
that arementioned in the input document, thusmaximizing the precisionwithout hindering
the recall; the second step is based on a regression model that aims at scoring those candidate
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entities thus identyfing the top (salient) ones. Unfortunately Sel was compared only against
pure entity linkers (such as TagMe), which are not designed for the entity salience task, the
system is yet publicly unavaiable and, furthermore, its experimental figures were confined
to a new dataset (i.e., Wikinews), which was much smaller than NYT, and thus missed a
comparison against the Cmu-Google system.

As a result, the two entity salience systems above are not publicly available and their exper-
imental figures are incomparable. In this chapter we continue the study of the entity salience
problem by introducing a novel system, that we call Swat, whose main goal is to efficiently
and efficaciously address these open issues by improving the state-of-the-art.

Fact salience is a new task that we propose in this chapter and that aims at solving the sum-
marization problem through the extraction of salient open facts from an input document.
Open facts have been already used in document summarization for avoiding redundancy, ex-
ploiting synonymity (Christensen et al., 2013) or as input for a classifier (Christensen et al.,
2014), but not used as atomic units as we do in our context. As we will show, working at
the fact level provides a natural framework for distilling essential information from an input
document. Since facts are minimal comprehensive atomic units expressing a single propo-
sition (Del Corro & Gemulla, 2013), they naturally help to avoid working with sentences
that might express more than one proposition or arbitrary chunking of the input document.
Compression is alsomore principled at a fact level as the fact structure is clearly defined (Gash-
teovski et al., 2017). Additionally, we exploit the fact structure to promote diversity.

The approaches proposed by Mihalcea & Tarau (2004) and Erkan & Radev (2004) are
similar to the framework that we devise for solving the fact salience problem. Indeed, we
use PageRank for establishing the relative prominence of facts but, unlike fromMihalcea &
Tarau (2004) and Erkan & Radev (2004), we weight graph edges using word embeddings to
allow more expressive semantics and thus avoiding the sparsity frequency-based methods, as
well as we personalize the teleport vector of PageRankwith a prior relevance scoring function.
Different methods have also been explored to promote diversity: for example, Xiong & Luo
(2014) uses LSA and Chien &Chang (2013) relies on topic models, whereas, in our case, we
generate diversity by exploiting the fact structure.

Fact salience is also related to triple scoring in KGs (Bast et al., 2017). However, in fact
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salience a fact is not relevant per se but locally in a textual context, whereas triple KG scoring
asses the global relevance of a KG fact for a specific entity — e.g. (“T. Burton”, “profession”,
“actor”) vs. (“T. Burton”, “profession”, “director”).

Summarizing, the research contribution of this work is twofold. First, we introduce fact
salience: the task of generating a machine-readable representation of the most prominent in-
formation in an input document as a set of facts. Second, we propose SalIE, the first fact
salience system known in the scientific literature. SalIE is compared with several baselines
(including positional, standard for salience tasks)with state-of-the-art automatic text summa-
rizers. SalIE outperforms baselines and text summarizers showing that facts are an effective
way to compress information.

4.1 Entity Salience

In this section we propose our solution for the entity salience task. More precisely, we design
a novel entity salience system called Swat (SalientWikipedia Annotation of Text), which
constitutes the state-of-the-art in extracting salient Wikipedia entities occurring in an input
text. The software architecture of Swat relies on a pipeline organized in threemainmodules:
Document Enrichment, Feature Generation and Entity Salience Classification.

Given an input document, the Document Enrichment module enriches the source text
with proper syntactic, semantic and latent elements that are automatically extracted through
the deployment of four software components: (1) CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014), the
most well-knownNLP framework to analyze the grammatical structure of sentences, is used
to extract the morphological information coming from the dependency trees built over the
sentences of the input document; (2) Wat (Piccinno & Ferragina, 2014), one of the best
publicly available entity linkers (Usbeck et al., 2015), is used to extract Wikipedia entities
from an input text and to build an entity graph for weighting the importance of these en-
tities and their semantic relationships; (3) TextRank (Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004), the popular
document summarizer, is used to return a score for each sentence of the input document; and
(4)Word2Vec, the continuous vector space representation of words and entities captured via
deep neural networks, is used to enrich the entity graph of point (2) with distributional la-
tent signals. Subsequently, the Feature Generationmodule dispatches the element extracted
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from the first stage to a number of other software components in order to map each entity
into its proper vector of features, which significantly expands the ones investigated in pre-
vious papers (Dunietz & Gillick, 2014; Trani et al., 2018). Finally, these feature vectors are
given as input to the Entity Salience Classificationmodule that leads to discriminate entities
into salient and non-salient.

Our system is evaluated through a large experimental assessment executedover twodatasets,
known as New York Times and Wikinews. Swat will be compared against two systems
that constitute the state-of-the-art in this setting, namely Cmu-Google (Dunietz &Gillick,
2014) and Sel (Trani et al., 2018). This experimental study will show that Swat raises the
best knownperformance in terms of F1up to 3.4% (absolute) overCmu-Google system and
up to 6.3% (absolute) over Sel system the two experimented datasets. These F1-results will
be complemented with a throughout discussion about the impact of each feature onto the
overall performance of our system and on how the position of salient entities does influence
the efficacy of their detection. In this latter setting, we will show that the improvement of
Swatwith respect to Cmu-Google over the largest dataset New York Times may get up to
14% in micro-F1.

In summary, the main contributions of this Section are the following ones:

• We design and implement Swat, an effective entity salience system that detects the
salient entities of a document via novel algorithms that extract a rich set of features:
syntactic (sentences’ ranking, dependency trees, etc.), latent (i.e., word and entity em-
beddings), and semantic (computed via a new graph representation of entities and sev-
eral centrality measures). Despite the use of word and entity embeddings is not new in
NLP and IR domains, we are the first (to the best of our knowledge) to investigate its
effectiveness on the entity salience task with a proper engineering of features based on
these latent representations of entities.

• We are also the first ones to offer an extensive experimental comparison among all
known entity salience systems (i.e., Swat, Sel and Cmu-Google, plus several other
baselines) over the available datasets: i.e., New York Times (Dunietz & Gillick, 2014)
andWikinews (Trani et al., 2018).
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• These experiments showthat Swatconsistently improves theF1performanceof Cmu-
Google and Sel over those two datasets by achieving, respectively, an improvement
of about +12.2% (absolute) and +6.3% (absolute).

• These figures are accompanied by a thoughtful analysis of Swat’s features, efficiency
and errors, thus showing that all of its components are crucial to achieve its improved
performance both in F1 and time efficiency.

• In order to encourage the development of other research built upon entity salience
tools, we release Swat as a public API*, which actually implements the full entity
salience extraction pipeline thus ease its plugging into other software.

4.1.1 Our Proposal: Swat

In this section we describe our system Swat, which aims at extracting the salient Wikipedia
entities of an input document through a pipeline of three main modules: Document Enrich-
ment, Feature Generation and Entity Salience Classification. A graphical representation of
Swat is provided by Figure 4.1.

Document Enrichment. The first module aims at extracting from input document d a set
of syntactic, semantic, and latent information. Specifically, this module is organized in four
main components:

1. CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) is the component in charge of enriching the docu-
ment with proper morphological NLP extractions. Specifically, it tokenizes the input
document d, assigns a part-of-speech-tag to each token, generates the dependency rela-
tions between the tokens, identifies proper nouns and finally generates the coreference
chains.

2. TextRank (Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004) is a component that works by taking as input the
sentences tokenized by CoreNLP and by ranking them via a random walk over a com-
plete graph in which nodes are sentences and the weights of the edges are computed
as a function of the normalized number of common tokens between the connected
sentences.

* sobigdata.d4science.org/web/tagme/swat-api
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Figure 4.1: Three-module architecture of Swat that implements the entity salience pipeline.

3. Wat (Piccinno & Ferragina, 2014) is the component that aims to annotating d with
a set of Wikipedia KG-based extractions (m, e), where m is a sequence of words (i.e.,
mentions, provided by CoreNLP as proper or common nouns) and e is an entity (i.e.,
Wikipedia page). Specifically,Watdisambiguates everymentionmby assigning to each
mention an entity provided with two main scores:
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(a) commonness, which represents the probability that m is disambiguated by e;

(b) coherence (denoted by ρ), which represents the semantic coherence between the
extraction and its textual context in d.

Subsequently, this component generates an entity graph in which nodes are the ex-
tracted entities and edges are weighted with the Jaccard relatedness (see Chapter 3) be-
tween the edge-connected entities.

4. Word2Vec is the component that aims to enrich the document with latent informa-
tion. More precisely, it takes the entities extracted by Wat and map them into their
proper continuous vector representations learned via neural networks (Mikolov et al.,
2013b). These latent representations are further used to compute the cosine similari-
ties between all entities that have been extracted in the document d by Wat. Techni-
cally speaking, the Word2Vec component is constituted by two sub-components that
respectively deploy two different kinds of latent entity representations: Entity2Vec (Ni
et al., 2016) and DeepWalk (Perozzi et al., 2014), respectively.

Feature Generation.The second module deploys the data generated by Document Enrich-
ment in order to compute a rich set of features for each entity e. Four main components
are here deployed (i.e., Standard, Syntactic, Semantic and Word2Vec in Figure 4.1 ) in or-
der to map each e into its proper vector of features. A more detailed description of these
components as well as the algorithms implemented to generate the features for each entity is
provided below.

Entity Salience Classification. The goal of the last module is to classify entities into their
class (i.e., salient vs non-salient) given the entity features computed by the previous module.
Toaccomplish this task,wedeploy the gradient tree boosting implementationprovidedby the
efficient and highly scalable eXtreme Gradient Boosting software library (Chen & Guestrin,
2016) (XGBoost in Figure 4.1) which is trained and tested as detailed in Section 4.1.2.

More on Feature Generation

Although the use of the third module is quite standard, the first and second modules are
more involved and constitute the main novel part of our system Swat. Hence, the rest of
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Table 4.1: Standard features adopted by Swat.

Name Description Component

ef(e, d), idf(e), ef-idf(e, d) Entity frequency (number of times Wat extract e in d),
inverse document frequency for e and their product.

Standard

position-stats{s,t}(e, d) Minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean, median, stan-
dard deviation and harmonic mean of sentence- (resp.
token-) positions of e in d.

Standard

mention-title(e, d) Presence of a mention of e in the title of d. Standard
entity-title(e, d) Presence of e in the title of d. Standard
is-upper(e, d) True if one of the mentions of e appear in d in uppercase,

false otherwise.
Standard

Table 4.2: Features introduced by the Cmu-Google system (Dunietz & Gillick, 2014) and adopted
by our system Swat.

Name Description Component

1st-loc(e, d) Index of the sentence in which the first mention of e ap-
pears in d.

Standard

head-count(e, d) Frequency of head word of entity e in the document d. Syntactic
mentions(e, d) Sum between entity frequency and co-referenced fre-

quency of e in d.
Syntactic

headline(e, d) POS tag of each word of e that appears in at least onemen-
tion and also in the headline of d.

Syntactic

head-lex(e, d) Lower-cased head word of the first mention of e in d. Syntactic
google-centrality(e, d) PageRank score of e on the entity graph generated from

d, where weights are the co-occurrence probability of two
entities, computed on the training set.

Standard

this section is devoted to detail the first twomodules which generate the features for each en-
tity that has been annotated in the input document d—called Standard, Syntactic, Semantic
andWord2Vec— to be used in the third and last entity salience classification module. In or-
der to facilitate the reading and understanding of the large number of features deployed by
Swat, we report all of them in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 which respectively group those fea-
tures by novelty and by the software component which is in charge of their implementation
(rightmost column in each table). In the text below we comment only on the new features
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Table 4.3: Novel features introduced by Swat.

Name Description Component

spread{s,t}(e, d) Difference between the max and min sentence- (resp. token-) posi-
tions of e in d.

Standard

bucketed-freq{s,t}(e, d) Vector of bucketed frequencies through sentence- (resp. token-) posi-
tions of e in d.

Standard

textrank-stats(e, d) Minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean, median, standard deviation
and harmonic mean of TextRank scores of sentences where e appears
in d.

Syntactic

dep-freq(e, d) Frequency of e in d when it appears as dependent of the dependency
relation dep.

Syntactic

dep-bucketed-freq{s,t}(e, d) Vector of bucketed frequencies through sentence- (resp. token-) po-
sitions of e in d limited to the mentions where e appears as dependent
with relation dep.

Syntactic

dep-position-stats{s,t}(e, d) Minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean, median, standard deviation
and harmonic mean of sentence- (resp. token-) positions of e in d,
where only the mentions where e appears as dependent of a depen-
dency relation dep are considered.

Syntactic

dep-textrank-stats(e, d) Minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean, median, standard deviation
and harmonic mean of TextRank scores where only the sentences
where e appears as dependent of a dependency relation dep are taken
into account.

Syntactic

comm-stats(e, d) Minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean, median, standard deviation
and harmonic mean of the commonness values of e in d computed by
Wat.

Semantic

ρ-stats(e, d) Minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean, median, standard deviation
and harmonic mean of the ρ-score values of e in d computed byWat.

Semantic

rel-stats(e, d) Minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean, median, standard deviation
and harmonic mean of the relatedness scores between e and all other
entities extracted in d.

Semantic

rel-bucketed-stats{s,t}(e, d) Minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean, median, standard deviation
and harmonic mean of the relatedness scores between e and all other
entities present in d, bucketed over document positions (both at
sentence- and token-level).

Semantic

rel-centrality(e, d) Degree, PageRank, betweenness, Katz, HITS, closeness and har-
monic scores of e computed on the entity graph of d.

Semantic

wiki-id(e) Wikipedia identifier of e, normalized via feature hashing. Semantic
w2v(e) Entity2Vec and DeepWalk embedding vectors of e. Word2Vec
w2v-stats(e, d) Minimum, maximum, arithmetic mean, median, standard deviation

and harmonic mean of the cosine similarity between the Entity2Vec
and DeepWalk embeddings of e and the ones of the other entities ex-
tracted in the title and headline of d.

Word2Vec

w2v-cos-title(e, d) Cosine similarity between the Entity2Vec andDeepWalk embeddings
of e and the average of the corresponding embeddings of the words
present in the title of d.

Word2Vec

w2v-cos-headline(e, d) Cosine similarity between the Entity2Vec andDeepWalk embeddings
of e and the average of the corresponding embeddings of the words
present in the headline of d.

Word2Vec
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introduced by Swat, referring for the others to the description reported in the tables. And,
for each novel set of features, we first report their technical description and then introduce a
specific paragraph in which we will detail the motivations and the phenomena that the new
engineered features will aim to capture.

Position-based Features. These features deploy the distribution within document d of the
entities occurrences in order to predict their salience score. Furthermore, all position features
of an entity e within the document d are computed by Swat in terms of tokens or sentences.
For token-level features (indicated with the subscript t) it is considered the index of the first
token for each mention of e, normalized by the number of tokens of d; whereas for sentence-
level features (indicated with the subscript s) it is considered the index of the sentences where
the entity e is annotated, normalizedby thenumber of sentences of d. These features naturally
improve the 1st-loc(e, d) feature introduced by Dunietz & Gillick (2014) thus making more
robust Swat with respect to the distribution of salient entities, as shown in Section 4.1.2.

Captured Phenomena. Through the proposal of this set of features (expressed both at
sentence- and token-level) we aim at capturing finer-grain positions of the annotated entities
than the one previously proposed by (Dunietz & Gillick, 2014) with 1st-loc(e, d). More pre-
cisely, 1st-loc(e, d) is calculated by modeling the sentence index i as an array of size 10where all
elements are 0 except the one at index log(10 ·(i+1)) (see (Dunietz&Gillick, 2014) for details).
This normalization technique clearly has several disadvantages: (1) it lacks in distinguishing
the position among entities annotated within the same sentence, (2) it assigns the same value
to entities that are annotated in different sentences, and (3) it totally ignores the full length
of the text. A graphical example that shows these limitations and how token- and sentence-
level features can solve this problem is shown in Figure 4.2. As we can see from that figure,
the two entities Barack_Obama and Hilary_Clinton appear in the same sentence but at
different positions, so that 1st-loc and position-mins get the same values but position-mint allows to
differentiate them. Furthermore, Iraq and New_Hampshire, which have been respectively
annotated in the 4th and 7th sentences, achieve the same 1st-loc values but position-mins and
position-mint get different values.

One more issue that afflicts the 1st-loc feature consists in the fact that it models only the
first position of an entity e in d, thus failing in capturing the (possibly meaningful) distri-
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Figure 4.2: Example that shows where 1st-loc feature fails in a proper differentiation among entities’
positions. Numbers on the left of the document are the sentence indices, rectangles represent tokens
in the input document and entities are tinted with different colors (see comment in the text).

bution of that entity in the input document. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show the distribution of
salient versus non-salient entities among two different datasets. As we can see, salient entities
present a common pattern, with a frequency that is very high at the beginning and smoothly
decreases among the rest of the document. Accordingly, we decided to investigate the com-
putation of two specific features that should model this phenomenon: bucketed-freq captures
the distribution of an entity in the input text, and spread computes the difference between the
position of the first and the position of the last mention of an entity in the input text.

Summarization-based Features. These features exploit the score that summarization algo-
rithms assign to sentences that contain salient information and thus possibly contain salient
entities. Accordingly, Swat computes, for each entity e, several statistical measures derived
from the scores assigned by TextRank (Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004) to the sentences where a
mention of e occurs.
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cording to their first positions in the documents over NYT (left) andWikinews datasets (right).
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Figure 4.4: The histograms plot the frequency distribution of salient versus non-salient entities ac-
cording to all their occurrences in the documents over NYT (left) andWikinews datasets (right).

Captured Phenomena. These features aim at capturing the syntactical centrality of a sen-
tence in a document and postulate that “salient entities are contained in sentences which are
central for the input document”. This “centrality issue” is a signal commonly used by popu-
lar state-of-the-art text summarizers (Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004). We implemented this idea
by defining a feature that assigns high scores to entities which occur in sentences which are
highly rated by TextRank.

Linguistic-based Features. These features exploit dependency trees of the sentences where
the entities occur. Unlike Dunietz & Gillick (2014), where dependency trees are used to
extract only the head of a mention, Swat combines frequency, position and summarization
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information with several dependency relations generated by CoreNLP’s dependency parser.

Captured Phenomena. Through these features we aim at modelling the morphological
associations (i.e., dependency relations) among the entity’s mentions in a text. Specifically, a
number of mentions of salient entities in the benchmarked datasets frequently have tokens
which are dependent of preposition-in, adjectivemodifier, possessive, noun compoundmod-
ifier and subject dependency relations. Accordingly, we designed features that compute posi-
tion, frequency and sentence scores by filtering only themention of entities whose tokens ap-
pear as dependent of one of the dependency relations mentioned above (i.e., dep-∗ features).

Annotation-based Features. This set of features computes several statistics upon commonness

and ρ scores which have been assigned to each annotation (m, e) by the entity linker Wat.
These two scores actually capture two different aspects of the coherence of (m, e) within the
input textwhere it has been detected: commonnessprovides a sort of common-sense probability
that m can be disambiguated with e, whereas ρ quantifies the quality of the annotation in
terms of coherence between e and its context of occurrence in the input document d.

Captured Phenomena. Although entity linkers currently reach very good performance
on different datasets (see (Usbeck et al., 2015) for details), they can also incur into several
errors by annotating a mention m with a misleading entity e. In the entity salience problem,
a wrongly annotated entity can introduce some noise in the entity salience pipeline, with
a worst-case scenario where the misleading entity is eventually classified as salient. To limit
the impact of entities wrongly detected by Wat, we decided to extract several other features
based on the commonness and ρ scores (resp. comm- and ρ-stats features) with the intuition that
these scores should increase the robustness of our entity salient classifier.

Word2Vec-based Features. This set of features aims at modeling the annotated entities
and their relationships by means of proper embeddings generated via deep neural networks.
Specifically, Swat deploys both cbow and Skip-grammodels, generated by Entity2Vec and
DeepWalk, here trained on theWikipedia KG as previously described in Chapter 3.
Swat uses as features the continuous vectors derived from Entity2Vec and DeepWalk, plus
several other statistics computed over their cosine similarity measure.

Captured Phenomena. The features built on top of theWord2Vec component aim at cap-
turing those kinds of latent signals that can not be explicitly detected from the syntactic and
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Figure 4.5: Example where the latent information between the title of the input document and the
candidate entities can help in distinguishing between salient and non-salient entities. In fact, despite
Silvester_Stallone and Muhammed_Ali do not explicitly appear in the document’s title, their
relationship with Rocky is a clear strong indication of their salience.

morphological features proposed before. For example, the latent relationships between the
title of the input document and the candidate entities should help our system to correctly
detect the correct entities, especially when they are salient and do not appear at the begin-
ning. A graphical example is reported in Figure 4.5. As we can see, the title contains some
information that can help Swat into the correct classification of Silvester_Stallone
and Muhammed_Ali as salient.

Relatedness-based Features. These features are introduced to capture howmuch an entity
e is related to all other entities in the input document d, with the intuition that if an entity is
salient then its topic should not be isolated in d. Swat uses two main groups of relatedness
functions:

1. the Jaccard relatedness described by Piccinno& Ferragina (2014), since its deployment
in the disambiguation phase of Wat achieves the highest performance over different
datasets (Usbeck et al., 2015);

2. the cosine similarity between the latent embeddings of the compared entities, either
based on Entity2Vec or on DeepWalk.

Furthermore, these relatedness functions are used to compute other two classes of features:

1. the ones based on several centrality algorithms – i.e., degree, PageRank, betweenness,
Katz, HITS, closeness and harmonic (Boldi & Vigna, 2014) – applied over three ver-
sions of the entity graph described in Stage 1. We recall that this is a complete graph
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where nodes are entities and edges are weightedwith a relatednessmeasure between the
connected entities which is estimated either with Jaccard, Entity2Vec or DeepWalk.

2. the ones based on proper statistics aggregating the relatedness scores between the entity
e and other entities in d.

CapturedPhenomena. Through these featureswe aim at capturing howmuch an entity is
semantically centralwith respect to the other annotated entities. Figure 4.6 shows an intuitive
example where the centrality of entities should play a role in discriminating between salient
and non-salient entities. More precisely, highly related entities will receive higher centrality
scores (i.e., New_York_City and Fashion_Week), whereas the ones that are poorly related
with the others (i.e., Lower_East_Side)will receive lower centrality scores andhence should
be classified as less salient for the content of the input document.

New York City

Fashion Week

Input Document

C
o
n
te
n
t

Fashion Week

PageRank

Ground-Truth

Lower East Side

New York City

MilanParis

Council of Fashion Designers

Figure 4.6: A graph where nodes are entities annotated in the input document and edges are
weighted with the relatedness score between the connected entities. Ticker edges indicate higher
weights. Centrality scores are eventually computed by running PageRank, and they should show how
the relatedness-based feature can help in distinguishing salient and non-salient entities.

According to (Boldi & Vigna, 2014), centrality can actually be defined in several ways and
literature currently does not offer a uniform terminology as well as different centrality al-
gorithms capture different aspects of nodes and their connections in the graph. Degree of-
fers a “majority voting” between nodes, PageRank computes the probability that a random
surfer passes into a node by intermittently teleporting back to other nodes, betweenness mea-
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sures the volume of the shortest paths passing through a given node, Katz sums the weighted
paths coming into a node, HITS scores each node with a high authoritative (resp. hub) value
whether the node at hand is pointed by many good hub (resp. authoritative node), close-
ness assigns a higher score to nodes that have smaller distance with respect to all the others in
the graph, and harmonic measures the harmonic mean of all distances between every pair of
nodes. Because it is unknown what kind of centrality algorithms could be more effective in
the context of entity salience, we decided to investigate the use of all of them over the graph
of entities described above.

4.1.2 Experiments

In this section we describe the experimental methodology performed for evaluating our sys-
tem Swat. First, we introduce the datasets used in our benchmarks by reporting the main
differences between the two test-beds. Second, we outline the metrics used in the experi-
ments for measuring the accuracy of the systems at hand and finally we describe and discuss
the results of the the experimented systems.

Datasets

The assessment of the accuracy and efficiency performance of Swat is executed on the fol-
lowing datasets.

New York Times. The annotated version of this dataset, suitable for the entity salience
problem, was introduced by Dunietz & Gillick (2014). It consists of annotated news drawn
from 20 years of the New York Times newspaper — see also (Sandhaus, 2008). It is worth
to point out that the numbers reported by Dunietz & Gillick (2014) are slightly different
from the ones we derived by downloading this dataset: authors informed us that this is due
to the way they have exported annotations in the final release and this impacts onto the F1-
performance of their system for about−0.5% in absolute micro-F1. We will take these figures
into account in the next sections when comparing Swat with the Cmu-Google system.
Since the entity linker used by Dunietz & Gillick (2014) is not publicly available (and this
was used to derive the ground truth of the NYT dataset), we kept only those entities which
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have been generated by Swat and Cmu-Google. The final figures are the following: the
news in the training+validation set are 99 348 = 79 462+19 886, and are 9577 in the test set; these
news contain a total of 1 276 742 entities in the training+validation set (i.e., 1 021 952+ 254 790)
and 19 714 entities in the test set. Overall the dataset contains 108 925 news, with an average
number of 975 tokens per news, more than 3millionmentions and 1 396 456 entities, of which
14.7% are labeled as salient.

Wikinews. This dataset was introduced by Trani et al. (2018) and consists of a sample of
newspublishedbyWikinews fromNovember 2004 to June2014 and extractedwithWikipedia
entities by the Wikinews community. This dataset is significantly smaller than NYT in all
means: number of documents (365 news), their lengths (an average of 297 tokens per docu-
ment) and number of annotations (a total of 4747 manual extracted entities, of which 10%

are labeled as salient). Nevertheless, this dataset has some remarkable features with respect to
NYT: the ground-truth generation of the salient entities was obtained via human-assigned
scores rather than being derived in a rule-based way, and it includes both proper nouns (as in
NYT) and commonnouns (unlikeNYT) as salient entities. For the cleaning of the datasetwe
follow Trani et al. (2018) as done in their experimental setup by removing the 61 documents
that do not have any salient entity.

As far as the dataset subdivision and evaluation process are concerned, we used the following
methodology. For the NYT, we use the same training/testing splitting as defined by Duni-
etz & Gillick (2014) as detailed above. For Wikinews we deploy the evaluation procedure
described by Trani et al. (2018), namely the averaged macro-F1 of a 5-fold cross-validation.

EvaluationMetrics

For the evaluation of the accuracy of the systems we use Precision, Recall and F1, as standard
in IR (Manning et al., 2008) for the assessment the quality of classification systems. The
metrics are clearly calculated by considering salient and non-salient classes as, respectively,
positive and negative classes (see Table 4.4).

In our experiments we report both micro and macro scores of these metrics, since they
have been respectively used by Dunietz & Gillick (2014) and Trani et al. (2018) for validat-
ing their systems. Micro scores focus their evaluation of the overall quality of the salient
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Table 4.4: Brief recap of the classification metrics used in our experiments.

Prediction

Salient Non-Salient
R
ea
l Salient tp fn

Non-Salient fp tn

Measure Equation
Precision tp

tp+fp

Recall tp
tp+fn

F1 2 · Precision·Recall
Precision+Recall

predictions in a dataset, whereas macro scores are computed as the average of micro metrics
calculated for every single document.

Systems and Baselines

Baselines. We implemented four baselines. The first one is the same baseline introduced
by Dunietz & Gillick (2014), it simply classifies an entity as salient if it appears in the first
sentence of the input document. The other three baselines are new and try to investigate the
individual power of some novel features adopted by Swat. More precisely, the second base-
line (called ρ-baseline) extends the previous one by adding the checkwhether the ρ-score (cap-
turing entity coherence) is greater than a fixed threshold. The third (resp. fourth) baseline
classifies an entity as salient if its maximum TextRank (resp. Rel-PageRank) score is greater
than a fixed threshold.

Two Versions of the Cmu-Google System. The original system (Dunietz & Gillick,
2014) uses a proprietary entity linker to link proper nouns to Freebase entities, and then clas-
sifies them into salient and non-salient by deploying a small number of standard text-based
features, mainly based on position and frequency. This system is not available to the public,
sowewill report in our tables the performance figures published byDunietz&Gillick (2014).
To support experiments over the new dataset Wikinews, we decided to implement our own
version of the Cmu-Google’s system by substituting the proprietary modules with open-
source tools: we used Wat as entity linker (Piccinno & Ferragina, 2014) and a state-of-the-
art logistic regressor as classifier (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Our (re-)implementation achieves
performance very close to the original system (see Table 4.6) and thus it is useful to obtain a
fair comparison over the Wikinews dataset.
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Table 4.5: Candidate values and the best configuration found by the grid-search procedure for the
tuning of XGBoost’s hyper-parameters on New York Times andWikinews datasets.

Hyper-parameters Candidate Values New York Times Wikinews
max_depth {2, 4, 6, 8} 8 2
min_child_weight {6, 8, 10} 6 6
gamma {0.1, 0.3, 0.5} 0.1 0.5
reg_alpha {0.001, 0.01, 0.05} 0.001 0.05
scale_pos_weight {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} 2 8

The Sel System. This is the system proposed by Trani et al. (2018) that uses a machine
learning regressor to detect salient entities via a set of features that is wider than the ones used
in Cmu-Google. This system is not available to the public, so we will report in our tables
the performance figures published by Trani et al. (2018).

Configurations of Swat and Baselines. We experimented upon several configuration set-
tings of Swat and of the baselines above, according with the characteristics of the ground-
truth datasets. For NYT, where the ground-truth was generated by assuming that salient
entities can be mentioned in the text only as proper nouns, we configured these systems to
extract only proper nouns detected by CoreNLP; whereas for Wikinews, where the ground
truth comes with no assumptions, we tested two variants: one detecting only proper nouns,
and the other detecting both proper and common nouns. For the tuning of XGBoost’s
classifier we performed a grid-search over typical values of its hyper-parameters, finding the
best values (i.e., the ones performing better on the validation sets of New York Times and
Wikinews) reported in Table 4.5.

Results and Analysis

Wefirst experiment ourproposed Swatagainst the state-of-the-art tools over the twodatasets
NewYorkTimes andWikinews, and thenwe complement these resultswith a supplementary
analysis and discussion of several aspects of our proposed system. Specifically, we will focus
on: (1) the generalization ability of the tested systems as a function of the used training data,
(2) the dependence between the size of the training-set and the accuracy of the system, (3) the
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impact that features have on the quality of the predictions, (4) the time efficiency of the sys-
tem according to its main components and its overall speed-up when only the most relevant
features are used, (5) the dependence of top-systems on the position of the salient entities
within the input document, and (6) an analysis of the limitations of the current systems in
terms of the types of erroneous predictions.

Results. Experimental figures on the two datasets are reported in Tables 4.6–4.7, where we
denote by Cmu-Google-ours our implementation of the system by Dunietz & Gillick
(2014). This system is only slightly worse than the original one, which could depend on
the differences in the NYT dataset commented above and in the deployment of open-source
modules rather the Google’s proprietary ones. The final performance of Cmu-Google-
ours is very close to what claimed by Dunietz & Gillick (2014), thus we decide to use this
software also on the Wikinews dataset. We notice that both TextRank and Rel-PageRank
baselines obtain low micro- and macro-F1 performance over both datasets. This is proba-
bly due to the characteristics of these datasets: the salient information in news is typically
confined to initial positions, so those systems are drastically penalized by ignoring positional
information. This statement is further supported by the results of Positional andPositional- ρ
baselines: they are trivial but generally achieve better performance.

Table 4.6 reports the results for the experiments on the New York Times dataset. We no-
tice that the new features adopted by Swat allow it to outperformCmu-Google-ours by
3.4% and 3.3%overmicro- andmacro-F1, respectively, andCmu-Googleby 2.6% inmicro-F1
—macro-F1was not evaluated by Dunietz &Gillick (2014). We tested statistical significance
with respect to Cmu-Google-ours* using a two-tailed paired t-test and we found that all
the improvements reported by Swat in Table 4.6 are statistically significant with p < 0.01.

Table 4.7 reports the results on Wikinews dataset. It goes out without saying that the
improvement achieved by Swat against the state-of-the-art is even more large than onNYT.
Specifically, Swat improves the micro-F1 of 12.2%with respect to Cmu-Google-ours and
the macro-F1 of 6.3%with respect to Sel.

*Since the original Cmu-Google system is not available we can not test statistical significance
with respect to it.
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Table 4.6: Performance of the tested systems on the New York Times’ dataset. Statistically significant
improvements are marked with ▲ for p < 0.01.

System Micro Macro
Precision Recall F111 Precision Recall F111

Positional Baseline 59.1 38.6 46.7 39.0 32.7 33.0
Positional- ρ Baseline 61.9 36.9 46.2 38.5 31.0 32.0
TextRank 27.0 58.8 37.0 30.0 48.6 33.4
Rel-PageRank 20.3 62.5 30.6 21.3 555555.333 28.0
Cmu-Google 60.5 63.5 62.0 − − −
Cmu-Google-ours 58.8 62.6 60.7 47.6 50.5 46.1
Swat 666222.444▲ 666666.000▲ 666444.111▲ 555000.777▲ 53.6 444999.444▲

Table 4.7: Performance on theWikinews dataset. For each system we report the score obtained
by the system configured to extract either only proper nouns (top) or both proper and common
nouns (down).

System Micro Macro
Precision Recall F111 Precision Recall F111

Positional Baseline 23.3 67.0 35.0 25.2 67.0 34.0
14.4 777222.000 24.0 16.1 777222.777 25.0

Positional- ρ Baseline 36.8 60.3 45.7 38.3 61.6 43.5
34.1 58.5 43.1 36.2 61.3 41.9

TextRank 12.2 47.5 19.4 14.1 49.3 20.2
5.7 49.2 10.1 6.3 50.9 10.6

Rel-PageRank 10.0 51.0 16.8 10.1 51.2 15.9
10.6 35.8 16.4 11.1 34.8 14.7

Cmu-Google-ours 41.0 60.0 49.0 42.3 61.0 46.0
41.0 56.0 47.0 41.0 58.0 45.0

Sel − − − 666111.000 50.0 52.0

Swat 555888.000 64.9 666111.222 57.7 67.0 555888.333
51.0 67.4 58.0 53.7 69.7 56.6
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Table 4.8: Generalization ability of Swat trained on NYT and tested onWikinews. For each system
we report the score obtained by the system configured to extract either only proper nouns (top) or
both proper and common nouns (down).

System Micro Macro
Precision Recall F111 Precision Recall F111

Swat-clf 35.0 72.0 47.1 37.9 73.7 46.7
27.3 777555.777 40.1 31.3 78.0 41.5

Swat-reg 555555.999 59.9 555777.777 555444.000 666222.444 555444.333
49.3 63.1 55.1 50.6 65.9 53.3

Generalization Ability of Swat Trained on NYT. The second question we experimen-
tally investigated is about the generalization ability of the feature set used by Swat varying
the datasets over which the training and tuning phases are executed. In particular, we exper-
imented two different configurations of our system. Swat-clf is Swat trained over NYT
and directly used over Wikinews; and Swat-reg is Swat trained over NYT but whose re-
gressor is tuned over Wikinews maximizing the macro-F1 over the training folds.

According to Table 4.8, Swat-clf obtains performance lower than the systems specifi-
cally trained over Wikinews (as expected, see Table 4.7), such as Swat and Sel, but it turns
actually to be slightly better than Cmu-Google-ours by +0.7% in macro-F1.

On the other hand, the tuning onWikinews by Swat-reg allows achieving better perfor-
mance inmacro-F1 than bothCmu-Google-ours and Sel: +8.7% inmicro-F1with respect
toCmu-Google-ours andof+8.3%and+2.3% inmacro-F1with respect toCmu-Google-
ours and Sel. These figures show that the features introduced by Swat are flexible enough
to work independently from the news source and without overfitting the large single-source
training data (i.e., NYT).

Accuracy versus Training Size. We analyze the performance of the two versions of Swat
with respect to different sizes of the training data. We focus these experiments on the largest
dataset available, namely New York Times. Figure 4.7 provides a side-by-side comparison of
the performance of the two systems when 5%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the whole train-
ing data is used. The original validation set is kept for the tuning of the hyper-parameters.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the performance of Swat over different training sizes of the New York
Times dataset.

Micro-precision, -recall and -F1 are finally calculated over the test-set. The precision of Swat
increases untilwhen 50%of thewhole training size is usedwhere it also reaches a peak of 63.5%.
Unfortunately, when more than 50% of the training data is used, the precision decreases by
eventually losing −1.1% in performance. This degradation is clearly due to the increase of
the recall that eventually allows Swat to consistently improve its micro-F1 until the whole
training set is used.

Feature Analysis. Let us jointly discuss the most important signals emerging from the
incremental feature additions experimented with Swat on both datasets (see Figure 4.8).
Through this analysis we aim to clarify what are the core elements that are needed for the
entity salience detection.

We notice that the most important features for our system depend on four common ele-
ments: (1) position (e.g., position-mint), (2) the latent similarity between an entity and the title
(e.g., e2v-sg-cos-title), (3) the centrality of an entity (e.g., dw- cbow-pagerank and dw-cbow-hub) and
finally the (4) coherence scores of the annotated entities (e.g., comm-max and ρ-mean). On the
other hand, frequency signals are fundamental when the input text is large, such as in the
NYT dataset (e.g., head-count ormentions), whereas on relatively shorter documents, such as in
Wikinews, they are less useful and they bring improvements only when combinedwith other
signals, such as dependency and positional information (e.g., sbj-bucketed-freqs).

We mention here that during this analysis we found several novel errors that are commit-
ted by Swat although its results are better than Cmu-Google system. More precisely it
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Figure 4.8: Performance of the incremental feature addition (top) of Swat according to the corre-
sponding feature importance provided by XGBoost (bottom) over NYT (left) andWikinews (right)
datasets.

is very common that an entity that is salient is present at the beginning of the document,
whereas if it appears to fare it is a common practice to classify it as non-salient. On the other
hand, we actually found some cases where the features that we designed overcome these prob-
lems through ourwide feature space that now incorporatesmore signals thanCmu-Google.
Accordingly, we report here several examples where it is evident at human inspection that the
designed features help the system in improving its predictions thus showing where our sys-
tem’s predictions mainly differs from Cmu-Google.

For the ease of explanation, we report the whole ground-truth and predictions for both
systems, while since input documents are very large we report only several but meaningful
annotated entities.

More precisely, we now aim at shadding some light into how the new feature space that
we designed for Swat allows our system to achieve higher-quality predictions than Cmu-
Google’s ones. In accordancewith the best features identifiedbyXGBoost,we report here
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several practical examples of frequent patterns that we have identified during our analysis and
that explicitly showwhere our new andmost relevant features help Swat in achieving higher-
quality predictions thanCmu-Google. In this analysiswedidnot consider frequency-based
features (i.e., head-count and mentions) since they are equivalent to the ones already proposed
and used by the Cmu-Google system. For ease the understanding of these common pat-
terns, we structured our graphical examples (in Figures 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12) as follows. On
the left, we report a meaningful subset of entities annotated in the input text (since position
is a very strong feature, we preserve the order of the annotated entities), in the center we dis-
tinguish the two systems (Swat and Cmu-Google, respectively) and, finally, on the right
we report the whole set of predicted salient entities as well as the ground-truth.

Position-based Features. As expected, the new features designedwith token-level granular-
ity (i.e., position-mint) allow Swat to achieve a better quality in the detection of salient entities.
More precisely, when an entity is mentioned at the beginning of the document (but not in
the first few sentences) it is commonly classified by Cmu-Google as non-salient since it ob-
tains a large value for 1st-loc. Figure 4.9 shows an example where a salient entity is mentioned
at the beginning but, since it appears for the first time only in the third sentence, it is classified
by the Cmu-Google system as non-salient. This situation actually repeats frequently in the
experimental datasets.
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Figure 4.9: Example that shows where token-level features allows Swat to detect the position of
a salient entities as at the beginning of a document although it does not appear in the very first sen-
tences.
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On the other hand, the use of a token-level feature allows Swat to annotate Vivica_A._
Fox at the very beginning and properly classify it as salient. From our analysis we found that
working at token-level makes our system more robust than Cmu-Google, which actually
works at sentence-level. Token-level features are more flexible, especially in the cases where
the document has several small sentences at the beginning which induce 1st-loc easily to get
large values, as opposite to position-mint, which keeps its score low also in these cases.

Title-basedFeatures. Inour systemwe introduced two title-based features (i.e.,mention-title
and e2v-sg-cos-title) which aim at improving the quality of the entity-salient classification with
information coming from the title of a document. The first feature (i.e., mention-title) is actu-
ally very simple: when an entity is mentioned in the title it is clearly a strong indication of
its salience in the document since the author of the news was probably trying to attract the
attention of the reader at first glance. On the other hand, the title can contain information
that is relatedwith some entities but without explicitlymentioning them; nevertheless Swat
is still able to capture these related entities and classify them as salient for the input document.
An example of this last case is reported in Figure 4.10.

Silvester Stallone
Muhammad Ali

Muhammad Ali
Silvester Stallone

Muhammad Ali

Bayonne, New Jersey

Chuck Wepner

Chuck Wepner
CMU-GOOGLE

A Real-Life Rocky,
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Chuck Wepner

T
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Bayonne, New Jersey

George Foreman

Michael Tollin

Figure 4.10: Example that shows where information present in the title help Swat into a proper
detection of salient entities.

Wenotice that both systemspredict as salient the entitiesChuck_Wepner andMuhammed_
Ali that are mentioned at the beginning of the document; but, in addition, Swat is able to
correctly detectSilvester_Stallone as salient because it is highly related to the titlewhich
mentions Rocky, the movie where the actor has played as the main character.
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Annotation-based Features. Features based on the scores associated with the annotations
(i.e., comm-max and ρ-max) make Swat even more robust with respect to non-coherent en-
tities. The most interesting case for the proper understanding of the effectiveness of these
features is showed in Figure 4.11. For each entity the ρ-max feature score is reported between
parentheses.

Michael Bloomberg

Michael Bloomberg

Belgium (0.1)

Europe (0.1)

C
o
n
te
n
t

New York City (0.2)

Michael Bloomberg (0.6)

Madison Avenue (0.2)

New York City

Belgium
United States (0.1)

Europe

Madison AvenueCMU-GOOGLE

Input Document System Salient Entities

Predictions Ground-Truth

New York City

Figure 4.11: Example that shows the robustness of the Swat’s features based on the coherence of
the annotations. We show between parenthesis the feature ρ-max.

This example shows a case where an entity can be mentioned at the beginning of the docu-
ment but without being salient. Unlike Cmu-Google, Swat is robust in detecting such a
kind of entities because the feature ρ-max gets a low score of coherence (in the text, Belgium
is actually annotated from the adjective “belgian” but it is wrongly annotated as the country),
which therefore allows to correctly classify it.

Relatedness-based Features. The final set of relevant features that help Swat in perform-
ing more accurate predictions is represented by the features developed on the top of relat-
edness signals (i.e., dw-cbow-pagerank/hub features). More precisely, these features contribute
to build a complete graph where nodes are the entities annotated in the input document
and edges are weighted with the cosine similarity between their DeepWalk embeddings. The
relatedness-based features for each entity is eventually computed by running a centrality al-
gorithm (e.g., PageRank) over this graph. These features help Swat in predicting as salient
those entities which are central with respect to the other entities annotated in the input text,
by exploiting amore sophisticated relatedness function that exploits the semantic relatedness
encoded by the Wikipedia hyperlinks. This is especially useful when a salient entity is not
mentioned at the beginning of the input text but it is highly related to the rest of the entities
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present in the input document. Figure 4.12 reports a practical example where we show the
usefulness of these features, in particular of dw-cbow-pagerank.

CMU-GOOGLE

Input Document System Salient Entities

Predictions Ground-Truth
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n
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Fashion Week

PageRank

Lower East Side

New York City

MilanParis

Council of Fashion Designers

New York City

Fashion Week

New York City

Fashion Week

New York City

Figure 4.12: Example that shows where dw-cbow-pagerank feature helps Swat in predicting the
salient entities. Although several entities are not mentioned at the very beginning of the input text,
they are classified as salient (resp. non-salient) because they achieve high (resp. very low) scores for
dw-cbow-pagerank. Ticker edges mean higher DeepWalk cosine similarities between two nodes of the
graph.

As we can see, both systems predict a correct salient entity that is mentioned at the begin-
ning, namely New_York_City. On the other hand, Cmu-Google classifies as salient also
Lower_East_Side because it appears at the beginning, even if it is not. The reason why our
Swat does not make this error is because it takes into account how poorly related this entity
is to the others.

On the other hand, Swat correctly predicts Fashion_Week as salient instead of Lower_
East_Side. By carefully looking at the computation of dw-cbow-pagerank feature (bottom
of Figure 4.12), the node of Fashion_Week is linked to the others through heavy weights
(ticker edges) than the ones drawn by Lower_East_Side. More precisely, Fashion_Week
has a strong relatedness with New_York_City, Paris and Milan because they are popular
fashion capitals. After the PageRank computation upon this graph, Fashion_Week is scored
with the highest dw-cbow-pagerank value, whereas Lower_East_Side is scored much lower.
Overall, Swat is able to detect as salient entities both New_York_City (which appears at the
beginning of the text) and Fashion_Week (scored with a high dw-cbow-pagerank value).
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Figure 4.13: Average computation time (percentage) of each Swat module for the whole salience-
annotation pipeline by deploying all (left) and the top-40 (right) features. Performance are averaged
over a sample of 400 documents of the NYT dataset.
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Figure 4.14: Average computation time of Swat by distinguishing between the number of tokens,
mentions and entities over a sample of 400 documents of the NYT dataset.

Time Efficiency. The average computation time of each module constituting Swat is re-
ported in Figure 4.13. When all features are used, themost expensive component is clearly the
Feature Generation module, which takes about the 64% of the whole computation time of
Swat; whereas CoreNLP, Wat, TextRank, Word2Vec and Classification take respectively
the 7%, 22%, 0.1%, 5.7% and 2% of the computation time of the whole pipeline. Conversely,
when only the top-40 features learned overNYT are used, Swat becomesmuch faster (up to
5×, see Figure 4.14) without any significant degradation on its accuracy (see Figure 4.8). The
choice of training Swat overNYTdata is motivated by the fact that: (1) themost important
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Figure 4.15: Micro-F1 performance as a function of the first token positions on the NYT dataset.
Each point (x, y) indicates that the micro-F1 is y for all entities whose position is larger than x.

features are very similar to the ones derived when the system is trained onWikinews, and (2)
the system trained on NYT and then tested on Wikinews still obtains higher performance
than current state-of-the-art systems.

Flexibility over Entities’ Position. In this section we address a question posed by Duni-
etz & Gillick (2014) and concerning the evaluation of how the performance of top-systems
depends on the distribution of the salient entities in the input documents. Figures 4.3–4.4
further motivate this question by showing the distribution of the salient and non-salient en-
tities within the NYT and Wikinews datasets. As expected, most of the salient entities are
concentrated on the beginning (i.e., position in the first 20%) of the news over both datasets.
Moreover, the whole NYT corpus contains a significant number of them which are men-
tioned for thefirst time after the beginningof the document,with 44 192 salient entitieswhose
first position is after the first 20% of the news for a total of 31 128 such news (out of the total
108 925 news inNYT). On the other hand, the salient entities present inWikinews aremainly
confined at the beginning of documents, with only 28 salient entities whose first position is
after the first 20% of the news. For this reason we only consider NYT as the main testbed for
estimating the flexibility of the systems over entities’ position, both for its large size and for
the wider distribution that salient entities have inside this corpus.

Figure 4.15 shows the comparison among the available systems. Performance are com-
puted only over the test set of the NYT, which contains 3911 salient entities whose first posi-
tion is after the first 20% of the news, with a total of 2821 such news (which are 9577 in total in
the test set). All systems are highly effective on the classification of salient entities mentioned
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at the beginning of the document, but their behavior differs significantly when salient enti-
ties are mentioned at the documents’ end. In this latter case, Swat does not overfit upon the
positional feature and, indeed, obtain a high improvement with respect to Cmu-Google-
ourswhich is respectively up to 14% inmicro-F1. As a consequencewe can state that Swat is
more flexible with respect to salient-entities’ position thanCmu-Google, so that it could be
used consistently over other kinds of documents where salient information is not necessarily
confined to their beginning.

Error Analysis. In order to gain some insights on Swat performance and possible improve-
ments, we analyzed its erroneous predictions by drawing a subset of 80 (= 40+40) documents
from the NYT and Wikinews datasets. The most significant result we gain is what argued
by Hasan & Ng (2014): namely, the deployment of semantic knowledge (i.e., Wikipedia en-
tities) eliminates some errors that originally afflicted keyphrase extraction algorithms. How-
ever, our error analysis of 80 documents also showed that false-negative errors (i.e., entities
classified as non-salient, despite being salient) are mainly due to the position-based features
which frequently induce tomiss a salient entity because it is not at the beginning of the news.
Furthermore, we noticed that a large percentage of the analyzed news of NYT (∼35%) and
Wikinews (∼40%) contain false-positive errors which are ground-truth errors: in these cases
Swat correctly identifies the salience of an entity, but the ground-truth does not label it as
salient and so it is unfortunately counted as an error in our tables.

This analysis suggests that Swat performance could be actually higher than what we
showed before and a better ground-truth dataset should be devised, as we foresee in the con-
cluding chapter.

4.2 Fact Salience

Automatic knowledge acquisition at large scale requires the transformationofhuman-readable
knowledge into a machine-understandable format. Machine-readable information is usually
structured in the formof facts, inwhich a given relation links a set of arguments—e.g., (“US”,
“withdraws from”, “Iran nuclear deal”). Facts are at the core of several natural language un-
derstanding applications such as knowledge graph construction (Nguyen et al., 2017a), ques-
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tion answering (Abujabal et al., 2018), structured search (Bast et al., 2014), or entity link-
ing (Cheng&Roth, 2013). Different approaches aim to discover facts fromnatural language
text. In the extremes of the spectrum, relation extraction (Mintz et al., 2009) looks for all facts
linkable to aKG,whereas open information extraction (Banko et al., 2007) extracts facts over
an unconstrained set of arguments from an input text, without link them to any entity or re-
lation present in a KG. In this thesis, we aim to additionally score facts (extracted via open
information extraction) according to their prominence.

We define fact salience as the task of discovering the most prominent open facts in a text
document. A fact is salient if it carries the essential information that the text conveys. A
higher salient score denotes higher prominence, determining a ranking across all facts in the
document. This rankingmust reflect relevance and diversity: we want the top-k facts to com-
press the most relevant information in the smallest number of facts.

Here we present SalIE (Salient Information Extraction), the first fact salience system
able to output a ranking of salient open facts from a text document. SalIE is unsupervised
and knowledge agnostic. It uses facts as atomic units and PageRank to detect their relevance.
It also exploits the fact structure to promote diversity via clustering.

We evaluated SalIE on a real-world dataset and compared it with the strong positional
baseline (facts appearing first are more relevant) and with two top text summarizers (one
reimplemented to work at fact level). SalIE outperforms baselines and text summarization
competitors particularly when the size of the output is restricted, suggesting that facts, as
atomic units expressing a single proposition (Del Corro & Gemulla, 2013), are an effective
way to compress information.

The source code and the processed datasets are publicly available* to encourage further
developments of the fact salience task.

4.2.1 More on Fact Salience

Fact salience is the task of extracting salient facts from a text document. Salient facts must
fulfil two requirements: (1) relevance and (2) diversity. A fact is relevant if it carries the essen-
tial information that the text conveys. A fact is not relevant per se but in a specific context.

*github.com/mponza/SalIE
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In an article about the US-Iran nuclear deal the fact (“US”, “withdraws from”, “IranNuclear
Deal”) is more relevant that (“Washington”, “is”, “US capital”). The output of a fact salience
system must ensure that the top-k facts contain the maximum information in the smallest
number of facts. This implies a dependency between facts, as less relevant facts should be
penalized when they carry information already contained in more relevant ones.

4.2.2 Our Proposal: SalIE

SalIE is a graph-based method for the extraction of salient open facts in text documents.
Open facts are a structured machine-readable representation of the information in text. Its
arguments are not linked to an existingKG. SalIE takes as input all open facts detected by an
open information extraction system— in our implementation we use MinIE (Gashteovski
et al., 2017).

SalIE works in two stages: (1) relevance and (2) diversification. First, a graph with open
facts as nodes is instantiated so that PageRank assesses their relative relevance. Later, a clus-
tering algorithm selects a diversified set of facts.

Fact Relevance

SalIE computes fact relevance by growing a complete graph of open facts GOF = (V,E) ex-
tracted from the input text. Coherence is induced by weighting the edges E between nodes V,
whereas a relevance prior is induced via the instantiation of the PageRank’s teleport vector.

Step 1 – Facts as Nodes. Each node is a fact extracted byMinIE. Undefined facts with a no
clear co-reference — e.g. (“He”, “plays”, “softball”) — or facts with constituents composed
by single words that are generally uninformative or noisy— e.g. (“doorman”, “has”, “age”)—
are removed.

Step 2 – Coherence: EdgeWeighting. Wewant related facts to get a higher weight assum-
ing that themost relevant facts will be thosemore central. Weweight each edge (u, v)with the
semantic similarity between u and v as the cosine between the centroid of the word embed-
dings in the facts. Stanovsky et al. (2015) have shown that learning word embeddings with
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open facts allows the generation of higher quality vectors . The assumption is that the relat-
edness of words within a fact is stronger than with words outside. This provides the basis for
more accurate contextualization. Accordingly, in our implementation we use GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) trained on the Wikipedia corpus using open facts extracted by MinIE
for co-occurence context.

Step 3 – Relevance Prior. We introduce a prior for each fact by computing a score used to
instantiate thePageRank’s teleport vector. The assumption is that authors tend to express the
most relevant facts at the beginning. We instantiated each fact teleport as factPrior(i) = xi /

∥∥X∥∥,
where xi = |V| − i and i is the fact index. This is important especially for news where the lead
paragraph is the most important part of the article. That’s why the positional baseline is so
strong in tasks as text summarization or entity salience (Ponza et al., 2017b, 2018b).

Step 4 – Relevance Computation. This stage runs PageRank on the graph. The station-
ary distribution will capture the relevance of each open fact. This distribution reflects the
semantic centrality of each fact weighted by its relevance prior.

Fact Diversification

In this stage SalIEdiversifies the set of relevant facts computed in theprevious stage. Facts are
clustered exploiting the fact structure, and the most relevant facts in each cluster are selected
according to the relevance scores.

Facts have clear semantics regarding the role of each of its constituents (i.e., subject, re-
lation, and object) in the proposition. SalIE exploits this by clustering together those facts
that have the same head in the subject’s constituent. As the subject is typically the theme (or
topic) of the clause (Quirk et al., 1985), the intuition here is that facts with the same subject
express information about the same entity. Therefore, each cluster will contain a ranked set
of facts about each entity in the document.

After the facts have been clustered, we iteratively select facts from each cluster according
to its relevance until we reach the desired number of facts as output. The number of facts in
the output is a parameter of the system.
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4.2.3 Experiments

In this section we evaluate our system SalIE on an experimental assessment performed on a
large and real-world dataset, where we compare our systemwith three different baselines and
with two top text summarizers.

Given a document we want to evaluate how salient the top-k facts are. As the number of
facts in the ranking is a parameter of the model, we evaluate 5 configurations: from top-1 to
top-5 facts.

Datasets

As there is no dataset to directly asses the saliency of facts, we compare the extracted facts in
each ranking with a manually generated summary. We use the New York Times (Sandhaus,
2008) corpus, consisting of 3956 news articles and summaries from 2007 (with summaries
larger than 50 tokens) as described by Durrett et al. (2016).

EvaluationMetrics

To measure how close is the ranking to the summary, we use the rouge package*, standard
for document summarization (Lin, 2004). Rouge-1 measures the presence of single words
between the salient facts and the summary; rouge-l identifies the longest common subse-
quence (lcs) withmaximum length between facts and summary; rouge-1.2wmeasures the
weighted lcs by taking into account spatial relations and giving higher values to consecu-
tivematches; rouge-su is the number of occurring bigrams between the facts and summary
with arbitrary gaps. For each metric we report the F1 performance, all computed with a 95%

confidence interval, run with stemming and stopword removal†.
Note that we do not take into account the correctness of the facts (i.e., if they are well-

structured). All systems implemented, except the Berkeley summarizer (Durrett et al., 2016),
use the same open facts extracted by MinIE. Also for the Berkeley summarizer, we do not
evaluate the structure or fluency of the summary.

*pypi.org/project/pyrouge/0.1.3
†Executing package arguments: -c 95 -m -s -U -w 1.2.
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Systems and Baselines

SalIE. It outputs top-k salient facts per article. We show results for two MinIE configura-
tions: safe and aggressive, which differ in the fact average size.

Baselines. As there is no direct fact salience competitor, we designed three baselines: The
standard Position baseline which ranks facts with respect to their order of appearance, tf-
idf which ranks them with respect to the subject’s head tf-idf and the Context baseline
which ranks facts with respect to the cosine similarity between the document and the fact
embedding’s centroid.

Document Summarizers. We used two state-of-the-art document summarizers, i.e. the
unsupervised graph-based TextRank (Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004) and the supervised Berkeley
summarizer (Durrett et al., 2016). We adapted TextRank to work with facts instead of sen-
tences. For the Berkeley summarizer, we used themodel online*. As the size of the summaries
is a parameter of the summarizer, we set it to match the average size of MinIE facts (safe is
10 and aggressive is 6), For example, for the top-5 configuration in the aggressive mode, the
summary length is set to 30.

Tables 4.9 and 4.10 shows examples for the position baseline, the text summarizers and SalIE.

Results and Analysis

Tables 4.11 and 4.12 show the results for all the systems and baselines. We use colors black,
gray and light gray for the first, second and third best performingmethods. In each rouge
configuration, we show results for five rankings: top-1 to top-5. Differences between SalIE
and the best competitor is reported in the last line of the tables.

Table 4.11 shows the results where facts have been extracted with MinIE’s safe mode.
SalIE outperforms all other methods and baselines for the first three rankings (top-1 to top-
3), although Berkeley summarizer comes first in top-4 and 5 facts as a higher budget takes the
system closer to the gold standard human-readable summaries. TextRank has an opposite
behaviour compared to Berkeley, performing well in top-1 and 2 but lagging behind as more

*nlp.cs.berkeley.edu/projects/summarizer.shtml
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Table 4.9: MinIE safemode.

Human Summary
Body of Toni Grossi Abrams, widow and Staten Island socialite, is found in warehouse on outskirts of Panama City, Panama, where
she had moved to begin career in real estate; Debra Ann Ridgley, one of her tenants, is charged with stabbing Abrams to death in her
apartment on April 9.

Method Salient Facts / Summary

Position
1 (“Surgery patients”, “lie low in”, “style retreat”)
2 (“Remains”, “were discovered beside warehouse at”, “edge of cinder-topped soccer field on outskirts of Panama City”)
3 (“Abrams”, “had been stabbed to death in”, “apartment”)

TextRank
1 (“Ridgley”, “was in Abrams’s apartment”, “Garcia and friend”)
2 (“Ridgley”, “was in Abrams’s apartment that”, “night”)
3 (“Abrams’s body”, “remains in”, “Panama City morgue”)

Berkeley “The widow of a mortgage executive, Ms. Abrams was something of a force of nature in Staten Island society. The
suspect, Debra Ann Ridgley, is.”

SalIE
1 (“Abrams”, “had been stabbed to death in”, “apartment”)
2 (“Remains”, “were discovered beside warehouse at”, “edge of cinder-topped soccer field on outskirts of Panama City”)
3 (“Apartment”, “tending wounds at time of”, “murder”)

Table 4.10: MinIE aggressivemode.

Human Summary
Russian state oil company Rosneft has lined up $22 billion in financing from consortium ofWestern banks to buy assets from bankrupt
rival Yukos; Rosneft says it will bid for refineries owned by Yukos as outlet for production from its Yugansk subsidiary in western Siberia;
some of banks listed.

Method Salient Facts / Summary

Position
1 (“State oil company”, “lined up $ from consortium of banks buy assets from”, “rival”)
2 (“Rosneft”, “increase footprint in”, “oil and gas business”)
3 (“Bids”, “are successful as”, “expected”)

TextRank
1 (“Banks”, “made loans to”, “Rosneft and state company”)
2 (“Banks”, “lent company related to Rosneft”, “$ increase share”)
3 (“State oil company”, “lined up $ from consortium of banks buy assets from”, “rival”)

Berkeley “The Russian state oil company Rosneft has lined up $22 billion from a consortium ofWestern banks.”

SalIE
1 (“State oil company”, “lined up $ from consortium of banks buy assets from”, “rival”)
2 (“Banks”, “made loans to”, “Rosneft and state company”)
3 (“Rosneft”, “increase footprint in”, “oil and gas business”)
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facts are added probably due to the lack of a diversification stage. It is interesting to note that
systems working at the fact level do well in constrained settings, suggesting that facts may be
an effective way to compress information.

Table 4.12 shows the results whenMinIE is used in aggressivemode. In this experiment,
we aim at analyzing the flexibility of the systems when applied in a scenario when they need
to rank very short facts or span of texts. As we can see, SalIE achieves the highest perfor-
mance overall metrics independently the number of facts used, with the only exception of
the rouge-1.2w and rouge-su score when 4 or 5 facts are used. The second and third best
performing methods are Position and TextRank. Again, in this case, it is suggested that facts
are an appropriate mechanism to compress information.

Overall SalIE shows a more stable balance across all rankings in both settings. It always
ranks first or second (except in rouge-su top-5 where it comes third). Compared to Tex-
tRank it seems to significantly better manage redundancy, while compared to the Berkeley it
does better at detecting relevant information in constrained settings. This is due to the use
of facts for compressing.
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5
Algorithms for Expert Finding

Searching the human expertise has recently attracted considerable atten-
tion in the InformationRetrieval community. This is a computationally challeng-
ing task because human expertise is hard to formalize. Literature often refers to
human expertise as a sort of “tacit knowledge”: the expertise carried by people

belongs to their minds and thus difficult to be extracted as well as to be modeled. As a conse-
quence, a system has one way to assess and access the expertise of a person: through artifacts
of the so-called “explicit knowledge”, i.e., something that is already captured, documented,
stored via, for example, documents.
In this chapter, we present Wiser, a new solution for solving the problem of Expert Find-
ing, namely the retrieval of pertinent people (i.e., experts) with respect to a given input query.
Our approach is unsupervised and it jointly combines classical languagemodeling techniques,
based on text evidences, with theWikipedia knowledge graph, through the extraction of tex-
tual knowledge via entity linking.

Wiser indexes each academic author through a novel profiling technique which models
her expertise with a small, labeled andweighted graph drawn fromWikipedia. At query time,
experts are retrievedby combining classic document-centric approaches, which exploit the oc-
currences of query terms in the author’s documents, with a novel set of profile-centric scoring
strategies, which compute the relatedness between the author’s expertise and the query topic
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via the above graph-based profiles. The effectiveness of our system is established over a large
scale experimental test on a standard dataset for this task. We show that Wiser achieves bet-
ter performance than all the other competitors, thus proving the effectiveness of modelling
author’s profile via our graph of entities.

5.1 Introduction

Researchonhowtoprovide away to share expertise canbe tracedback to at least the 1960s (Brit-
tain, 1975). In more recent years, the explosion of digital information has revamped the sci-
entific interest on this problem and led researchers to study and design software systems that,
given a topic X, could support the automatic search for candidates with the expertise X. Ini-
tial approaches were mainly technical and focused on how to unify disparate and dissimilar
document collections and databases into a single data warehouse that could easily be mined.
They employed some heuristics or even required people to self-judge their skills against a pre-
defined set of keywords (Ackerman et al., 2002; Yimam & Kobsa, 2000). Subsequent ap-
proaches have been proposed to exploit techniques proper of document retrieval, and they
have been applied to the documents written by or associated to each expert candidate as the
main evidence of her expertise (Balog et al., 2012). However, classical search engine return
documents not people or topics (Heath et al., 2006).

Today they do exist advanced systems which may be classified into two main categories:
expert finding systems, which help to findwho is an expert on some topic, and expert profiling
systems, which help to find ofwhich topic a person is an expert. Balog et al. (2012) summarize
the general frameworks that have been used to solve these two tasks (see also Section 5.2), and
look at them as two sides of the same coin: an author retrieved as expert of a topic should con-
tain that topic in her profile. However, as pointed out by Van Gysel et al. (2016a,b), known
systems are yet poor in addressing three key challenges which, in turn, limit their efficiency
and applicability (Balog et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014): (1) queries and documents use different
representations so that maximum-likelihood language models are often inappropriate, and
thus there is the need to make use of semantic similarities between words; (2) the accelera-
tion of data availability calls for the further development of unsupervised methods; (3) in
some approaches, a language model is constructed for every document in the collection thus
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requiring to match each query term against every document.

In this chapter we focus on the task of experts finding in the academia domain, namely,
wewish to retrieve academic authorswhose expertise is defined through the publications they
wrote and it is relevant for a user query.

In this context, the best system to date is the one recently proposed by Van Gysel et al.
(2016b). It has a strong emphasis on unsupervised profile construction, efficient query capa-
bilities and semantic matching between query terms and candidate profiles. Van Gysel et al.
have shown that their unsupervised approach improves retrieval performance of vector space-
based and generative-languagemodels, mainly due to its ability to learn a profile-centric latent
representation of academic experts from their publications. Their key idea is to deploy an em-
bedding representation ofwords— such as the one proposed in (Mikolov et al., 2013b)— to
map conceptually similar phrases into geometrically close vectors (i.e., “nyt” is mapped into a
vector close to the one of “New York Times”). At query time, their system first maps the user
query into the same latent space of experts’ profiles and, then, retrieves the experts showing
the highest dot-product between the embeddings of their profile and the one of the query.
This way the system can efficiently address themismatch problem between the “language” of
the user query and the “language” of authors’ documents: i.e., an expert can be identified
even if her documents do not contain any terms of the input query (Li et al., 2014).

But, despite these recent improvements, the semantic matching implemented by VanGy-
sel et al. (2016b) is yet limited to the use of latent concepts, namely ones that cannot be explic-
itly defined and thus cannot explain the why an expert profile matches a user query. In this
work we propose a novel approach for expert finding which is still unsupervised but, unlike
VanGysel et al. (2016b), takes advantage of the recent IR trends in the deployment of knowl-
edge graphs (Dietz et al., 2017;Weikum et al., 2016) which allowmodern search engines and
NLP/IR tools to bemore powerful in semanticallymatchingqueries to documents and allow
to explicitly represent concepts occurring in those documents, as well-defined nodes in these
graphs. More specifically, our approach models the academic expertise of a researcher both
syntactically and semantically by orchestrating a document-centric approach, that deploys an
open-source search engine (namely Elasticsearch), and a profile-centric approach, thatmodels
in an innovativeway the individual expert’s knowledge not just as a list of words or a vector of
latent concepts— as in (VanGysel et al., 2016b)—but as a small labeled and weighted graph
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derived fromWikipedia, which is the best known and open knowledge graph to date. That
graphwill consist of labeled nodes, which are the entities mentioned in author’s publications
— detected via TagMe (Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012), one of the most effective entity linking
system to date — and edges weighted by means of proper entity relatedness scores — com-
puted via an advanced framework (Ponza et al., 2017a). Moreover, every node is labeled with
a relevance score which models the pertinence of the corresponding entity to author’s exper-
tise, and is computed by means of proper random walk calculation over the author’s graph;
andwith a latent vector representationwhich is learned via entity and other kinds of structural
embeddings, that are derived fromWikipedia and result different from the ones proposed in
(VanGysel et al., 2016b). The use of this enriched graph allows to obtain a finer, explicit and
more sophisticatemodeling of author’s expertise that is then used at query time to search and
rank experts based on the semantic relation that exist between the words/entities occurring
in the user query and the ones occurring in the author’s graph.

This novel modelling and querying approach has been implemented in a system called
Wiser,whichhasbeen experimentedon the largest available dataset forbenchmarking academia
expert finding systems, namely TU dataset (Berendsen et al., 2013). This dataset consists of
a total of 31 209 documents, authored by 977 researchers, and 1266 test queries with a human-
assessed ground-truth that assigns to eachquery a rankingof its best academic experts. Wiser
shows statistically significant improvements over different ranking metrics and configura-
tions. Moreprecisely, ourdocument-centric approach improves theprofile-centricLog-linear
model proposed by VanGysel et al. (2016b) of+7.6%,+7.4% and+7% overMAP,MRR and
NDCG scores. Whereas our profile-centric approach based on entity linking improves that
Log-linear model of +2.4% in MAP, and achieves comparable results for the other metrics.
Then, we show that a proper combination of our document- and profile-centric approaches
achieves a further improvement over the Log-linear model of +9.7%, +12.6% and +9.1% in
MAP, in MRR and in NDCG; and, furthermore, it improves the sophisticated Ensemble
method of Van Gysel et al. (2016b), which is currently the state-of-the-art, of +5.4%, +5.7%

and +3.9% on MAP, MRR and NDCG@100 metrics, respectively. This means that Wiser
is designed upon the best single model and the best combinedmodels today, thus resulting the
state-of-the-art for the expert finding problem in academia.
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A publicly available version of Wiser is available * for testing its functionalities about
expert finding and expert profiling over the researchers of the University of Pisa.

The next sections will review the main literature about expert finding solutions (Section
5.2), in order to contextualize our problem and contributions; describe the design of Wiser,
by detailing its constituting modules and their underlying algorithmic motivations (Section
5.4) and finally presenting our achievements through a large set of experiments (Section 5.5).

5.2 RelatedWork

We first discuss prior work on experts finding by describing the main challenges of this task
and its differences with classic document retrieval. Then we move on to describe how our
work differs from known experts finding (and profiling) approaches by commenting about
its novel use of entity linking, relatedness measures and word/entity embeddings. Finally, in
the last part of this section, we will concentrate on detailing the main differences between
Wiser and the state-of-the-art system proposed by VanGysel et al. (2016b), because it is also
the most similar to ours.

Experts finding systems differ from classic search engines (Chakrabarti, 2002; Manning
et al., 2008) in that they address the problem of finding the right person (in contrast with
the right document) with appropriate skills and knowledge specified via a user query. Pre-
liminary attempts were made in adapting classic search engines to this task with poor results
(Balog et al., 2012). The key issue to solve is how to represent the individual expert’s knowl-
edge (Balog et al., 2006, 2009; Macdonald & Ounis, 2006; Van Gysel et al., 2016b). Among
the several attempts, the ones that gotmost attention and successwere the profile-centricmod-
els (Balog et al., 2006; Van Gysel et al., 2016b) and the document-centricmodels (Balog et al.,
2012; Cao et al., 2005; Macdonald &Ounis, 2006). The first ones work by creating a profile
for each candidate according to the documents they are associated with, and then by rank-
ing experts through amatching between the input query and their profiles. The second ones
work by first retrieving documents which are relevant to the input query and then by ranking
experts according to the relevance scores of their matching documents. The joint combina-

*wiser.d4science.org
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tion of these two approaches has shown recently to further improve the achievable perfor-
mance (Balog &De Rijke, 2008; Van Gysel et al., 2016b), as we will discuss further below.

Most of the solutions present in the literature are unsupervised (Balog et al., 2006, 2009;
Cao et al., 2005; Macdonald &Ounis, 2006; Van Gysel et al., 2016b) since they do not need
any training data for the deployment of their models. Supervised approaches (Macdonald &
Ounis, 2011; Moreira et al., 2015) have been also proposed, but their application has usually
been confined to data collections in which query-expert pairs are available for training (Fang
et al., 2010; Sorg&Cimiano, 2011). This is clearly a limitation that has indeed led researchers
to concentrate mainly onto unsupervised approaches.

The focus of our work is onto the design of unsupervised academia experts finding solu-
tions which aim at retrieving experts (i.e., academic authors) whose expertise is properly de-
fined through thepublications theywrote. Among themost popularacademic expert finding
solutions we have ArnetMiner (Tang et al., 2008), a system for mining academic social net-
works which automatically crawls and indexes research papers from theWeb. Its technology
relies on a probabilistic framework based on topic modeling for addressing both author am-
biguity and expert ranking. Unfortunately, the implementation of the system is not publicly
available and it has not been experimented on publicly available datasets. Similar comments
hold true for the Scival system by Elsevier.*

Among the publicly available systems for academia expert finding, the state-of-the-art is
the one recently proposed by Van Gysel et al. (2016b). It adapts a collection of unsuper-
vised neural-based retrieval algorithms (Van Gysel et al., 2017), originally deployed on prod-
uct search (Van Gysel et al., 2016a), to the experts finding context via a log-linear model
which learns a profile-centric latent representation of academic experts from the dataset at
hand. At query time, the retrieval of experts is computed by first mapping the user query
into the same latent space of experts profiles and, then, by retrieving the experts with the
highest dot-product between their profile and the query.

To the best of our knowledge we are the first to design an experts finding system for the
academia domain which is based on entity linking and embeddings techniques built upon
the Wikipedia KG (Balog et al., 2012; Van Gysel et al., 2016b). The key feature of our sys-

*See scival.com.
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tem Wiser is a novel profile model for academic experts, called Wikipedia Expertise Model,
that deploys those advanced techniques to build a small labeled and weighted graph for each
academic author. This graph will describe her individual “explicit” knowledge in terms of
Wikipedia entities occurring in her publications and of their relatedness scores computed by
means of Wikipedia-based interconnections and embeddings. This graph representation is
then used at query time to efficiently search and rank academic experts based on the “seman-
tic” relation that exists between their graph model and the words and entities occurring in
the user query.

5.3 Notation and Terminology

Adataset (D,A) for the experts finding problem is a pair consisting of a set of documents d ∈ D

and a set of authors (candidate experts) a ∈ A. We indicate with Da the set of documents
written by author a.

Entities are annotated in texts (both documents and queries) through the entity linker
TagMe (Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012), which also provides a confidence score ρe which ex-
presses the semantic coherence between entity e and its surrounding text in the input docu-
ment. Since an entity e can be mentioned many times in the documents of a, with possibly
different values for ρe, we denote by ρe,a the maximum confidence score among all occur-
rences of e in Da’s documents. We use Ea to denote the set of all entities annotated in the
documents Da of author a.

Given an entity e, we use Ae to denote the set of authors who mention e in one of their
documents, De to denote the subset of documents that mention e, and Da,e to denote the
subset of documents written by author a and which mention e.

A generic input query is indicated with q, Eq will be used to denote the set of entities
annotated in q by TagMe andDa,q will be used to denote the subset of documentsDa which
are (syntactically or semantically) matched by the input query q.
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5.4 OurNew Proposal: Wiser

In this section we describe Wiser, whose name stands forWikipedia Expertise Ranking. It
is a system for academia experts finding, built on top of three main tools:

• TagMe (Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012), a state-of-the-art entity linker for annotating
Wikipedia pages mentioned in an input text;

• Elasticsearch*, an open-source software library for the full-text indexing of large data
collections;

• WikipediaRelatedness (Ponza et al., 2017a), a framework for the computation of sev-
eral relatednessmeasures betweenWikipedia entities andwhose suite of algorithms has
been introduced in Chapter 3.

By properly orchestrating and enriching the results returned by the above three tools,
Wiser offers both document-centric and profile-centric strategies for solving the experts
finding problem, thus taking advantage of the positive features of both approaches. More
specifically, Wiser first builds a document-centric model of the explicit knowledge of aca-
demic experts via classic document indexing (by means of Elasticsearch) and entity annota-
tion (by means of TagMe) of the authors’ publications. Then, it derives a novel profile-
centric model for each author that consists of a small, labeled and weighted graph drawn
fromWikipedia. Nodes in this graph are the entities mentioned in the author’s publications,
whereas the weighted edges express the semantic relatedness among these entities, computed
viaWikipediaRelatedness. Every node is labeled with a relevance score which models the perti-
nence of the corresponding entity to author’s expertise, and is computed bymeans of proper
random walk calculation over that graph; and with a latent vector representation which is
learned via entity and other kinds of structural embeddings derived from Wikipedia. This
graph-based model is called Wikipedia Expertise Model (wem) of an academic author (de-
tails in Section 5.4.1).

At query time,Wiseruses proper data fusion techniques (Macdonald&Ounis, 2006) to
combine several authors’ ranking: the one derived from the documents’ ranking provided by

*www.elastic.co
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Elasticsearch, and others derived bymeans of properly defined “semanticmatchings” between
the query and the Wikipedia Expertise Model of each author. This way, it obtains a unique
ranking of the academic experts that captures syntactically and semantically the searched ex-
pertise within the “explicit knowledge” of authors (details in Section 5.4.2).

The following sections will detail the specialties of our novelWikipedia ExpertiseModel,
and its construction and use in the two phases above.

5.4.1 Data Indexing and ExpertsModeling

This is an off-line phase which consists of two main sub-phases whose goal is to construct
the novel Wikipedia Expertise Model for each academic author to be indexed. A pictorial
description of this phase is provided in Figure 5.1.

DataAcquisition. In this first sub-phase,Wiser indexes the authors’ publications bymeans
of Elasticsearch and annotates themwithWikipedia’s entities bymeans of TagMe. For each
input document, Elasticsearch stores information about its author a and its textual content,
whereas TagMe extracts the Wikipedia entities e that are mentioned in the document to-
gether with their ρ-score that, we recall, captures the coherence between the annotated en-
tity and the surrounding textual context in which it has been mentioned. Given that the
annotated documents are scientific publications, they are well written and formatted so that
TagMe is very effective in its task of extracting relevant Wikipedia entities. Subsequently,
Wiser filters out the entities e such that ρe,a ≤ 0.2 (as suggested by the TagMe’s documenta-
tion), since those entities are usually noisy or non coherent with the topics mentioned in the
annotated document. Eventually, all this information is stored in aMongoDB* database.

Wikipedia Expertise Model (wem). In this second sub-phase, Wiser creates an innova-
tive profile of each academic author that consists of a graphwhose nodes are labeled with the
Wikipedia entities found in author’s documents, and whose edges are weighted by deploying
entity embeddings and the structure of the Wikipedia graph, by means of the WikipediaRe-

latedness framework. More precisely, the expertise of each author a is modeled as a labeled
and weighted graph Ga = (V,E) where each node u ∈ V is a Wikipedia entity annotated in

*www.mongodb.com
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Figure 5.1: The construction for a given author of the Wikipedia Expertise Model in Wiser.

at least one of the documents of Da by TagMe, and each weighted edge (u, v) ∈ E models
the relatedness between the two entities u and v. In our context we weight (u, v) by comput-
ing the Milne&Witten relatedness measure between u’s and v’s entity, using theWikipediaRe-

latedness framework. This measure has shown its robustness and effectiveness in different
domains (Ferragina & Scaiella, 2012; Ponza et al., 2017a; Scaiella et al., 2012), we leave the
use of more sophisticated relatedness measures, present inWikipediaRelatedness (Ponza et al.,
2017a), to a future work.
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The graph Ga is further refined by executing an outlier-elimination process performed
via a graph clustering algorithm that recognizes and removes from Ga those entities that do
not belongs to any cluster and thus can be considered as off-topic for the author a. For this
task Wiser deploys hdbscan (McInnes & Healy, 2017), a density-based hierarchical clus-
tering method based on the classic dbscan (Manning et al., 2008). The choice in the use
hdbscan is motivated by its efficiency and a higher clustering quality than other popular
algorithms (i.e., k-means) (McInnes & Healy, 2017). As in any clustering algorithm, input
parameters of hdbscan strongly depend on the input graph and its expected output. In
our experiments we observed that sometimes the entities labeled as outliers are not much off-
topic (false positives), while in other cases no outliers are detected although they do exist at a
human inspection (false negatives). Wiser deals with those issues by adopting a conservative
approach: if more than 20% of the nodes in Ga are marked as outliers, we consider the output
provided by hdbscan as not valid, and thus we keep all nodes in Ga as valid topics for the
examined author a.

After the application of the outlier-elimination process, Wiser computes two attributes
for each node (hence, entity) in the graph Ga. The first one is the PageRank’s relevance score
of an entity ementioned by the author a. This score is computed by running the PageRank
algorithm over the graphGa with a proper setting of the damping factor to 0.85, as commonly
chosen in literature (Boldi & Vigna, 2014). Moreover, the starting and teleporting distribu-
tions overGa’s nodes are defined to reflect the number of times author amentions the entity e
assigned to that node, and it is scaled by the ρ-score that evaluates howmuch that entity is re-
liable as a’s research topic according to TagMe: namely, Pr(e) = ρe,a

C log(1+ |Da,e|). Constant
C is a normalization factor thatmakes that formula a probability distribution over the entities
labeling the nodes of Ga. This definition allows the more frequent and coherent entities to
get a higher chances to re-start a randomwalk, and thus their nodes will probably turn to get
a higher steady state probability (i.e., relevance score) via the PageRank computation (Haveli-
wala, 2002). In this computation a significant role will be played by the weighted edges of the
graph Ga which explicitly model the semantic relatedness among the entities mentioned by a.

The second attribute that is associated to each node is a vector of floating-point numbers
computed through the DeepWalk model for entity embeddings (see Section 5.2). This tech-
nique is inspired by the approach adopted by Van Gysel et al. (2017), where the expertise of
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Figure 5.2: Experts retrieval in Wiser via the combination of a document-centric strategy and a
profile-centric strategy through proper data fusion techniques that are described in the text.

each author is modeled with an embedding vector. But, unlike VanGysel et al. (2017) where
vectors are learned via a bag-of-words paradigm directly from the dataset (D,A), our embed-
ding vectors are more “powerful” in that they embed the latent knowledge learned from the
content and the structure ofWikipedia and, additionally, they “combine” the relevance score
just described above and associated to each entity (node) in the graphGa. Eventually, we com-
pute for every author a one single embedding vector which is obtained by summing up the
DeepWalk embedding vectors relative to its top-k entities and ranked according to the rele-
vance score described above.* This embedding vector eventually incorporates the expertise

*In the experiments of Section 5.5 we will investigate the impact of the choice of k ∈
{10, 20, 30, 50, |Ea|}.
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of each author into 100 components (see Section 5.5), thus it is fast to be managed in the
subsequent query operations when we will need to compute the semantic matches between
authors’ topics and query topics.

Summarizing, Wiser computes for every author a its wem profile which consists of the
graph Ga and an embedding vector of 100 numeric components. This way the wem profile
models the explicit knowledge of author a by identifying the explicit concepts (via entities
and their relations) and the latent concepts (via an embedding vector) occurring in her docu-
ments. The graph Ga is crucial in many aspects because it captures the entities mentioned in
a’s documents and their Milne&Witten’s relatedness score. But, also, it allows to select the
top-k entities that best describe a’s expertise, according to a relevance score derived by means
of a PageRank calculation over Ga. The DeepWalk vectors of these top-k entities are then
summed to get the embedding vector of author a that describes the best latent concepts of
a’s expertise.

5.4.2 Finding the Experts

At query time,Wiser operates in order to identify the expertise areasmentioned in the input
query q and then retrieve a set of candidate experts to which it assigns an expertise score. This
score is eventually used for generating the final ranking of experts that are returned as result
of query q.

Since our system relies on both document-centric and profile-centric strategies, we orga-
nized this section in three main paragraphs which respectively describe each of those strate-
gies and themethod used for their combination via proper data fusion techniques. Figure 5.2
reports a graphical representation of the query processing phase.

Document-Centric Strategy. It relies on the use of Elasticsearch. The query q is forwarded
to Elasticsearch in order to retrieve a ranked list of documents, namely a list (d1, s1), . . . , (dn, sn)
where si is the score computed for document di given the query q. In our experiments we will
test several ranking scores: tf-idf (Manning et al., 2008), BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009), and
Language Modelingwith eitherDirichlet or Jelinek-Mercer smoothing ranking techniques (Zhai
& Lafferty, 2017).
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Table 5.1: Document-scoring techniques used byWiser within its document-centric strategy. We
denote by sa,j the score assigned to the j-th document of author a computed via several techniques.

Name Equation Description
mean-k 1

k
∑k

j=1 sa,j Average of the top-k scores of a’s documents.
max max(sa,j) Maximum of the scores of a’s documents.
rr ∑|Da,q|

j=1
1

rank(dj) Reciprocal rank (Macdonald & Ounis, 2006) of the ranks of a’s doc-
uments. rank(dj) is the ranking position of document dj.

combnz |Da,q|
|Da|

∑|Da,q|
j=1 sa,j Documents’ scores of author a, normalized by the number of docu-

ments associated to a.

The ranked list of documents is then turned into a ranked list of authors a1, ..., am by
means of several well-known techniques (Fox & Shaw, 1994; Macdonald & Ounis, 2006)
that we have adapted to our context, are described in Table 5.1 and tested in Section 5.5.

Profile-Centric Strategy. This is a novel set of scoring strategies that we have specifically
designed to rank experts according with our newwem profile. Authors are scored via a com-
putation that consists of three main steps. First, Wiser runs TagMe over the input query q
and annotates it with a set of pertinentWikipedia entities, denoted by Eq. Second, it retrieves
as candidate experts the authors Aq whose wem profile contains at least one of the entities in
Eq. Third, the authors inAq are ranked according to twonovel entity-scoringmethods, that we
call exact and related, which compute authors’ scores based on some properly defined exact-
or related-scoring functions that are computed between q and their wem profiles. These
many scoring functions will be experimentally tested in Section 5.5.

Exact-Match Scoring. This collection of methods measures the relevance of an author a ∈ Aq

with respect to the query q as a function of the frequencyof Eq’s entitieswhich occur in a’s doc-
uments. More precisely, an author a ∈ Aq is first retrieved as candidate expert of q if her wem
profile contains at least one of the entities annotated in Eq; and then, she is ranked by means
of one of the techniques reported in Table 5.2 that take into account only the frequency of
the entities explicitly occurring in its wem profile.

Relate-Match Scoring. This approach aims at implementing a semantic scoring of the authors
in Aq, by evaluating the pertinence of the expertise of an author a ∈ Aq according to the
relatedness among the entities in her wem profile and the entities in Eq (as opposite to the
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Table 5.2: Author-scoring techniques based on exact-match of entities and used byWiser within its
profile-centric strategy. The function f can be linear, sigmoid or a square function. Equation ec-iaf,
ef-iaf and rec-iaf are computed for a given author a and entity e, whereas max and mean aggregate
these scores computed for multiple entities into a single one.

Name Equation Description
iaf log |A|

|Ae| Inverse author frequency, namely the smoothing factor used formodeling
the importance of entity e in the dataset at hand. This score is used only
when combined with other techniques (see ec-iaf and ef-iaf).

ec-iaf |Da,e| · ρa,e · iaf(e) Frequency of an entity smoothed bymeans of its coherence with a’s doc-
uments (i.e., ρa,e) and the iaf scores.

ef-iaf 1
|Da| · ec-iaf(a, e) Scaling down ec-iaf by means of the “productivity” of author a mea-

sured as the number |Da| of authored documents.
rec-iaf f(ra,e) · ec-iaf(a, e) Extending ec-iaf equation with the relevance score ra,e of the entity e

within the graph Ga. f(ra,e) is a scaling function described in the experi-
ments.

max max(g(a, e)) Maximum exact-match score computed for a given author a ∈ Aq and for
each e ∈ Eq. g(a, e) is either ec-iaf, ef-iaf or rec-iaf.

mean mean(g(a, e)) Average exact-match score computed for a given author a ∈ Aq and for
each e ∈ Eq. g(a, e) is either ec-iaf, ef-iaf or rec-iaf.

Table 5.3: Author-scoring techniques based on related-match of entities and used byWiser within
its profile-centric strategy. The top-k entities of author a are the ones with the highest relevance score
in Ga. In the experiment we have set k = 0.1 · |Ae|, thus taking the top 10% entities mentioned in a’s
documents.

Name Equation Description
aer 1

k |Eq|
∑

eq∈Eq
∑k

i=1 ρea,i,a · rel(eq, ea,i) Author entity relatedness score among the top-k enti-
ties of a and the entities eq ∈ Eq.

raer 1
k |Eq|

∑
eq∈Eq

∑k
i=1 ρea,i,a · rel(eq, ea,i) · f(ra,ea,i) Ranked author entity relatedness score that extends

aer with entities’ relevance score. f(ra,e) is a scaling
function described in the experiments.

aes cosine(
∑

eq∈Eq v⃗eq · v⃗a,k) Author entity relatedness that computes the cosine sim-
ilarity between the embedding v⃗eq of entity eq ∈ Eq and
the embedding va,k of author a.
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Table 5.4: Data fusion techniques used byWiser to combine h scores (document-centric and
profile-centric) of an author a into a unique value that reflects the pertinence of a’s expertise with
the user query q.

Name Equation Description
combsum ∑h

i=1 si(q, a) The final score is the sum of the scores.
combmin minhi=1 si(q, a) The final score is the minimum of the scores.
combmax maxhi=1 si(q, a) The final score is the maximum between the scores.
rrm ∏h

i=1
1

ranki(q,a) The final score is the product of the inversed ranking scores.
rrs 1∑h

i=1 ranki(q,a)
The final score is the inverse of the sums of the ranking scores.

frequency used by the previous scoring functions). Table 5.3 reports the list of techniques
used to design such a kind of semantic scores. They exploit either the structure of the graph
Ga (i.e., aer and raer) or compute the cosine similarity between the embedding vectors of
the compared entities (i.e., aes).

Combining Document-Centric and Profile-Centric Strategies. Document and profile-
centric strategies are then eventually combined via proper data fusion techniques which are
listed in Table 5.4. We designed those techniques as adaptations of the proposals in (Fox &
Shaw, 1994; Macdonald &Ounis, 2006) suitable for the experts finding problem.

5.4.3 Optimization and Efficiency Details

Wiser implements three main algorithmic techniques that speed-up the retrieval of experts,
thus making the query experience user-friendly.

Double Index. Wiser’s index is implemented with two different data structures, namely,
two inverted lists that store both the association author-entities and entity-authors. This
allows to efficiently retrieve at query time all the information that are needed for ranking
authors with profile-centric strategies.

Ordered Entities by Relevance Score. Some profile-centric strategies, namely aer and
raer, need to retrieve the top-kmost related entities of an author with respect to Eq, but this
latter set of entities is known only at query time. This could be a slow process when dealing
withmany authors andmany entities, soWiser pre-computes and stores for each author the
ordered list of her entities sorted by their relevance score, computed bymeans of a PageRank
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over Ga (i.e., a’s wem profile). The computation of the top-k entities in Ea with respect to Eq

then boils down to a fast computation of a list intersection.

Relatedness Cache. The indexing phase of Wiser needs to compute the graph Ga for every
author a of the input dataset. This could be a very slow process in the presence of many
authors a and many entities in Ea, because Ga is a graph of up to Θ(|Ea|2) edges which have to
beweightedbyquerying theRESTful serviceunderlying theWikipediaRelatedness framework.
In order to speed up this computation, Wiser caches the edge weights as soon as they are
computed. This way, if two entities occur in many subsequent graphs Ga, their computation
is saved by accessing their cached values.

5.5 Experiments

In order to evaluate the efficacy of Wiser we have set up a sophisticated experimental frame-
work that has systematically tested the various document-centric andprofile-centric strategies
described in Tables 5.1–5.3 and the data fusion techniques described in Tables 5.4 over the
publicly available TU dataset (Berendsen et al., 2013). From these experiments wewill derive
the best combination of techniques that, then, will be used to compare the resulting Wiser
against the state-of-the-art systems currently known to solve the expert finding problem.

5.5.1 Dataset

The TU (Berendsen et al., 2013) dataset* is an updated version of the UvT dataset, devel-
oped at Tilburg University (TU). It is currently the largest dataset available for benchmark-
ing academia expert finding solutions, containing both Dutch and English documents. TU
dataset comes with five different (human assessed) ground-truths, named fromGT1 toGT5.
In our experiments we have decided to use GT5 because it is considered the most recent and
complete ground-truth (see (Berendsen et al., 2013) for details) and because it is the dataset
used in the experiments of (Van Gysel et al., 2016b). Table 5.5 offers a high-level overview
about the dataset, while Table 5.6 offer a finer description.

*We thank Christophe Van Gysel for providing us the dataset.
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Table 5.5: Overview of the TU dataset (Van Gysel et al., 2016b).

Resource Count
Documents 31209
Author Candidates 977
Queries (GT5) 1266
Document-candidate associations 36566
Documents with at least one associated candidate 27834
Associations per document 1.13± 0.39
Associations per candidate 37.43± 61.00

Table 5.6: Document composition for the TU dataset.

Resource Documents with Documents with Total num.
at least one author no authors documents

Theses 5152 871 6023
Papers 21120 2504 23624
Profile pages (UK) 495 0 495
Profile pages (NL) 524 0 524
Course pages 543 0 543
Total documents 27834 31209 3375

Table 5.7: Space occupancy of Wiser’s index built on the TU dataset.

Resource Space

RawDocuments 25MB
Elasitcsearch Index 40MB
wem Profiles (total) 94MB
wem Profiles (average per author) 100KB
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Indexing TUwithWiser. SinceTUdataset contains bothDutch andEnglish documents,
we normalize the data collection by translating Dutch documents into English via the tool
Translate Shell*. Then, the dataset is indexed with Wiser, as described in Section 5.4.1. Ta-
ble 5.7 reports the memory occupancy of the final indexes.

5.5.2 EvaluationMetrics

In our experimentswewill use the following rankingmetrics that are available in the trec_eval
tool†, and are commonly used to evaluate expert-finding systems.

Precision at k (P@k). It is the fraction of retrieved authors that are relevant for a given query
qwith respect to a given cut-off kwhich considers only the topmost k results returned by the
evaluated system:

P@k(q) = |{relevant authors for q} ∩ { top-k retrieved authors for q}|
k

(5.1)

Mean Average Precision (MAP). Precision and recall are set-based measures, thus they are
computed on unordered lists of authors. For systems that return ranked results, as the ones
solving the expert-finding problem, it is desirable to consider the order in which the authors
are returned. The following score computes the average of P@k over the relevant retrieved
authors.

AveP(q) =
∑n

k=1 P@k(q)× relq(k)
|{relevant authors for q}| (5.2)

where n is the number of retrieved authors, relq(k) is function which equals to 1 if the item at
rank k is a relevant author for q, 0 otherwise.
The following score averages AveP over all queries in Q.

MAP =

∑
q∈QAveP(q)

|Q|
(5.3)

*An open source command-line translator via Google Translate APIs.
†github.com/usnistgov/trec_eval
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Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). The reciprocal rank of a query response is the inverse of
the rank of the first correct answer for q (i.e., rec-rank(q)), namely:

rec-rank(q) =
1

pos(q)
(5.4)

The following score averages the reciprocal rank over all queries in Q:

MRR =
1
|Q|

∑
q∈Q

rec-rank(q) (5.5)

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG).Assuming to have a relevance score
for each author, given a query q, wewish to havemeasures that givemore value to the relevant
authors that appear high in the ranked list of results returned for q. Discounted Cumulative
Gain is a measure that penalizes highly relevant authors appearing lower in the result list for
q. This is obtained by reducing their relevance value (i.e., relq, see above) by the logarithmic
of their position in that list.

DCGk(q) = relq(1) +
k∑

i=2

relq(i)
log2 i

(5.6)

The final measure we introduce for our evaluation purposes is among the most famous ones
adopted for classic search engines (Manning et al., 2008). It is computed by normalizing
DCG with respect to the best possible ranking for a given query q. More precisely, for a
position k, the IdealDiscountedCumulativeGain—IDCGk(q)—is obtained by computing
the DCGk(q) on the list of authors sorted by their relevance score wrt q. Then the measure
NDCGk(q) is obtained as the ratio between DCGk(q) and IDCGk(q):

NDCGk(q) =
DCGk(q)
IDCGk(q)

(5.7)

5.5.3 Results and Analysis

Section 5.4 has described several possible techniques that Wiser can use to implement its
document-centric and profile-centric strategies. In this section we experiment all these pro-
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Table 5.8: Comparison among different configurations of document-centric strategies with normal-
ized reciprocal rank (rr) as data-fusion technique.

Method MAP MRR P@555 P@111000 NDCG@111000000

tf-idf (rr) 0.284 0.347 0.120 0.082 0.420
BM25 (rr) 000.333666333 000.444333777 000.111555777 000.000999999 000.444999555
LM (Dirichlet, rr) 0.341 0.410 0.145 0.096 0.473
LM (Jelinek-Mercer, rr) 0.346 0.414 0.151 0.098 0.481

posals by varying also their involved parameters. More precisely, for the document-centric
strategies we experiment different document rankings and investigate also several data-fusion
techniques that allow us to assign one single score to each candidate expert given all of its
documents that are pertinent with the input query (see Tables 5.1 and 5.4). For the profile-
centric strategies, we experiment the exact- and related-match scoring methods summarized
in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. At the end, from all these figures we derive the best possible configura-
tions of Wiser, and then compare them against the state-of-the-art approaches (Van Gysel
et al., 2016b). This comparison will allow us to eventually design and implement a state-of-
the-art version of Wiser that further improves the best known results, by means of a proper
orchestration of document-centric, profile-centric and data-fusion strategies. Finally, in the
last part of this section we will conclude the experiments with a run-time evaluation and a
qualitative analysis that will show how the combination of document- and profile-centric
strategies does not only improve the quality of the returned results, but it also does not sig-
nificantly alter the latency response of the system.

Evaluation of the Document-Centric Strategies. We configureWiser to first rank docu-
ments via various scoring functions: i.e. tf-idf, BM25, orLanguage ModelingwithDirichlet
or Jelinek-Mercer smoothing. Then, we compute a score for each author that combines
two or more of the previous rankings via one of the data-fusion techniques described in Sec-
tion 5.4.2 and summarized in Table 5.4. As far as the smoothing configurations for Dirichlet
or Jelinek-Mercer approaches are concerned, we set μ = 2000 and λ = 0.1, as suggested by the
documentation of Elasticsearch.
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Figure 5.3: Expert finding performance of Wiser with different configurations of document-
centric strategies and data-fusion methods.

Figure 5.3 reports the performance of Wiser by varying: (1) the document ranking, (2)
the data fusion method, and (3) the evaluation metric. Looking at the histograms, it is very
clear that each strategy achieves the best performance when the reciprocal rank (rr in the Fig-
ures) is used as data-fusion method. So, we have set rr in our following experiments and ex-
plored the best performance for all other combinations. Results are reported in Table 5.8 be-
low. Wenotice that, despite all strategies have values of P@5 andP@10 very close to each other,
a difference is present onMAP,MAP andNDCG@100. As far as the document-rankings are
concerned we note that tf-idf is the worst approach, whereas both LM strategies have good
performance and, undoubtly, BM25 is the clear winner with +7.9% on MAP, +9% on MAP
and +7.5% on NDCG@100 with respect to tf-idf, and +1.7% onMAP and +2.3% onMAP
and +1.4% on NDCG@100 with respect to any LM. So the winner among the document-
centric strategies is BM25with rr as data-fusion method.

Evaluation of the Profile-Centric Strategies. We experimented the two configurations of
Wiser that deploy either the exact- or the related-match score for evaluating the pertinence
of the wem profile of an author with respect to the entities of a given query, as described in
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Section 5.4.2. To ease the reading of the following experimental results, wewill first comment
on their individual use and then illustrate some combinations.

Exact-Match Scoring. Figure 5.4 reports the performance of Wiser configured to rank au-
thors either with ec-iaf or ef-iaf (both methods based on entity frequency) and by deploy-
ing max and mean methods for combining multiple scores into a single one. It is evident
that ec-iaf scoring with mean outperforms ef-iaf.

Figure 5.5 shows the performance of Wiser with different configurations of rec-iaf
scoring, PageRank executed over the author’s graphGa). Since rec-iaf depends on f(ra,e), we
experimented various settings for f that we report on the top of Figure 5.5, namely identity
function (linear), sigmoid function (sigmoid), square root function (sqrt), and square
function square. Looking at the plots, it is evident that the best configuration for rec-iaf
is achieved when f is the square function, it improves both ec-iaf or ef-iaf.

Related-Match Scoring. Figure 5.6 shows the performance of aer and raer profile-centric
strategies. Sinceraerdependson f(ra,e), wehave investigated the same set of scaling functions
experimented for the rec-iafmethod. Despite the fact that the raermethodworks slightly
better when configured with the sigmoid function, the simpler aer method is equivalent or
slightly better on all metrics.

Figure 5.7 reports the performance of Wiser which ranks authors according to Deep-
Walk embeddings models, which have been learned via cbow algorithm and by fixing the
size of the vectors to 100. In those experiments we have also evaluated the impact of varying
the number k of top-k entities selected per author. As the plots show, ranking experts with
respect to the DeepWalk embedding achieves better performance on different metrics and is
more robust with respect to the k parameter. In the following experiments we have set k = 30.
For the sake of completeness, we mention that we have also investigated the application of
DeepWalk Skip-gram and Entity2Vec (Ni et al., 2016) (both cbow and Skip-gram) models,
but for the ease of explanationwe did not report them since their performance are lower than
DeepWalk-cbow.

FinalDiscussion. Table 5.9 reports thebest configuration found for eachprofile-centricmethod,
as derived from the previous Figures. Generally speaking, methods based on exact-match per-
formbetter than theones basedon related-matchon theTUdataset, with rec-iaf that achieves
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Figure 5.4: Performance of Wiser by profile-centric strategies based on entity count: ec-iaf and
ef-iaf.
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tions f(ra,e) for the relevance score ra,e.
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Table 5.9: Comparison between the best configuration of the profile-centric approaches (with both
exact and related match scoring methods) implemented byWiser.

Match Method MAP MRR P@555 P@111000 NDCG@111000000

Exact
ec-iaf (mean) 0.289 0.353 0.125 0.081 0.394
ef-iaf (mean) 0.204 0.236 0.084 0.064 0.320
rec-iaf (sqrt-mean) 000.333111111 000.333777222 000.111333444 000.000888666 000.444111333

Related
aer 0.187 0.226 0.081 0.058 0.332
raer (sigmoid) 0.185 0.224 0.081 0.058 0.331
aes (dw-cbow-30) 0.214 0.255 0.092 0.067 0.365

a peak of +9.7% on MAP with respect to the aes method. It is crucial to stress at this point
the role of thewemprofile of an author a in achieving these results. In fact, the best methods
— i.e. for the exact-match (i.e., rec-iaf), the related-match (i.e., aes) — are properly the
ones that strongly deploy the weighted graph Ga to derive, via a PageRank computation, the
relevance scores ra,e for the entities ementioned within a’s documents and the corresponding
top-k entities.

Wiser versus the State-of-the-Art. In this last paragraph we compare the best configu-
rations of Wiser, based on document- and profile-centric methods, against the best known
approaches present in literature, i.e. Log-liner (VanGysel et al., 2016b) andModel 2 (jm) (Ba-
log et al., 2006).

Table 5.10 shows that bothBM25 andrec-iafmethodsoutperformLog-linear andModel 2
(jm) over different metrics. Specifically, rec-iaf achieves competitive performance with an
improvement of +2.4% over theMAP and+0.9% overMAP scores with respect to Log-linear,
whereas BM25 improves all knwonmethods over allmetrics: +7.6% onMAP, +7.4% onMAP,
+2.3% on P@5, +0.7% on P@10 and +7% on NDCG@100, thus resulting the clear winner
and showing that for the TU dataset the document-centric strategy is better than the profile-
centric strategy inWiser.

Given these numbers, we set up a final experiment that aimed at evaluating the best per-
formance achievable by the combination of thesemethods via data-fusion techniques. Specif-
ically, we designed a version of Wiser that combines the best document-centric strategy, i.e.
BM25 (rr), with the two best profile-centric strategies, i.e. rec-iaf and aes. Figures 5.8 and
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Figure 5.8: . Performance of Wiser configured to combine document-centric (i.e., BM25 (rr)) and
a profile-centric strategy— i.e., rec-iaf (sqrt-mean)— by means of several data-fusion techniques.
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Figure 5.9: . Performance of Wiser configured to combine document-centric — i.e., BM25 (rr)
— the best exact profile-centric strategy— i.e., rec-iaf (sqrt-mean)— and the best related profile-
centric strategy— i.e., aes (DW-cbow-30) — by means of several data-fusion techniques.
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Table 5.10: Comparison between the best approaches reported in literature (top) andWiser’s vari-
ants (bottom). Statistical significance of BM25 (rr) is computed using a two-tailed paired t-test with
respect to rec-iaf (sqrt-mean) and indicated with ▲ when p < 0.01.

Method MAP MRR P@555 P@111000 NDCG@111000000

Model 2 (jm) (Balog et al., 2006) 0.253 0.302 0.108 0.081 0.394
Log-linear (Van Gysel et al., 2016b) 0.287 0.363 0.134 0.092 0.425

BM25 (rr) 000.333666333▲ 000.444333777▲ 000.111555777▲ 000.000999999▲ 000.444999555▲

rec-iaf (sqrt-mean) 0.311 0.372 0.134 0.086 0.413
aes (dw-cbow-30) 0.214 0.255 0.092 0.067 0.365

Table 5.11: Comparison between single methods (top) and different ensemble techniques whose
ranking are combined via rrm data-fusion method. Statistical significance is computed using a one-
tailed paired t-test with respect to BM25 (rr)— the best method of Table 5.10— and indicated with
△ for p < 0.1) and ▲ for p < 0.05.

Method MAP MRR P@555 P@111000 NDCG@111000000

Model 2 (jm) (Balog et al., 2006) 0.253 0.302 0.108 0.081 0.394
Log-linear (Van Gysel et al., 2016b) 0.287 0.363 0.134 0.092 0.425
BM25 (rr) 0.363 0.437 0.157 0.099 0.495
rec-iaf (sqrt-mean) 0.311 0.372 0.134 0.086 0.413
aes (dw-cbow-30) 0.214 0.255 0.092 0.067 0.365

Ensemble (Van Gysel et al., 2016b) 0.331 0.402 0.156 000.111000555 0.477
rrm(BM25 (rr), rec-iaf (sqrt-mean)) 000.333888555△ 000.444555999△ 000.111666333 0.104 000.555111666▲

rrm(BM25 (rr), rec-iaf (sqrt-mean), aes (dw-cbow-30)) 0.381△ 0.449 000.111666333 000.111000555△ 0.513△

5.9 report the performance of these combinations. The best performance are always reached
when the methods at hands are combined with the rrm data-fusion method (purple bar).

Table 5.11 reports the performance achieved by the best known and new approaches pro-
posed in this chapter. For the sake of comparison, we also report the Ensemblemethod devel-
oped by (VanGysel et al., 2016b), which combines via reciprocal rank (i.e., rr) the Log-linear
model with Model 2 (jm). It is evident from the table that

• theBM25 (rr) implemented byWiser outperforms theEnsemblemethodof (VanGy-
sel et al., 2016b), which is currently the state-of-the-art, of +3.2%, +3.5% and 1.8% in
MAP, MRR and NDCG@100, and
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Figure 5.10: Average tun-time performance of the three best configurations of Wiser on the TU
dataset.

• with a proper combination of this document-centric strategy with the two best profile-
centric algorithmsof Wiserweare able to achieve a further improvementoverEnsemble
onMAP,MAP and NDCG@100 of +5.4%, +5.7%, +0.7% and +3.9%.

Therefore, Wiser turns out to be the new state-of-the-art solution for the expert finding
problem in the academia domain.

Run-Time Evaluation. We supplement the large-scale quantitative evaluation described in
the previous paragraph with a run-time evaluation performed on the top of the three best
configurations of Wiser. All tests that we report here were performed on an Intel Core
i7-4790 clocked at 3.60GHz, with 16GB of RAM and running Linux 4.13.

Unfortunately, we can not compare the speed of Wiser against to the other known
systems — i.e. Model 2 (jm) (Balog et al., 2006), Log-linear (Van Gysel et al., 2016b) and
Ensemble (Van Gysel et al., 2016b)— because they are not publicly available.

As far as the time efficiency of the three best configurations of Wiser is concerned— i.e.,
BM25 (rr), rrm (BM25 (rr), rec-iaf (sqrt-mean)) and rrm (BM25 (rr), rec-iaf (sqrt-
mean), aes (DW-cbow-30)), our experiments on the TU dataset show that Wiser is able
to increase significantly its output quality but at a time costwhich results not negligible for its
third tested configuration. As expected, Figure 5.10 shows that the simplest scoring strategy
— i.e., BM25 (rr)— is the fastest one, since it needs only to retrieve the relevant documents
for a givenquery and then compute the rr score for each candidate author. On the other hand,
the second configuration rrm (BM25 (rr), rec-iaf (sqrt-mean)) improves the quality of
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Figure 5.11: A real example that shows where the profile-centric approaches complement effica-
ciously the document-centric approaches. On the top, the input query and the ground-truth expert.
On the left the final results returned byWiser with two different configurations. On the right, a sim-
plified internal architecture of the system that shows the entity annotated in the input query and a
meaningful subset of entities for each ranked experts in order to show the topics concerned by their
research.

the results returned by BM25 (rr) (see Table 5.11) at a small time penalty, which makes the
overall system still able to answer queries in less than one second. The third and last technique
— i.e., rrm (BM25 (rr), rec-iaf (sqrt-mean), aes (DW-cbow-30)) — incurs in a larger
running time because it is more computationally intensive given that it needs to compute
several cosine similarities between the entities annotated in the input query and the top-30
entities in the authors’ profiles.

AccordinglywithTable 5.11 andwith the run-time performance of the three testedmeth-
ods inFigure 5.10,wedecided todeploy as thefinal configurationof Wiser atwiser.d4science.org
the one which has shown both the highest qualitative and the fastest run-time performance:
namely, rrm (BM25 (rr), rec-iaf (sqrt-mean)).

Qualitative Analysis. In this last paragraph we wish to shed light on the combination be-
tween our new profile-centric approaches with the classic document-centric approaches. To
fulfill this goal we have performed a qualitative analysis that consisted in manually inspect-
ing the results returned by two configurations of Wiser: one instantiated with a purely
document-centric approach — i.e., BM25 (rr) — and the other one exploiting a combina-
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tion between document- and profile-centric approaches, namely rrm (BM25 (rr), rec-iaf
(sqrt-mean)). We have actually identified a common pattern that recurs very frequently
when the results of BM25 (rr) are improved by rrm (BM25 (rr), rec-iaf (sqrt-mean)).
Figure 5.11 shows one example of this common pattern for the query “multi level analy-
sis”. For this query BM25 (rr) ranks the best author (indicated in the ground truth as the
one with id equal to 266 841) at 20th position, and puts on the topmost positions many au-
thors whose research is unrelated to the submitted query. This worse result is due to the
fact that the bag-of-words paradigm underling BM25 incurs into the error of retrieving as
experts those authors that have in their abstracts terms appearing in the query q but whose
meaning is different from the one intended by q. In fact, in the example, the wordsmulti and
analysis appear frequently in the papers authored by 938 920 and 780 413, but with a meaning
which is not related to the concept Multilevel Model intended by the query. Conversely, the
profile-centric score based onWikipedia entities and adopted by Wiser allows to overcome
this limitation. As we see in the right of Figure 5.11, TagMe correctly identifies the entity
Multilevel_Model both in the query q and in the profile of the ground-truth expert (i.e.,
266 841). On the other hand, TagMe does not annotate the profiles of the two non-experts,
previously ranked in the top-2positions byBM25 (rr) (i.e., 938 920 and 780 413), with that con-
cept. As a result, the combination of document and profile-centric approaches implemented
by rrm (BM25 (rr), rec-iaf (sqrt-mean)) allows to re-rank experts by scoring higher the
ones whose profile contains the same entity of the input query q (i.e., 266 841) and, vice versa,
demote the ones that include the query’s terms but not their corresponding concepts (i.e.,
938 920 and 780 413).
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6
Conclusion and Future Directions

In this chapter we point out some future research directions that we believe are
interesting and promising and concern, directly or indirectly, with the topics ad-
dressed in this thesis.

Entity Relatedness. The work presented in Chapter 3 leaves several open issues. We would
like to apply our two-stage framework to otherKGs and extend our approach by properly tak-
ing into account the labels that can be associated to entities’ relationships. For example, in a
KG like Wikidata and Yago, the edge that link between Leonardo_da_Vinci and Anchi-
ano (the town where he was born) is labeled with the a string that specify this relationships,
namely place_of_birth.

As a proof of concept, we have recently set-up one more experiment that investigates
the application of our two-stage framework (configured with Step 1 and 3 with Milne &
Witten (2008) relatedness, as done in Section 3.6.10) on the domain of synonym extraction:
the task on which CoSimRank (Rothe & Schütze, 2014) has been originally designed for
and experimented. For a fair comparison, we run our framework on the same graph of words
deployed by Rothe & Schütze (2014), which consists of 30945 nodes and 2045411 edges, and
over the same benchmark, namely TS68, a dataset published by Minkov & Cohen (2012)
consisting of 68 pairs of synonyms. We easily adapted our two-stage framework to retrieve the
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synonyms of a word as follows. Given a query node (word) u, its synonyms are retrieved by
ranking all nodes in the graph with respect to their relatedness score with u. The preliminary
results of these experiments are reported in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Preliminary results on the application of the two-stage framework in the domain of syn-
onyms extraction and experimented on the TS68 dataset. k is the size of the subgraph of our two-stage
framework (set to 20, i.e. value that achieved the highest performance), d is the average degree of each
node of the graph (i.e., 66) and m is the number of synonym pairs in the testbed (i.e., 68). All rows,
with the exception of the last one, are from (Rothe & Schütze, 2014).

Method P@111 MRR Time
PPR+Cos 20.6 32 O(mn2)
SimRank 25.0 37 O(n3)
CoSimRank 25.5 37 O(mn2)
Typed CoSimRank 23.5 37 O(mn2)
Two-Stage Framework 26.6 33 O(kkkdddmmmnnn)

Our framework achieves competitive results, with performance that are better or near
to the state-of-the-art, but with the great advantage of having a time complexity of one or-
der of magnitude lower. We also mention that our approach does not take advantage of the
edge weights (i.e., word co-occurrences computed on a large corpus) provided by the graph
of words. These weights are actually exploited by all other methods reported in Table 6.1,
thus further penalizing our results, especially in theMRRmetric. This corroborate what we
stated at the beginning of this paragraph: we clearly need to extend our framework incorpo-
rating the information present in the graph’s edges (e.g., labels or weights) that are currently
ignored during the relatedness computation of our approach.

Furthermore, a wider evaluation of relatedness methods is needed for studying the de-
pendence of the performance from the link-richness of Wikipedia as well as assessing them
over domain-specific entity categories (e.g., biology, medicine or finance). Our two-stage
framework could also have an impact on other applications which hinge on the computation
of large amounts of entity relatedness, such as query understanding (Cornolti et al., 2016),
document relatedness (Ni et al., 2016), question answering (Abujabal et al., 2018) or, more
generally speaking, to all that research contexts that need of a fast and effective relatedness
computation between nodes of a graph.
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Entity and Fact Salience. Our studies of entity and fact salience presented in Chapter 4
have highlighted several research issues and directions that need further investigation.

Improving the quality of the entity salience annotations of the NYT is a crucial need:
augmenting its annotations with common nouns and labeling its ground-truth via crowd-
sourcing should improve the quality of the training set and thus of the trained systems as
well as enable a larger and fairer assessment of their efficacy. Furthermore, we can also foresee
that in the next years research will start focusing on the efficiency of entity linkers in order
to boost the balancing between speed and accuracy that is becoming an emerging need for a
knowledge extraction at large scale. For example, the current annotation of NYT by Wat,
although it run on a multi-threaded machine, took about 20 days.

A number of applications in a myriad of domains are clearly possible, with the extrac-
tion of salient entities and salient facts that can be used by machines to enhance their un-
derstanding of documents by means of this novel salient-based representation. News credi-
bility (Kashyap et al., 2018), knowledge base construction (Nguyen et al., 2017a) and facts
contextualization (Voskarides et al., 2018) are only few examples of applications that could
benefit from the extraction of salient entities and salient facts from an input document.

Expert Finding. The systemWiser introduced in Chapter 5 leaves several open issues that
we would like to explore. For example, we need to design a fine-grain clustering technique
for wem profiles in order to easily show which are the main groups of topics researched by
the expert at the hand. For example, we found that clustering entities of a Computer Sci-
ence researcher is not an easy task since all of them lie into the same domain. Here, classical
approaches (e.g., k-means/hdbscan executed over wem) incur in the problem of generat-
ing coarse-grain clusters that group together almost all entities, despite they actually belong
to different subareas. For example, over a research profile whose entities cover both the ar-
eas of algorithms (e.g., Suffix_tree and Dynamic_programming) and data compression
(e.g., Gzip and Burrows-Wheeler_transform), a standard k-means generates just one sin-
gle cluster. Looking closer to the results, we found that these coarse-grain clusters are gener-
ated because classical relatedness measures (such as Milne&Witten and entity embeddings)
output higher scores for all of them and thus making almost impossible to distinguish be-
tween close and far entities. On the other hand, the application of our two-stage framework
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seems to preserve the original granularity and could enable the clustering algorithm to pro-
vide better groups of entities. This preliminary investigation can be explored in the profiles
indexed at wiser.d4science.org, under the tabMain Areas.

The current on-line version of Wiser is limited to the data provided by the University
of Pisa, which clearly needs to be extended with more resources and information for conse-
quently increasing its coverage to other universities, institutions and countries.

Our new profiling technique wem has been experimented only on the domain of expert
finding, while it is clearly generalizable and it could be applied to other research areas, such
as social media and system recommendation.
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A
GUI and Public API of Swat

This appendix describes the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and the public API our system
Swat, which has been presented in Chapter 4.

Figure A.1 shows a simple GUI* that allows using Swat over an input document loaded
via aWeb interface. In addition to theGUI, it is possible todeploy Swat through aREST-like
interface†. The API provides results in both human and machine-readable form, by deploy-
ing a simple JSONformat (seeTablesA.1,A.2 andA.3). In order to showhow the interaction
with Swatworks, we offer a Python code snippet in ListingA.1 for querying our system and
the corresponding JSON response in ListingA.2. A query requires just one optional parame-
ter (i.e., title) andonemandatory parameter (i.e., the content of the document). The response
includes all entities annotated by Swat and several information for each of them.

*The demo of the system is accessible at swat.d4science.org.
†The API is accessible at sobigdata.d4science.org/web/tagme/swat-api.
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Listing A.1: Python code for querying the Swat’s public API. The authorization token
MY_GCUBE_TOKEN is needed for using the service and obtainable through free registration.
1 import json
2 import requests
3
4 MY_GCUBE_TOKEN = 'copy your gcube-token here!'
5
6 document = {
7 "title": 'Obama travels.',
8 "content": 'Barack Obama was in Pisa for a flying visit.'
9 }

10
11 response = requests.post('https://swat.d4science.org/salience',
12 data=json.dumps(document),
13 params={'gcube-token': MY_GCUBE_TOKEN})
14
15 print json.dumps(response.json(), indent=4)

Listing A.2: Structure of the JSON response of Swat.
1 {
2 'status' # str
3 'annotations':
4 {
5 'wiki_id' # int
6 'wiki_title' # str
7 'salience_class' # int
8 'salience_score' # float
9 'spans': # where the entity is mentioned in content

10 [
11 {
12 'start' # int (character-offset, included)
13 'end' # int (character-offset, not included)
14 }
15 ]
16 }
17 'title' # str
18 'content' # str
19 }
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Table A.1: Fields of the Swat’s JSON request.

Name Description Type

title Title of the document. String

content Content of the document. String

Table A.2: Fields of the Swat’s JSON response.

Name Description Type

status Status of the response. String

annotations List of extractions (see Table A.3). List

Table A.3: Fields present in each object of annotations field in the JSON response.

Name Description Type

wiki_id Wikipedia ID of the extracted entity. Integer

wiki_title Wikipedia title of the extracted entity. String

salience_boolean 1 if the entity is salient, 0 otherwise. Integer

salience_score Score of relevance of the entity. Float

spans List of pairs of integers. Each pair contains the start
(included) and end (excluded) offsets at character-level
of the extracted entity in the input text.

List
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Figure A.1: The GUI of Swat prototype allows detecting and classifyingWikipedia entities from
an input text. The box Wikipedia Entities shows the extracted entities with a boolean label, de-
noting salient (red) and non-salient (blue) entities, and ranked by their Salience-Score, namely
XGboost’s probability. The box Annotated Document shows the mentions extracted to their per-
tinent Wikipedia pages.
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